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The research reported in this thesis aimed to investigate potential cognitive-linguistic 
predictors of reading comprehension levels amongst Persian monolingual and Persian-
English bilingual primary school children. The Persian orthography, unlike English, is written 
from right to left. It is cursive and most of the letters change their shape when connecting to 
letters on one or both sides. The orthography also has the feature of using marks to represent 
sounds within the language. These marks are not always included in written text, particularly 
when the text is targeted at more experienced readers. 
Over 200 school-children in Iran from grades 2 to 5 were given measures of text reading 
comprehension involving Cloze completion or passages followed by questions. 
Comprehension levels were compared to scores on measures of language competence, 
phonological ability, orthographic processing and speed of processing. Analyses indicated 
that Persian reading comprehension levels, consistent with English models of reading, were 
predicted by measures of linguistic competence and word decoding, with the latter being 
predicted by phonological and orthographic processing skills. However, orthographic skills 
and speed of processing showed predictions of Persian reading comprehension independent 
of word decoding processes, findings that differed to those predicted from the English-
language derived models.  
These findings were examined among over 150 Persian-English bilingual children in Persian 
grades 2 to 5 who attending mainstream schools in New Zealand or Australia. These children 
were being educated in an English medium context, but with Persian as their home language. 
Analyses of predictors of reading levels verified the findings reported from the monolingual 
data. In addition, comparisons of good and poor reading comprehenders argued for deficits in 
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either language or word decoding skills to potentially produce different sub-groups of poor 
readers, with the findings also being consistent with deficits in phonological decoding and/or 
orthographic processing skills consistent with dual-route or triangle models of literacy 
learning disabilities.  
The thesis findings were used to derive a model of Persian reading comprehension similar to 
the simple view of reading. The findings can also inform the development of cross-language 
models of reading and global theories of reading comprehension.  
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Chapter 1 
General Introduction and Overview of the 
Thesis/Research 
1.1 Introduction 
Reading comprehension is a complex process and the ultimate goal of reading. To provide a 
better understanding of reading comprehension process, many theoretical models have been 
proposed; these include the more elaborated models, such as the construction-integration 
model (Kintsch, 1998) , to the relatively simple models, such as the simple view of reading 
(SVR) (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012). The 
SVR suggests that reading comprehension is the product of linguistic comprehension and 
decoding. Thus, word recognition processes have also received much attention in the 
literature. Similar to reading comprehension, there are several models of word recognition, 
such as the dual-route model (Coltheart, 1985, 2006) and the triangle model (Plaut, 
McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996). (These models will be explained in Chapter 2 of 
this thesis to provide the theoretical framework/foundation for the studies reported.) 
Reading is converting the graphic representation of the language into linguistic conceptual 
objects (words and morphemes) (Perfetti & Liu, 2005). Despite research indicating that 
reading processes depend on the language of the reader and the writing system that encodes 
that language (Perfetti, 2001), most of the reading models/interpretations on reading 
processes have been derived from studies of English speaking individuals. Although 
underlying cognitive skills that predict literacy learning skills have been found across a 
number of languages, there is still a need to investigate these skills in other orthographies, for 
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example by focusing on similarities in orthographic processing across writing systems (Frost, 
2012) before confirming the current theories or reading models universally.  
In fact, one of the reasons for caution here is that children learning a transparent orthography 
with a more consistent relationship between written symbols (letters/graphemes) and 
language sounds (phonemes) than that found in English seem to show faster progress in 
word-level literacy, and process language at the level of the phoneme earlier, than those 
learning a less regular orthography (Seymour et al., 2003). The view that English is less 
transparent (i.e., the relation between written form and language sounds is less clear) than 
most other orthographies has led some to question the universality of current English-
language derived theories about literacy learning (Share, 2008). Therefore, research on other 
languages/orthographies is needed to confirm the current models of reading. (Relevant 
research findings will be reviewed in Chapter 2 to provide a theoretical framework for the 
studies reported in this thesis.) 
Persian orthography (see Chapter 3 for a review) has some interesting features that may lead 
to skills developing differently from those predicted by current models of reading derived 
from English. In contrast to English, but similar to Semitic languages (e.g., Arabic), the 
Persian orthography is written from right to left. The orthography is a modified version of the 
Arabic orthography, though it has more graphemes than Arabic. Interestingly, the Persian 
language has fewer phonemes compared to Arabic, which is one reason for Persian having a 
polygraphic orthography, meaning that several graphemes are used to represent the same 
phoneme. The orthography is cursive, with most letters changing their shape when 
connecting to letters preceding or following them. It also uses combinations of dots and 
marks within and around basic symbol shapes to distinguish letters/determine pronunciation, 
as well as to represent syntactic rules and morphological forms. In addition, several such 
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marks are used to represent short vowel sounds and these vowel markers are not always 
included in written text, particularly in passages targeted at more experienced readers. This 
elimination of short vowel markers leads to a reasonably large number of homographic letter 
strings in written Persian and means that, after first grade, Persian children need to learn to 
infer short vowel sounds from the context within which a word is written in order to obtain 
the correct pronunciation and meaning of a homograph. In addition, there is no written 
indication for diphthongs (combination of two vocalic phonemes in one syllable to form one 
phoneme) in Persian; diphthongs are represented by those letters which represent long 
vowels. Therefore, the learning of skills related to text comprehension may be a vital part of 
literacy learning at an early age for most Persian children.  
Additionally, the form of Persian used in written text may not be the same as that spoken in 
every-day conversation by an individual. For example, the Persian accent varies across 
regions in Iran and, although it is the language of education in regions such as Kurdistan, 
Lorestan and Azerbaijan, Persian is not the home language. In Iran, Persian is called Farsi 
(the Arabic equivalent for Parsi, i.e. 'Persian', derived from the name of a historically 
important region of Iran), whereas in Afghanistan, it is called Dari and the accent used in the 
two versions varies. The written form used in all these areas, however, is based on a standard 
form of Persian. In addition, the spoken form of the language has a lot of substitutions (for 
example, ىاً /nan/ meaning bread becomes /nun/ in spoken form of Tehrani Persian) which 
makes the written form of words sound quite different from how they are spoken in normal 
every-day speech. Such forms of diglossia may lead to the influence of phonological 
processing differing in literacy development compared to other contexts where written and 
spoken languages are based on identical sound forms. 
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The current study endeavoured to investigate relevant cognitive-linguistic skills as potential 
predictors of Persian reading comprehension levels and aimed at the following general 
themes: 
1. To investigate underlying cognitive skills as potential predictors of Persian reading 
comprehension in order to develop a Persian model of reading comprehension among 
primary school age children. 
2. To verify the developed model among bilingual Persian-English speakers who use 
English as their dominant language meaning that Persian can be considered as their 
second (less dominant) language despite it being the language most widely used in the 
home environment. 
3. To investigate the potential sources of reading comprehension deficits/difficulties of 
Persian learners in order to help educators identify and further support those at risk of 
reading problems. 
4. To assess the usefulness of English-derived theories/models of reading (such as the 
SVR) for explaining literacy acquisition in other orthographies and, thereby, inform 
the development a universal model of reading despite differences between 
orthographies. 
The following section describes the assessment battery used in the study along with the 
research methodology employed in a series of three experiments designed to address the 
areas of the focus of this thesis. 
1.2 Assessment battery  
The measures used in the current study were: the Reading Comprehension Questions (reading 
passages followed by questions about the text), and the Reading Comprehension Cloze 
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procedure (sentence completion) task, which were considered as indicative of text reading 
comprehension ability; the Listening Comprehension task (answering comprehension 
questions for orally presented passages), and the receptive vocabulary task (selecting a 
picture that best illustrates the meaning of an orally presented stimulus word) a commonly 
used measure of oral language ability; the Sound Deletion task (deleting a sound from a 
spoken word: „cat without the /c/ sound‟ – English examples are provided for ease of 
understanding, though all tasks were presented in Persian), and the Non-word Reading task 
(naming a novel letter string: „spoog‟) considered as indicative of phonological-based word 
decoding skills; the Matching Words task (saying whether pairs of letter strings were the 
same or different, where the different pairs differed by one letter/grapheme: „sand send‟), the 
Word Chains task (indicating random real words in a text where the spaces between words 
have been removed: „thehelptimeafterman‟), the Orthographic Choice task (selecting the 
correct spelling amongst letter strings that were real words or made-up words but sounded 
like real words if translated using spelling-sound conversion rules: e.g., „monk munk‟) 
considered as indicative of the orthographic knowledge; and the Rapid Atuomaized Naming 
(RAN) of Words and Objects (naming familiar words or drawings of objects presented on a 
card as fast but accurately as possible), which were considered as indicative of the speed at 
which the child could access to phonological representation of words and objects (i.e., speed 
of general cognitive processing). 
The measures were developed so that predictors of Persian reading comprehension could be 
examined in three studies reported in the thesis. Study 1 examined the predictors of Persian 
reading comprehension among monolingual Persian children; Study 2 verified the predictors 
among Persian-English bilingual cohorts; and the third study reported analyses aimed at 
investigating Persian reading comprehension difficulties. 
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The measures for Study 1 were modelled on those developed in other languages to investigate 
predictors of reading comprehension utilizing the same psychometric procedures (see Chapter 
4, for developing measures). The English measures for Study 2 were either standardized tests 
or modified forms of these tests in English (see Methodology section in Chapter 6). As will 
be reported in the following chapters, overall the measures proved to be inter-related and 
suitable for the purpose of this thesis and led to proposing the Persian model of reading 
comprehension. 
1.3 Study 1: Predictors of Persian reading comprehension 
This study aimed at investigating predictors of Persian reading comprehension and 
developing a suitable model to explain text comprehension processes in the Persian 
orthography.  
The study investigated the underlying cognitive-linguistic skills of Persian reading 
comprehension in order to develop the Persian reading comprehension model. It also aimed 
to assess the usefulness of the simple view of reading (SVR) (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; 
Hoover & Gough, 1990; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012) and/or the component model of reading 
(CMR) (Joshi and Aaron, 2000) in explaining the acquisition by primary school children of 
the Persian orthography which, at least in its fully vowelized form, is believed to be relatively 
transparent. Given these models, the study assessed the contribution of word-level reading 
and language understanding skills to Persian reading comprehension by identifying predictors 
of variability in reading comprehension. Persian is a language/orthography that has been 
scarcely studied but has characteristics that make the assessment of text processing 
potentially informative about universal theories of reading comprehension. Hence, the 
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identification of predictors of variation in Persian reading comprehension should inform 
further models across languages. 
Study 1 assessed predictors of variation in Persian reading comprehension through a cross 
sectional design by measuring skills amongst grade 2 to 5 primary school children (N=232) 
attending mainstream schools in Iran. The concern here was not with between-group 
comparisons, but investigation into the relative contribution of several theoretically relevant 
abilities (cognitive-linguistic processes) to the prediction of text comprehension skills in a 
typical group of monolingual learners who were acquiring Persian literacy skills as part of 
normal mainstream schooling – a method that has been used to inform models of English 
reading comprehension (e.g., Adlof, Catts, & Little, 2006). Data analyses were used to 
determine whether the targeted underlying cognitive-linguistic (i.e., verbal skills, 
phonological skills, orthographic skills and speed of processing) were significant predictors 
of Persian reading comprehension.   
Analyses from this study indicated that Persian reading comprehension levels are best 
predicted by measures of linguistic processing and decoding ability, with the latter being 
predicted by phonological and orthographic processing skills. Orthographic knowledge 
directly predicts Persian reading comprehension from an early grade and speed of processing 
is significant in older grades.  These findings are discussed in terms of the application of the 
Simple View of Reading (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990; Tunmer & 
Chapman, 2012) to Persian. The findings also contributed to the development of the Persian 
reading comprehension model which is presented in Fig. 5.1 (Chapter 5). 
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1.4 Study 2: Verification of the developed model  
Study 2 aimed at evaluating the developed Persian model of reading proposed in this thesis 
(Study 1). The data for this study was collected from Persian-English bilingual primary 
school children (N=126) in New Zealand and Australia who, similar to Study 1, performed 
on text reading comprehension measures along with other measures of linguistic 
comprehension, decoding/phonological skills, orthographic skills and speed of processing in 
both languages (i.e., Persian and English). The Persian tests were those that were developed 
for Study 1 (as presented in Chapter 4) and the English measures were standardized tests in 
English with some modifications.  
Analyses from this study supported the Persian model of reading developed in Study 1, 
suggesting that orthographic measures predicted literacy skills from an early age, arguing for 
the possibility that Persian orthographic knowledge is an important early skill for an 
individual to read accurately/fluently and comprehend written text. However, in contrast to 
the monolingual data, analyses across grades indicated that lower grade children tended to 
rely more on orthographic knowledge to process decoding whereas for older children there 
was an increasing trend for phonological skills to be influential: in the Persian monolingual 
data, both skills areas seem to be predictive across grade levels. In contrast, speed of 
processing showed evidence of growing as a predictor of reading comprehension levels 
across the grade levels studied in the Persian monolingual data, but this trend was not evident 
in the bilingual findings where speed of processing seemed to show little influence on 
comprehension levels. However, in both data sets, speed influenced word decoding skills.  
Despite these differences, overall, the findings confirmed the Persian reading comprehension 
model proposed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.  
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1.5 Study 3: Persian reading comprehension deficits 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the sources of difficulties that hamper successful 
understanding of Persian text. The study aimed to investigate influences of word-level and 
understanding-level processes along with the element of speeded access to the phonological 
representations of words or objects on Persian reading comprehension deficits by contrasting 
the performance of average comprehenders with those who showed difficulties in their text 
reading comprehension. This provided an opportunity to examine the usefulness of the 
Persian model of reading proposed in this thesis (Chapter 5 – Figure 5.1) in identifying 
deficits of underlying cognitive skills of those with text comprehension problems.  
In order to examine the ability of the model to explain reading comprehension deficits and 
learning difficulties, additional analyses of data collected as part of study 1 were conducted 
(these are reported in Chapter 7). Analyses of covariance compared the performance of 
individuals with (15% bottom low, N=33) and without below average (N=173) performance 
in reading comprehension (Cloze and Comprehension Questions) in Persian.  
The findings supported the Persian model of reading presented in this thesis suggesting that 
children with comprehension problems (lower than the expected average level) have 
difficulties in language related skills, particularly listening comprehension, as well as their 
word recognition skills. The analyses further suggested that deficits in the lexical pathway, 
either phonological or orthographic, may compromise the semantics pathway (possibly 
within the triangle model framework see Plaut et al., 1996) and lead to text reading 
comprehension deficits. These findings can be used to inform the development of assessment 
tools, although further research is required to confirm causal relationships between the factors 
identified in this study. 
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1.6 Towards a universal model 
For the past few decades, numerous models of reading have been proposed aiming at 
describing and explicating the essentials of reading processes. Findings of reading research 
support the idea that relationships between underlying cognitive skills which predict literacy 
learning skills have been found across a number of languages. It is also supported that 
reading processes depend on the language of the reader and the writing system that encodes 
that language (Perfetti, 2001). Therefore, Chapter 8 aimed at presenting general theoretical 
discussions of the findings of the studies reported in this thesis which may inform the 
development of a universal model of reading. It also presents the practical aspect of this work 
which should support educators in their day-to-day classroom teachings. Finally, limitations 






Psychological Models of Reading 
2.1 Introduction 
Comprehension is the ultimate goal of reading. It is obvious that reading comprehension is 
more than a simple matter of recognizing or understanding individual words, and is a 
complex process. All models of reading comprehension thus acknowledge the active role of 
readers to build up a mental representation of what they read. To comprehend a text, readers 
are required to successfully go through several processes including, but not limited to, 
comprehension skills at word-, sentence- and text-level, integration of general world 
knowledge, appreciation of text structure, motivation and interest, and metacognitive 
abilities. In other words, a process that integrates a range of sources of information, from 
lexical features through to world knowledge seems essential for text comprehension 
(Snowling & Hulme, 2007).  
To provide a better understanding of the processes involved in reading comprehension, many 
theoretical models of reading comprehension have been proposed in the past few decades; 
these include more elaborated models, such as the construction-integration model (Kintsch, 
1998), to the relatively simple models, such as the simple view of reading (Gough & Tunmer, 
1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012). The core of all these models is 
how to decode the graphic symbols on the page to comprehend texts. Hence, decoding the 
written form of the language (script or orthography) which begins with the word recognition 
process has received a great deal of attention  in the literature with many models explicating 
word recognition processes; in particular  dual-route model (Coltheart & Coltheart, 1997) and 
the triangle model (Plaut et al., 1996) feature prominently in the literature. These models of 
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reading comprehension and word recognition are expounded in the following sections to 
provide theoretical frameworks for the current study. This Chapter also attempts to explore 
the cognitive skills involved during early reading acquisition with the focus on the 
relationship between oral language and the written form of the language to highlight the need 
of the move towards a universal model of reading.  
2.2 Models of reading comprehension 
This section provides general background knowledge of reading comprehension models from 
different spectrums (i.e., top-down process, stage models and bottom-up process) to highlight 
the complexity of research on reading comprehension. The final parts of this section explain 
the simple view of reading and the component model of reading; the two models of reading 
comprehension that are used as general guidelines throughout the thesis.  
2.2.1 Constructionist models of reading comprehension 
From the viewpoint of a constructionist theory, text comprehension can be achieved through 
a process at different levels. The reader must decode graphic symbols on a page; then, utilize 
perceptual processes, word recognition and parsing (recognizing words‟ component parts of 
speech and their grammatical role in a sentence or phrase); and finally, run semantic analysis 
to comprehend the word meaning based on the text they read (Kintsch, 1988, 1998). Kintsch 
(1998) proposed that to comprehend the written text, readers are required to construct 
multilevel representations of the text (i.e., microstructure and macrostructure). Microstructure 
level of the text plays a role at the word level which lends itself to a higher order unit of the 
text to comprehend global topics and their relationship. This higher order level is called 
macrostructure in Kinstch‟s model. These two levels (at the text level) activate the meaning 
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of the text. The meaning being purely derived from the text seems to be shallow with the 
deeper meaning of the text masked. Therefore, the text content must form a situational model. 
In other words, a mental model is formed by the situation described in the text. This leads to 
uncover the deeper meaning of the text. In short, the process can be summarized as two major 
levels of representations: (i) a text base representation that represents the linguistic structure 
of the text and its meaning; and (ii) a situational model or a mental model of the situation 
described by the text. 
Several other proponents of constructionist models including Kintsch himself further 
developed these models leading to the construction-integration (CI) model of Kintsch (1998), 
and the landscape model (van den Broek, Risden, Fletcher, & Thurlow, 1996). These models 
are considered both bottom-up and top-down models; bottom-up models, because the reader 
must first decode the text to be able to start comprehension processes and top-down models 
because the reader must develop the situation model which depends on prior knowledge, 
vocabulary, and activation of relevant schemata (Langer, 1984).  
The CI model seem to best capture adult reading comprehension but in terms of children, 
they fall short in defining how children develop skills at text level or situation/mental model; 
it is also unclear about how children construct a situational model since prior knowledge 
should play a crucial role in the process. In addition, these models do not imply how the 
reader can integrate the two major levels (text base and situational/mental model) which seem 
essential for comprehending the reading passage (Paris & Hamilton, 2009). Therefore, it is 
necessary to investigate the process of comprehension and not just the end product of 
comprehension, as suggested by such models. To address this area, researchers have 
proposed models such as stage models and information processing models of children‟s 
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reading development. The next section considers some of these models to provide general 
understanding of the process of reading comprehension informed by research in the literature. 
2.2.2 Stage models of reading development 
Developmental theories focus on the effects of age on skill acquisition. Changes with age are 
seen as biologically and/or culturally determined, with important roles being played by 
genetic and educational influences (Firth, 1985). These theories try to define how and in what 
order texts can be comprehended and comprehension skills can be acquired. In fact, the order 
in which skills can be acquired is particularly important for the theories that focus on stages 
of acquisition. Several researchers have tried to model stages that are involved in reading 
comprehension, among them are the models proposed by Chall (1996) and Ehri (1995). 
Chall‟s stage model of reading (1996), as an example of stage models, defines the process of 
reading comprehension in six stages. The model states children acquire skills in a linear and 
sequential manner starting with pre-reading skills, decoding skills and then text 
comprehension.  These stages are summarized below: 
Stage 1: At preschool, pre/emergent readers are learning skills such as concepts of 
print, letter knowledge, Phonological awareness, and book handling.  
Stage 2: At grade 1 and 2, early readers learn to develop decoding skills such as 
letter/word recognition as well as letter/sound correspondence. 
Stage 3: At about grades 2 – 3, decoding ability is expected to be consolidated, sight 
vocabulary to be built and reading fluency to be increased, which leads to 
improvement of reading accuracy.  
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Stage 4: At about grades 4 – 8, this stage is marked by a fundamental shift from 
„learning to read‟ to „reading to learn‟. 
Stage 5: At this stage, the focus of the reader is on comprehension skills by reading 
about different views on the same subject. 
Stage 6: At this stage, the reader is able to comprehend different views about the same 
subject matter and successfully synthesize them.  
Chall‟s model, in contrast with the constructionist models, attempts to capture reading 
processes from a fairly young age but it has been criticized for its focus on children acquiring 
skills/processes through a prescribed sequential, rather than overlapping order. For example, 
it cannot be stated that while children are acquiring decoding skills (stage 2), they are unable 
to show any indication of „reading to learn‟ (stage 4) in certain contexts  (Paris & Hamilton, 
2009).  
The two example models (the constructionist model and the stage model) presented so far 
have highlighted the complexity of reading comprehension. To deal with this complexity, the 
idea of the simple view of reading (SVR) was first proposed by Gough and Tunmer (1986) 
which provides a feasible theoretical ground as the basis for reading research and is 
considered as one of the most influential reading models in the literature with a high number 
of citations. The SVR was later introduced by Hoover and Gough (1990) and recently 
confirmed by Tunmer and Chapman (2012). This model has provided the basic theoretical 
framework for the current study. 
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2.2.3 The simple view of reading (SVR) 
Reading comprehension is a complex cognitive process. This complexity can be addressed by 
defining the process as of making meaning from script by encoding the written form of the 
language (orthography) through a combination of graphic symbols (in alphabetic languages, 
letters) and map it onto the language. The simple view of reading (SVR) (Gough & Tunmer, 
1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012) is useful for studying the process 
of the reading in a rather bottom-up model.  The model separates the variables pertaining to 
reading success into two elements. One element consists of those skills related to printed 
word recognition/decoding skills which comprise the visual, visual phonological and visual 
morphological mapping skills that are needed to productively derive word meanings from 
print representations. The other element includes the many factors that reading shares with 
language, such as vocabulary, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. This is called linguistic 
comprehension. The SVR aptly argues that reading comprehension (R) is the product of 
decoding (D) and linguistic comprehension (L) (the formula used in the model is R = D x L). 
When decoding and linguistic comprehension are properly measured, they should account for 
all of the variance in reading comprehension. That is, reading comprehension can be broken 
into two component sets of skills: linguistic skills, which can be assessed with measures such 
as listening comprehension, and decoding skills that can be assessed by measures of isolated 
word/non-word reading accuracy and fluency.  
Gugh and Tunmer define linguistic comprehension as “the process by which given lexical 
(i.e., word) information, sentences and discourses are interpreted” (Gough & Tunmer, 1986, 
p.7). These researchers also define decoding as more than simply „sounding out‟ words. To 
them, decoding is somehow closer to word recognition skills, in that, skilled decoders are 
able to decode isolated words quickly, accurately, and silently; decoding differs from word 
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recognition, though, because word recognition skills (in alphabetic orthographies) are 
involved with letter-sound relationships to a large extent. (Letter-sound relationship will be 
explored later in the chapter focusing on other orthographies with varying levels of phoneme- 
grapheme correspondences.) 
The idea of the simple view of reading was first proposed by Gough and Tunmer (1986) in an 
attempt to define the role of decoding in the process of reading comprehension. Gough and 
Tunmer believed that if decoded words can be understood, then the text is expected to be 
successfully read and understood. Thus, both decoding and understanding are necessary to 
explain a large amount of variance in reading comprehension. As an example, a typical 
English reader with no knowledge of understanding the Italian language may be able to 
decode words written in Italian but since they cannot understand the decoded words; reading 
comprehension does not take place. Hoover and Gough (1990) put this idea into an 
experiment and conducted a longitudinal study assessing bilingual Spanish-English children 
(N=254) from grades 1 to 4. They assessed these children in their word recognition and 
listening comprehension skills. They reported that the model was able to explain 72 to 85 
percent of the variance in the reading comprehension. This result was supported by Adolf, 
Catts, and Little (2006), from their cross-sectional study on grades 2, 4 and 8. They reported 
that word recognition and listening comprehension collectively accounted for a large amount 
of the variation (almost 100%) in reading comprehension.   
Very recently, Tunmer and Chapman (2012), replicated a similar study with 7-year-old 
children (N=122) and confirmed the SVR as a two component model by considering 
decoding and language comprehension measures as the two main component skills to predict 
reading comprehension. They also reported that vocabulary and listening comprehension 
were highly loaded on the linguistic comprehension factor in their factor analysis. Thus 
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listening comprehension and vocabulary knowledge should be treated as the constituents of 
the linguistic competence in the model. 
Numerous studies have tried to add weight to the SVR by investigating the role of linguistic 
comprehension and decoding skills in the development of reading comprehension. The 
amount of prediction accounted in the reading comprehension changes during the course of 
reading development. In the early years of learning reading skills, it seems that the two 
components (listening comprehension and decoding) are quite separate as the child utilizes all 
their available processing resources in decoding with leaving very little for text 
comprehension. Older children (e.g., as old as Grade 8 children) show the opposite pattern 
through high correlation between the two components (linguistic comprehension and 
decoding) considering linguistic comprehension as the dominant predictor of reading 
comprehension (Catts & Kamhi, 2005). 
The SVR also seems applicable to other orthographies. Joshi, Tao, Aaron and Quiroz (2012) 
compared Spanish, with a transparent orthography, and Chinese, with a complex orthography 
among primary school children. They reported that the components of the SVR (decoding 
and linguistic comprehension) could explain about 60 percent of the variance in reading 
comprehension among Spanish children at grades 2 and 3. They also reported that character 
recognition and listening comprehension explained 25 and 40 percent of the variance in 
Chinese reading comprehension at grades 2 and 4 respectively. The same results have been 
reported by Florit and Cain (2011) who examined validity of the SVR for beginner readers of 
English and other, more transparent, orthographies. They replicated the influence of the SVR 
components (decoding and linguistic comprehension) in reading comprehension of different 
orthographies. However, decoding was found more influential than linguistic comprehension 
for beginner readers of English than those of more transparent orthographies.   
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In terms of reading difficulties, different types of difficulties contributing to reading 
comprehension can be explained by the SVR. Aaron, Joshi, & Williams (1999) studied 198 
students in grades 3, 4 and 6 and reported that about 8% of the students had either problems 
in decoding skills or linguistic comprehension skill. They also found that another 8% of the 
students had problems in both skills (decoding and listening comprehension). Similar 
findings illustrating that poor readers are not alike are reported in the literature, too (see  
Catts, Adlof, & Weismer, 2006, for a review).  
Although the SVR makes research on cognitive skills and the components involved in 
reading comprehension feasible, what it does not explain (nor purports to explain) is breaking 
down the component predictors (linguist comprehension and decoding) to their constituents 
and investigating the interactions of other variables, including vocabulary knowledge, 
motivation, and cultural background of the reader to the product model (Aaron, Joshi, 
Gooden, & Bentum, 2008). It should be admitted that in a very recent study, Tunmer and 
Chapman (2012) have attempted to address this issue to some extent. For example, a 
vocabulary measure has been introduced to the model and included in the linguistic 
comprehension component. In addition, the model lacks specificity in defining the process of 
decoding and the interaction between the letter-sound knowledge (phonological skills), 
speeded access of the phonological representations of words or general cognitive speed, and 
knowledge of the orthography.   
To address some of these shortcomings, some other models such as the component model of 
reading (CMR) (Joshi & Aaron, 2000) have been proposed. The CMR approves the core 
product of the SVR (reading comprehension=decoding x linguistic comprehension) and 
suggests the speed of processing as an independent component to be added to the model. The 
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next section defines the CMR and its components along with other research findings related 
to this model. 
2.2.4  The component model of reading (CMR) 
Joshi and Aaron (2000) explored the role of speed in the process of reading comprehension 
and proposed the component model of reading (CMR) by adding speed to the simple view of 
reading. They assessed listening comprehension and decoding skills of third grade children 
(N=40) and found that the simple view of reading explained nearly half of the variance (48%) 
in reading comprehension. They added a measure of speed of letter naming to the study 
which explained a further 10% of the variance. Their findings led these researchers to 
propose a modified version of the SVR by adding speed to the formula of the product of 
reading comprehension. The formula used by these researchers, similar to the SVR, is: 
reading comprehension=decoding x linguistic comprehension + speed (R = D x C + S). 
The CMR treats decoding as a basic requirement of word recognition skill. Since older 
children (at about grade 4) can build up sight word reading through their decoding skill, sight 
word reading is considered as an emerging skill included in decoding (Aaron, Joshi, 
Ayotollah et al., 1999). The difference between actual decoding (through sounding out 
graphemes) and sight word reading is that “sight word reading is considered as a speeded up 
decoding process; that is, Decoding + Speed = Sight Word Reading” (Joshi & Aaron, 2000, 
p. 87).  
Speed was not used as a multiplier of the product in the CMR and was added to the product 
instead since the advocates of the model were uncertain about the status of speed as an 
independent component skill. It can be explained by children relying more on decoding 
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which is closely associated with reading skill in the early years of learning reading skill. 
Consistent with Chall‟s stage model of reading (1996), once readers have consolidated their 
decoding skills and built sight vocabularies, reading fluency takes place by having speed 
emerging as an important factor.  
The speed index in the CMR, as a fluency index, is computed through dividing the total 
number of the words read correctly by the time taken. The fluency index is used rather than 
scores obtained in the word reading measure, the rationale being: (i) children with a faster 
rate of reading are likely to take less time to read the words and slower readers are prone to 
take a longer time to read the same number of the words. Thus, the fluency index helps give 
higher scores to the good readers and lower scores to the slower ones which is more practical 
to be included in the model; and (ii) the ceiling effect is usually observed in higher grades 
since children at about grade 5 can likely read almost all words correctly. Thus, the fluency 
index may represent a better image of the ability of the child to decode words or non-words 
fluently and is not restricted to the child‟s grade.  
In another attempt, Aaron, Johsi, Gooden and Bentum (2008) further investigated the CMR, 
studying the performance of 240 children from grade 2 to 5 on the cognitive skills reported as 
the constituents of the model. They concluded that speed of processing contributes to reading 
between 2.5% and 8% in different grades tested. The effect of the speed of processing, as 
defined by Aaron et al., appears to diminish in higher grades (grade 5) which is because 
proficiency levels for higher grades children “makes it difficult to isolate the effect of fluency 
from that of word recognition” (p.73).     
The CMR, similar to most psychological theories, has not gone unchallenged. Adlof et al. 
(2006) studied 522 children from grade 2 to 5 assessing them on many tests of reading skills 
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which could explain 97% of the variance in reading comprehension. Their findings, similar to 
the findings from the SVR, were at odds with the CMR and indicated that fluency needs not 
to be considered as a separate component to the model of reading. Similarly, Hawelka and 
Wimmer (2005) studying Chinese-, Korean-, and English-speaking children reported that 
rapid naming did not add to the level of predictions. These findings suggest that speed of 
processing is a basic resource in all tests of cognitive skills (Cho & McBride-Chang, 2005).  
The controversy alluded to might be explicated a bit further, along with rationale provided for 
assessing RAN with a variety of tasks (c.f., Schatschneider et al. 2004). In the research 
reported in this thesis, speeded access was assessed using measures of Rapid Automatized 
Naming (RAN) of letters, words, colour and objects to address the controversy exists in the 
literature. 
2.2.5 Summary of reading comprehension models 
In most models of reading comprehension, such as the construction-integration model 
(Kintsch, 1988, 1998) and the stage model (Chall, 1996), word identification is initiated by 
graphemic encoding of the word, and access to word meaning is then achieved either directly 
from this graphemic code or via a phonological code. Once the individual words in a phrase 
have been successfully recognized/decoded, the reader is expected to comprehend the 
meaning of the words in context. Thus, understanding the decoding process by determining 
the skills involved in these graphemic or phonological processes is essential. Similarly, the 
simple view of reading and the component model of reading consider reading comprehension 
through understanding of the language and decoding ability of the written language which 
maps onto the language understanding. These two components are unanimously recognized 
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for successful reading comprehension levels (e.g., Aaron et al., 2008; Adlof et al., 2006; Catts 
et al., 2006; Joshi & Aaron, 2000; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012). 
The SVR and CMR outlined here have a great deal of intuitive appeal. It is clear that reading 
comprehension cannot take place without identification of words and the retrieval of 
meanings. However, to understand reading comprehension, each of the components needs to 
be understood fully. Similar to the reading comprehension models, numerous theories and 
models of word recognition have been proposed in the past few decades. The next section 
describes the dual-route model (Coltheart, 1985) and the triangle model (Plaut et al., 1996) as 
two of the most widely studied models of word recognition. 
2.3 Models of word recognition 
Hoover and Gough (1990) posited the print-dependent component as a measure of decoding 
skill and defined it as efficient word recognition in the simple view of reading. They (1986) 
originally defined decoding skill as the ability „to read isolated words quickly, accurately and 
silently‟ (p.7). In broader terms, learning to read is learning how one‟s writing system 
encodes one‟s language (Perfetti, 2001). This claim reflects the view that reading is 
fundamentally about converting graphic input (letters, words, characters) to linguistic-
conceptual objects (words, morphemes, and their associated concepts) (Perfetti & Zhang, 
1995). Typically in the context of an alphabetic writing system, decoding refers to the ability 
to sound out letters by applying grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules. To decode, one 
needs to establish a grapheme-phoneme correspondence followed by chunking common 
spelling patterns which helps to retrieve words from memory. Therefore, a vital part of this 
process is the ability to recognize language sounds (i.e., phonological information). In fact, 
word reading/recognition is the preliminary stage of successful reading and it seems that 
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word recognition models tend to explicate how the reader accesses the pronunciation of a 
letter string with less research on access to meanings to this date (Cain, 2010). The next 
section explains two influential models of word reading: the dual-route model (Coltheart, 
1985; Ziegler & Jonathan, 2011) and the connectionist/triangle model (Plaut et al., 1996; 
Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989) to further fortify the theoretical foundation of the research 
reported in this thesis. 
2.3.1 The dual-route model 
The dual-route model proposed by Coltheart (1985) suggests that there are two routes in word 
recognition process: the direct route and the indirect route. The direct route, also known as 
the lexical route, involves deducing the meaning of the words from their visual form (sight 
word reading). Words that are learnt by the reader are stored as an entry in a mental 
dictionary or inter lexicon. Thus, the visual representation of the word (letters are considered 
as visual cues) or written form of the word can activate its meaning through this direct route. 
However, the association between the written form of the word and its meaning is arbitrary 
and must be learnt through experience (Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, & Haller, 1993).  
The indirect route, also known as the non-lexical or sub-lexical route, involves phonological 
processing which implies that the reader applies grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules to 
relate the letters to their corresponding sounds in order to produce word pronunciation 
through which access to the lexicon is provided (Coltheart, 2006). Thus, the phonological 
route indirectly relates a written word to its meaning.  
The dual-route model is supposed to explain not only normal reading and word recognition 
process, but also uncover facts about reading disorders. Since the model proposes that word 
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recognition takes place via the lexical/direct route and the non-lexicon/indirect route, reading 
disorders can be explained using this model well. Knowledge about spelling and 
pronunciation of real words are stored in mental lexicon, thus the information about a word 
can be accessed via the lexicon route, whereas reading via the non-lexical route means 
reading through utilizing grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules (any letter or letter 
sequence that represents a single phoneme is known as grapheme). Studies on reading 
disorders experienced by people with brain damage or surface dyslexia showed two different 
routes for word recognition. People with brain damage could read words through a non-
lexical route. For example the word „have‟ would rhyme with „cave‟ (see Coltheart, 1996, for 
a review on such studies). Thus it can be subsumed that deficits in word recognition 
processes can be reliably examined by this model.  
2.3.2 The triangle/connectionist model 
The triangle model is a connectionist model of word reading (Plaut et al., 1996) which is 
often presented as an alternative to the dual-route model. Connectionist models have been 
developed as models of how the brain might learn and represent information. These models 
are known as neural networks and are believed to be biologically inspired or neurally 
plausible. These models are also believed to be based on back-propagation (Cain, 2010) 
which means that all sources of information work side by side in a parallel mode while 
supporting one another.  
In the triangle model of Plaut et al. (1996), reading words involves computation of three 
types of codes: orthographic, phonological and semantic. The model, rather than looking at 
different pathways, assumes readers simultaneously use phonological, orthographic and 
semantic information no matter what type of word they are attempting to read. This means 
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that there is an interaction of a phonological pathway mapping between letters and sounds as 
well as a semantic pathway which maps between letters and sounds via meanings. Within the 
framework of the triangle model, semantic representations should influence word reading. 
Thus, it can be assumed that words that are more familiar in meaning are to be read with 
greater ease than the words that are less familiar in meaning.   
It seems that children at early stages of learning to read rely more on the phonological 
pathway and later they rely more on word meaning and gain fluency in their reading which 
can be interpreted as more reliance on semantic pathway (Snowling, 2004). The later stage – 
relying on the semantic pathway – is necessary in order to be able to read words when 
grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules fail due to the complex nature of the orthography, 
such as exception words in English.  
2.3.3 Summary of word recognition models 
As discussed, within the framework of reading comprehension models, such as the SVR and 
CMR, reading starts with decoding the written form of the language. Hence, understanding of 
how words are decoded is useful to give researchers a hint of how the written form of the 
language (print) can be decoded into sounds or meaning.   
Word reading processes as explicated by the dual-route model and the triangle model are 
through phonology or orthography. Both models suggest that words can be read either 
through a lexical route or a non-lexical route. The two models are different, though, in terms 
of their process. The dual-route model suggests a serial manner processing with two discrete 
routes and the storage of word knowledge as lexicon entries.  The triangle model, in contrast, 
suggests that word recognition process is parallel. Similar to the dual-route model, the 
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triangle model also involves two routes, a direct route and an indirect route. The direct route 
is via orthography-phonology, and the indirect route is via semantics (Coltheart, 2005). 
Similar to the dual-route model, the triangle model of word reading can account for many 
reading difficulties explaining the facts about reading disorders. Both models are useful in 
depicting isolated word recognition process. However, the application of both models, similar 
to models of word recognition, in research focusing on the meaning and context is scarce 
(Cain, 2010). 
Since the ultimate goal of reading is to understand the written form of the language, 
investigation into cognitive skills involved in text comprehension seems essential to develop 
models of reading comprehension. The next section of this chapter firstly deals with the 
cognitive skills involved in reading comprehension at the word-level, consistent with the 
SVR and CMR, and then rationalizes the importance of studies in other orthographies 
(focusing on the grapheme-phoneme relationships in orthographies varying transparency) in 
an attempt to develop universal models of reading comprehension. 
2.4 Cognitive skills of reading and their measures 
As defined so far, reading comprehension can be enhanced through successful word reading 
and understanding of the language (Tunmer & Chapman, 2012). Research has shown that 
understanding of the language is the foundation of successful reading (Gough & Tunmer, 
1986; Joshi & Aaron, 2000). The dual-route model and the triangle model of word 
recognition acknowledge that phonological and orthographic skills are prerequisite of skilled 
word reading. Similarly, Ehri (2005) emphasizes on a theory of sight word reading which 
involves forming connections between graphemes and phonemes to bond spellings of the 
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word to their pronunciation and meaning in memory. Thus, the knowledge of both sound 
system of the language (phonology) and the writing system of the language (orthography) are 
essential to be considered in successful reading. It is also important to consider the element of 
speed in the process as suggested by the CMR (Joshi & Aaron, 2000). In addition, it is of 
great appeal to know whether various grapheme-phoneme relationships in terms of 
consistency in other orthographies would impact successful reading (Frost, 2012).  
In this section, language related skills, phonological/decoding skills, speed of processing and 
orthography will be explained as the areas of the cognitive skills of the focus of this thesis. 
The orthography section will also attempt to uncover the grapheme-phoneme relationship in 
other languages/orthographies highlighting the need of research in other orthographies rather 
than English to consolidate the current models/theories of reading (Frost, 2012; Share, 2008). 
2.4.1 Language related skills  
The simple view of reading (Tunmer & Chapman, 2012) refers to linguistic comprehension 
as one of the main component skills in reading comprehension. Linguistic comprehension  
refers to “the ability to take lexical information (i.e., semantic information at the word level) 
and derive sentence and discourse interpretations”(Hoover & Gough, 1990, p. 131). In other 
words, linguistic comprehension refers to the lexical ability to interpret sentences and 
discourse presented orally (i.e., understanding of the spoken language). Tunmer and 
Chapman (2012) argued that despite listening comprehension often being used as a measure 
of assessing linguistic ability, linguistic comprehension should not be mistaken as listening 
comprehension. Thus, measures of listening comprehension and reading comprehension must 
be in parallel forms and to be constructed as similarly as possible in terms of the frequency of 
words and degree of difficulties as well as global characteristics such as genre in order to 
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assess the same sorts of language understanding and not introducing anything new (Hoover & 
Gough, 1990; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012).   
Various aspects of language skills such as vocabulary and grammar are likely to influence 
reading development via the linguistic comprehension component of the SVR. Vocabulary 
knowledge is likely to be important both in learning to recognize individual words (Nation & 
Snowling, 1998; Plaut et al., 1996) and in text comprehension (McKeown, Beck, Omanson, 
& Perfetti, 1983). Grammatical skills might also aid word recognition through the use of 
context and may contribute to the development of reading comprehension (Perfetti, 1985). In 
addition, a number of higher-order discourse skills are likely to contribute to the development 
of reading comprehension; including inference, metacognitive skills, and understanding text 
structure (Cain, Oakhill, & Bryant, 2004; Cain, Oakhill, & Lemmon, 2004). 
Juel, Griffith and Gough (1986) have argued that although decoding (translation of print to 
linguistic form) is crucially involved in reading, it is not sufficient. These researchers believe 
that to comprehend the linguistic form represented in print, the reader needs to utilize the 
same mechanisms used in the comprehension of spoken language; that is, the same 
knowledge of morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. They also argued that the 
quality of reading comprehension depends entirely on the quality of reader‟s listening 
comprehension. Consistent with this argument, research shows that there is a strong 
relationship between reading comprehension and listening comprehension, especially as 
children grow older and reading comprehension becomes more constrained by knowledge 
and understanding, rather than basic word-level decoding(Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & 
Gough, 1990). In adults, listening and reading comprehension are strongly correlated (Bell & 
Perfetti, 1994). This relationship is so clear that some researchers even believe that, despite 
the important differences between spoken language and written language, it can be 
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reasonably argued that learning to read enables a person to comprehend written language to 
the same level as they comprehend spoken language (Rayner, Foorman, Perfetti, Pesetsky, & 
Seidenberg, 2001). 
In the SVR, consistent with most of the similar research, language comprehension was 
assessed by the listening comprehension measure despite the fact that language ability is 
more than just listening comprehension. This made some researchers to challenge the SVR by 
suggesting that some other elements of the oral language ability such as oral vocabulary 
should be considered in the assessment (e.g., Ouellette & Beers, 2010). Muter et al. (2004) 
assessed the importance of vocabulary knowledge of children‟s first two years of learning to 
read in a longitudinal study and reported the unique contribution of oral vocabulary in two 
separate aspects of reading: word reading and reading comprehension. Thus, vocabulary 
knowledge seems to be a good target to be involved in the assessment of oral language skills, 
being reported as a good predictor of reading comprehension after controlling for early word 
recognition, phoneme awareness and letter knowledge (Muter et al., 2004). 
Logically, children need to know the words that make up a written text to fully understand 
the text they read (Ricketts, Nation, & Bishop, 2007). In addition, to be able to comprehend 
texts, the reader must have the ability to get context-appropriate meaning from words. In 
other words, knowledge of more words contributes to better comprehension (Perfetti & Hart, 
2001).  Research shows that the relationship between vocabulary and reading comprehension 
is likely reciprocal across development (Beck, Perfetti, & McKeown, 1982). Consistent with 
this, children with poor reading comprehension tend to show relatively low levels of 
vocabulary knowledge (Nation, Clarke, Marshall, & Durand, 2004).  
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These examples support the idea that vocabulary knowledge plays a relatively crucial role in 
reading comprehension. Ricketts et al. (2007) investigated vocabulary and literacy skills of 
81 children aged eight to ten years. Through regression analysis, they demonstrated that oral 
vocabulary predicts reading comprehension. They found that oral vocabulary skills predict 
concurrent reading comprehension and exception word reading but not text reading accuracy, 
non-word reading or regular word reading. They reasonably argued that vocabulary 
knowledge plays a significant role in reading comprehension.  
However, the role of vocabulary as an independent predictor of reading comprehension is 
controversial. Few studies have implemented measures of listening comprehension and 
vocabulary simultaneously to assess linguistic comprehension in a broader term and consider 
the contribution of the two skills as language related skills in reading comprehension (e.g., 
Braze, Tabor, Shankweiler, & Mencl, 2007; Sénéchal, 2006). Braze et al. (2007) evaluated 
the SVR for young adults and concluded that vocabulary significantly predicted reading 
comprehension beyond listening comprehension and decoding. In contrast, Tunmer and 
Chapman (2012), evaluated the SVR introducing receptive vocabulary to the model. They 
concluded that vocabulary should be considered as the constituent of the linguistic 
comprehension component in the model (see discussion in Tunmer and Chapman, 2012). 
Therefore, in the current study, measures of listening comprehension and receptive 
vocabulary were developed to examine the unique variance of the linguistic comprehension 
in text reading comprehension.     
2.4.2 Decoding/Phonological skills  
Reading and writing certainly requires knowledge of the language (e.g., English) underlying 
its print and spoken forms, and both skills require knowledge of the written form of the 
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language (orthography); that is, the rules that relate print to the spoken form (Frost, 2012; 
Goswami, 2012; Juel et al., 1986; Perfetti, 2012). Learning to read is learning how one‟s 
writing system encodes one‟s language. This claim reflects the view that reading is 
fundamentally about converting graphic input (letters, words, written characters) to linguistic-
conceptual objects (words, morphemes, and their associated concepts) (Perfetti & Zhang, 
1995). Thus, decoding letter strings into an internal phonological or orthographic form is 
required in the process of reading. Typically in this context, decoding refers to the ability to 
sound out the letters by applying the grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules. To decode, 
one needs to establish a grapheme-phoneme correspondence followed by chunking common 
spelling patterns which helps retrieve words from memory. Therefore, a vital part of this 
process is the ability to recognize language sounds (i.e., phonological information). 
Ehri‟s theoretical model of skilled word recognition (1995) emphasizes the importance of 
phonological information in the reading process. Phonological skills involve the child‟s 
procedural knowledge about grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules which enables the 
reader to translate letters into their corresponding sounds and then to combine these sounds to 
read words. Elbeheri and Everatt (2007) aptly phrased phonological awareness as “children‟s 
ability to reflect process, conceptualize and manipulate the sub-lexical segments of spoken 
language such as syllables, onset and rimes, and phonemes” (p. 273). 
Phonological awareness is essential in learning reading skills at all ages (Lipka & Siegel, 
2007). Phonological skills have also been reported as strong predictors of early reading skills 
(Gillon, 2005; Puolakanaho et al., 2008). Research findings have indicated the importance of 
phonological skills in successful reading  (Smythe et al., 2008). Data on second language 
learners (including English and Persian: the languages of the focus of this research) has also 
suggested that phonological skills contribute to literacy ability (Arab-Moghaddam & 
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Sénéchal, 2001; Geva, Wade-Woolley, & Shany, 1997; Gholamain & Geva, 1999; Grant, 
Gottardo, & Geva, 2011; Jean & Geva, 2009; Nassaji & Geva, 1999). In addition, many 
researchers confirmed that phonological awareness is a positive measure of early word 
recognition in various languages (e.g., Bowey, 2008; Nation et al., 2004; Smythe et al., 
2008). Similarly, phonological awareness has been reported as an essential area of skills in 
successful reading in cross-language studies (e.g., Smythe et al., 2008). 
Smythe et al. (2008) in a cross-language study amongst groups with five different language 
backgrounds (Arabic, Chinese, English, Hungarian and Portuguese) assessed the level of 
prediction of word-level literacy by measures that focused on different aspects of 
phonological processing. They found that phonological awareness explained a significant 
amount of the variance in word reading in all cohorts. In terms of differences between the 
orthographies, these researchers convincingly argued that a phonological decoding measure is 
a significant predictor of word reading in Arabic, English and Portuguese. They also 
concluded that phonological awareness and decoding are the best predictors of word-level 
literacy in Arabic and English. Their findings, consistent with similar research, suggests that 
Arabic shares similar features to English in the sort of underlying phonological variables that 
likely predict variation in basic literacy skills (Al-Mannai & Everatt, 2005; Elbeheri & 
Everatt, 2007; Elbeheri, Everatt, Reid, & Al-Mannai, 2006; Smythe et al., 2008). This 
similarity is of importance in the context of this thesis since the Persian orthography is a 
modified version of Arabic and is from the same family of language similar to English. 
In a similar vein, Lee (2008), through application of a Malay reading-related assessment 
battery, found that phonological awareness is the best significant predictor of word-level 
reading skills in Malay, with rapid naming making independent secondary contributions. 
Decoding and listening comprehension made separate contributions to reading 
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comprehension, with decoding as the prominent predictor. Lee also concluded that, despite 
the differences in the Malay and English orthographies, there are striking similarities in the 
theoretical constructs of reading-related tasks in both languages (i.e., English and Malay). 
Cross-language studies conducted in languages varying in orthographic consistency also 
demonstrate that although phonological awareness may be a common factor across 
languages, its ability to predict literacy levels varies with orthography (e.g., Everatt et al., 
2010; Everatt, Smythe, Ocampo, & Gyarmathy, 2004; Georgiou, Parrila, & Liao, 2008; 
Seymour et al., 2003; Smythe et al., 2008). Moreover, the extent to which reading 
comprehension is mediated by phonological processes is subject to debate (Coltheart & 
Coltheart, 1997). Therefore, more cross-language studies on languages varying in 
orthographies (in terms of transparency) would be useful. (Orthography will be explained 
more in the following sections of this chapter.) 
Decoding skills have been shown to predict reading comprehension in the reading 
comprehension models (e.g., the SVR and CMR). Early decoding is heavily dependent on 
letter-sound relationships; letter-sound knowledge is also essential to consolidate 
orthographic representations required for automatization of silent word reading or sight word 
knowledge (Ehri, 2005). Research shows four different ways to read words (Ehri, 1995). One 
way is reading through sounding out the letters (blending graphemes into phonemes) which is 
also called phonological recoding (Ehri, 1995). Analogizing is another way, when the reader 
uses their knowledge of the known words to read new words (Goswami, 1986). The third one 
is prediction (Tunmer, 1989). The fourth way is the sight word reading; sight word 
recognition is reading from memory which occurs when any word can be read sufficiently 
(Ehri, 2005). Thus, sufficient knowledge and experience of words may help the reader 
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recognize words automatically as they read text which helps focus on comprehension with no 
disruption.   
2.4.3 Speed of Processing  
In addition to the word level and comprehension level skills (i.e., verbal skills and 
phonological/decoding skills), the role of speed in reading processes has been recognized in 
the literature (e.g., the CMR: Joshi & Aaron, 2000). Joshi and Aaron (2000) explored the role 
of speed of processing in reading comprehension and reported that decoding and listening 
comprehension are good predictors of reading comprehension, similar to the SVR, while a 
measure of speed of letter naming should be included in the SVR.   
However, there is a debate in the field regarding the relevance of speed of processing 
measures. For example, because many of the speed of processing measures involve speeded 
naming tasks, some researchers consider that rapid naming tasks should be considered as 
phonological processing tasks (Wagner, Torgesen, Laughon, Simmons, & Rashotte, 1993; 
Wolf & Bowers, 1999). Wagner et al. (1993) subsume speed naming as “retrieval of 
phonological codes from a long-term store” (p. 84). However, other researchers tend to 
assume naming speed tasks as related to cognitive speed, which can be considered as an 
indicator of general processing speed of the cognitive system (see Carver, 1991, 1997). 
Hence, interpretations of the same task can vary depending on whether one considers the 
measure as an index of general cognitive speed or as a more specific feature of phonological 
processing.  
In addition, although there is a considerable number of studies, particularly with transparent 
scripts, that indicates that reading speed may be a more reliable measure of individual 
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differences in word level processing than reading accuracy (Wimmer, Mayringer, & Landerl, 
2000),  speed in these cases should be considered as a measure of word decoding fluency – or 
as indicative of automatic word reading. For a transparent script, accurate decoding can 
occur, but for the poor decoder, this may be time consuming, leading to poor levels of 
fluency in reading. Similarly, research shows that the speed of single word reading accounts 
for the substantial amounts of variance in reading comprehension performance (Perfetti, 
1985). If a child has difficulty at the word reading level, these problems will logically have a 
negative impact on their reading comprehension level. In order to achieve meaning from the 
text, children are initially required to be fluent in decoding at the word level. Therefore, speed 
in this case is specific to the task of reading and again may need to be considered separately 
from measures of rapid naming. 
However, rapid naming itself has been found to be related to individual differences in reading 
ability. Denckela and Rudel (1976) were amongst the first researchers to show that dyslexic 
children have impaired naming speed. These researchers developed the Rapid Automatized 
Naming (RAN) Test, which has become a standard form of assessment of naming speed. This 
test involves a visual array of stimuli (e.g., letters, numbers, colours, or objects) that are to be 
named as quickly, but as accurately, as possible (Denckla & Cutting, 1999; Wimmer et al., 
2000; Wolf & Bowers, 1999).  
That early rapid naming differences are predictive of later reading difficulties is reasonably 
argued by Wolf, Bally and Morris (1986). However, as Wimmer et al. (2000) state “One 
could reason that the role of the naming speed deficit tends to be overlooked in English-based 
research” (p. 668). These researchers believe that poor word recognition is the focus of 
diagnoses of reading disability in most studies and that the role of naming speed should be 
further examined in consistent orthographies. In their longitudinal research, Wimmer et al. 
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(2000) studied naming speed deficits in German-speaking children from the beginning of 
school to three years later. They found that, unlike English, naming speed deficits strongly 
affected reading fluency, orthographic spelling, and foreign-word reading. In a similar study, 
Hutzler and Wimmer (2004) found that in the German orthography, which is believed to be 
one of the relatively transparent orthographies, dyslexic readers suffer mainly from slow 
laborious reading and less from reading errors.  
Therefore, because of its potential role in reading ability, particularly in more transparent 
orthographies, the present research has considered the role of speed in Persian. However, due 
to the potential different roles across reading fluency, phonological access and general speed 
of processing, several measures were included to attempt to separate these influences in the 
Persian orthography and further inform reading theories. 
2.4.4 Orthographic skills 
„Orthography‟ is the written representation of a language (Perfetti, 2007). For example, the 
English orthography and Italian orthography which both utilize alphabetic writing systems 
are quite different. Understanding of how an orthography represents any specific spoken 
language is of great appeal in reading research since reading is encoding graphic 
representation of one‟s language (Perfetti & Liu, 2005). Based on the relationship between 
the graphic representation of the language and its sound system, orthographies are classified 
as transparent/shallow or opaque/deep.  
„Transparent or consistent orthography‟ refers to the relative ease of deriving phonology from 
orthography due to the near one-to-one association between letters and sounds. In contrast, an 
inconsistent or opaque orthography (such as English) has a poor correspondence between 
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written letters (graphemes) and language sounds (phonemes). For example, the English 
orthography is called polyphonic since graphemes can represent more than one phoneme. It is 
also polygraphemic because it includes some phonemes that can be represented by different 
graphemes. This is why the English orthography is known as a relatively deep or opaque 
orthography. However, considering Arabic as another example, with its 28-letter alphabet and 
34 phonemes, it is believed to be a relatively transparent/shallow orthography because of its 
more consistent (one-to-one) grapheme-phoneme correspondence (Elbeheri et al., 2006).  
Learning to read has been shown to be strongly related to early language skills in typically 
developing populations, particularly phonological processing abilities (Goswami & Bryant, 
1990). It is also suggested that becoming a skilled reader depends on more than just 
phonological ability (Nation & Snowling, 2004). Some researchers have tried to describe 
reading as the product of two interrelated but relatively independent skills as decoding and 
linguistic comprehension (e.g., the SVR and CMR as explained in this chapter). In general, 
learning to read may be considered as the fundamental task of discovering how print or 
writing system maps onto the spoken language (Perfetti, 2001). However, the relationship 
between the written form and language varies across languages (Seymour et al., 2003; Ziegler 
& Goswami, 2005). 
Research suggests that readers of transparent orthography can rely on grapheme-phoneme 
conversion, whereas readers of complex orthography would rely more on orthographic 
whole-word reading (Wimmer & Goswami, 1994). Similarly, the Orthographic Depth 
Hypothesis (ODH) (Katz & Frost, 1992) posits that word-reading processes are different 
across orthographies and writing systems and their consistency/transparency of their 
grapheme-phoneme correspondence affect word recognition processes. Shallow 
orthographies (e.g., Serbo-Croatian and Italian) are processed via the indirect/non-lexical 
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route (grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence) but complex orthographies require lexical 
procedures in their word recognition processes.  
Reading development seems to be a slower process in complex orthographies (Seymour et 
al., 2003). Complex orthographies also require higher level of word recognition, consistent 
with what Perfetti et al. (2007) call online word processing. Despite research showing that 
reading processes depend on the language of the reader and the writing system that encodes 
that language, most of the reading models/interpretations on reading processes have been 
derived from studies of English speaking individuals; the writing system which is routinely 
criticized for the lack of one-to-one correspondence between phonemes (sounds) and 
graphemes (letter characters) (Share, 2008). In fact, the view that the English orthography is 
less transparent (i.e., the relation between written form and language sounds is less clear) 
than most other orthographies has led some to question the universality of current English-
language derived theories of literacy learning (Share, 2008). Therefore, research on other 
languages/orthographies is needed to confirm the current models mostly derived from 
English.  
2.5 Findings of reading research in different languages/orthographies 
The level of the complexity of the orthography (lack of grapheme-phoneme consistency) 
suggests differences in literacy learning. Seymour et al. (2003) in their most ambitious cross-
linguistic study, investigated letter knowledge, familiar word reading, and simple non-word 
reading of 14 orthographies and found that fundamental linguistic differences in syllabic 
complexity and orthographic depth are important in reading. They stated that syllabic 
complexity selectively affects decoding, whereas orthographic depth affects both word 
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reading and non-word reading. They also concluded that the rate of reading development in 
English is more than twice as slow as for shallow orthographies.  
In a similar study, Georgiou et al. (2008) examined the concurrent and longitudinal predictors 
of word decoding and reading fluency in children learning to read in English as a deep 
orthography and Greek as a shallow orthography. They examined measures of phonological 
awareness, phonological memory, rapid naming speed, orthographic processing, word 
decoding and reading fluency of 70 Greek-speaking children and 110 English-speaking 
children in Grade 1 and 2. Their findings show that the best predictors of word decoding in 
English are phonological awareness and orthographic processing. However, the best predictor 
in Greek is Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) while orthographic processing does not 
significantly contribute to the process. 
Persian orthography is of interest because there is a relative one-to-one grapheme-phoneme 
correspondence in Persian orthography, particularly fully vowelized (texts aim at beginner 
readers, e.g., Grade 1 children) (see Chapter 3 for details on the Persian language and 
orthography). Thus, it can be assumed that decoding is relatively simple as it is evident in 
transparent orthographies. The complexities of the orthography increases in the absence of 
short vowel marks (texts aimed at experienced readers as old as grade 2 children are non-
vowelized) which leads to the differences within the orthography (Arab-Moghaddam & 
Sénéchal, 2001; Baluch & Danaye-Tousi, 2006; Baluch & Danaye-Tousi, 2007; Rahbari, 
Sénéchal, & Arab-Moghaddam, 2007). It means that words with written form of the long 
vowels are still considered as highly transparent, whereas words written without the  short 
vowel marks (short vowels are not always included in the orthography particularly texts 
aimed at expereinced readers) are highly opaque.  
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Arab-Moghaddam & Sénéchal (2001) studied bilingual Persian-English children who were 
originally from Iran and lived in English-speaking Canada for an average of four years to 
compare how phonological and orthographic skills contribute to reading and spelling for 
these two alphabetic languages (i.e., Persian and English) (similar to the research reported in 
Chapter 6 – Study 2 of this thesis). They tested 55 Grade 2 and 3 children on word reading 
and spelling in both languages. They found that in terms of reading performance, 
phonological and orthographic skills are similar across languages and each explains unique 
variance in word reading in English and Persian. However, Persian spelling is predicted by 
orthographic processing only. This is unlike English spelling which is predicted similarly by 
phonological and orthographic skills.  
In a similar vein, Rahbari et al. (2007) examined the contribution of phonological and 
orthographic skills to Persian reading and spelling. These researchers tested reading, spelling, 
phonological and orthographical skills of a cohort of 109 Grade 2 Persian monolingual 
children in Iran. Consistent with the findings of Arab-Moghaddam & Sénéchal (2001), they 
found that both phonological and orthographic skills significantly explained the variance in 
reading. They also reported that phonological and orthographic skills can predict spelling 
among the Persian monolingual cohort at the same level. Differences between these two 
studies could be due to the different cohorts of children tested (i.e., monolingual versus 
bilingual groups) which argues for children to adopt a strategy to deal with the complexity of 
their orthographies (Firth, 1985). 
Firth (1985) believes that differences in the degree to which children adopt a reading strategy 
may lie in differences in orthographic skills. The polygraphic feature of the Persian 
orthography (the orthography of the focus of the current work) also requires reliance on 
orthographic knowledge (Rahbari & Sénéchal, 2010). Thus, it can be assumed that readers 
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may adopt a strategy to deal with the complexities of their orthographies through their 
experience with reading, a strategy that is adaptive to its use of lexical pathway in text 
comprehension ability.  
Considering the differences exist among orthographies, writing systems and languages, the 
question revolves around which model can best explicate reading processes through a 
universal spectrum. Frost (Frost, 2012) proposed a move towards a universal model of 
reading. He believes that since the aim of reading research is to explain reading processes 
across orthographies, it is valuable to consider common cognitive operations involved in 
orthographic processing in all writing systems. Similarly Perfetti‟s universal language 
principle (2003) posits that comprehension entails that written language encodes oral 
language at the word, sentence, and text levels.  However, he admits the language of the 
reader and its writing system would influence reading processes (Perfetti, 2001). Thus 
investigations into other orthographies potentially contribute to a general understanding of 
reading process – perhaps another step forward towards building a universal model – as well 
as to increased understanding of the specific orthography under investigation.  
2.6 Summary and thesis aims 
The present research work focuses on Persian reading comprehension. However, consistent 
with those advocating cross-language studies to develop universal theories/models of reading 
(e.g., Frost, 2012; Goswami, 2012; Perfetti, 2012; Perfetti, Cao, & Booth, 2013), the 
findings/conclusions derived from the work on Persian can be considered in the context of 
theories/models of reading in general. Congruent findings identified across various 
orthographies should allow the move towards a universal model of reading (Frost, 2012).  
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In addition, reading researchers have developed theories of reading in various fields such as 
dyslexia, reading development, and skilled reading over the past 30 years mainly in English 
and mostly these findings have dominance over theories of reading used in other 
orthographies. However, English has been reported as an exceptional outlier orthography 
with low transparency and many inconsistencies and complexities (e.g., Share, 2008; Ziegler 
et al., 2010). This has led researchers to criticize the dominant English-driven 
models/theories of reading and demand for research on other orthographies to evaluate the 
current models of reading (Share, 2008; Frost 2012). In order to develop general theories of 
reading – perhaps a universal model of reading – it may be necessary to perform studies that 
do not focus solely on the English language/orthography (Seymour et al., 2003; Share, 2008; 
Ziegler et al., 2010).  
Investigations of the Persian orthography are of interest in response to the demand towards a 
universal model of reading since the orthography has its own interesting features: it is 
polygraphic in that it has six phonemes (/a, s, z, G, h and t/) that can be represented by more 
than one grapheme (e.g., graphemes:  ث ,  ك and ً correspond with the phoneme /s/) but it is 
not polyphonic with more direct (one-to-one) phoneme-grapheme correspondences – and it is 
considered highly transparent when fully vowelized (Khanlari, 1979; Mahootian, 1997) (see 
Chapter 3 for a review). Similarly, there are only a limited number of research publications 
looking at word reading of Persian and even fewer focusing on reading comprehension.  
This thesis intends to examine the levels of contribution of underlying cognitive-linguistic 
skills to Persian reading comprehension. The aim of this work is to develop a model of 
Persian reading, which also should further inform universal theories of reading. The 
underlying skills considered for investigation in this thesis as discussed in this chapter are: 
language related skills, phonological/decoding skills, orthographic skills and speed of 
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processing as potential predictors of reading comprehension. The studies in this thesis are 
designed as cross-sectional, recruiting children from Persian Grade 2 to 5 (Grade 2 is the first 
year children are exposed to the non-vowelized form of the orthography, therefore they are 
assumed to be inexperienced readers while Grade 5 children can be considered as relatively 
experienced readers). The concern here was not with between-group comparisons, but with 
investigation into the relative contribution of several theoretically relevant underlying 
cognitive skills and abilities to the prediction of text comprehension skills in relatively 
representative Persian-speaking populations. In addition, this research aims to investigate the 
relative amount of reading comprehension variance explained by each one of the mentioned 
cognitive skills (i.e., language skills, phonological skills, orthographic skills and speed of 






The Persian Language and Orthography 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to describe the language and writing context in which the research was 
undertaken. The study included children who were monolingual Persian speakers or Persian-
English bilingual speakers, and the focus of the research was to develop a model for reading 
comprehension for Persian language and compare it with English models in the literature. 
Therefore, this chapter provides background information about the Persian language and its 
writing system which is relatively transparent when vowelized. Non-vowelized form of the 
Persian orthography is also categorized as transparent and complex; transparent because 
words that have only long vowels can benefit from the written vowels which are included in 
the orthography, however, this is not the case for words with short vowels (as will be 
discussed in this chapter). Thus, absence of the short vowels produces many homographs in 
the non-vowelized form of the orthography whose correct pronunciation should be inferred 
through context support. This feature of the orthography has made researchers to call this 
orthography a mixed orthography (Rahbari & Sénéchal, 2009).  
3.2 The Persian language 
Persian, also known as Farsi (the Arabic equivalent for Parsi, i.e. 'Persian', derived from the 
name of a historically important region of Iran), is the most widely spoken member of the 
Iranian branch of the Indo-Iranian languages, a subfamily of the Indo-European languages 
(Comrie, 1990; Levy, 1951; Mahootian, 1997). Persian was historically a more widely 
understood language in an area ranging from the Middle East to India. But now it is the 
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language of Iran (formerly Persia) and is also widely spoken in Afghanistan in an archaic 
form (Dari), in Tajikistan and the Pamir Mountain region. It also has significant populations 
of speakers in other Persian Gulf countries (Bahrain, Iraq, Oman, People's Democratic 
Republic of Yemen, Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates), as well as large immigrant 
communities in other countries including the USA, UK, Australia and New Zealand.  
Persian has been in existence since the 6
th
 century B.C. as a standard and well-recognized 
language – despite being an acquired second language for some people – of educated men 
and women in Iran (Levy, 1951). Modern Persian traces to Old Persian, the language of the 




 centuries B.C. Early Modern 
Persian inherited both its writing system and a large number of vocabularies from Arabic. 
Persian, similar to English, which retains a heavy lexical debt to French, still hosts thousands 
of commonly used words of Arabic origin (Mahootian, 1997). 
Persian phonemes are grouped into consonants and vowels. Modern Tehrani Persian (where 
the data for Study 1 was collected) has 23 consonantal and seven vocalic phonemes. Persian 
vowels are typically classified into six monothongs and one diphthong. In fact, there is some 
disagreement regarding the number of diphthongs in Persian with the phonemic status of the 
diphthongs /ow/ and /ej/ being questioned (see Mahootian, 1997, for a review). Mahootian 
(1997) claims that /ow/ and /ej/ fall within the phoneme boundaries (allophones) of /o/ and /e/ 
respectively, when occurring at the end of a word or before a consonant. She argues that /j/ 
has an independent status in Persian since it occurs as a clear consonant sound in initial 
position (e.g., کی/jek/ meaning one). Hence, /ej/ is two adjacent sounds (i.e., /e/ and /j/) rather 
than a diphthong because each of the sounds can appear at the beginning or end position 
individually (note the difference between یک/kej/ meaning what time?, َک /ke/ meaning that as 
a relative pronoun, and یک/ki/ meaning who?). However, the same phoneme cluster in English 
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is recognised as the diphthong /eI/. Therefore, Persian vowel sounds may be classified as 
three long vowels (which are represented by alphabet characters), three short vowels and two 
or three diphthongs. The vowel system in Persian is thus less complex than English with a 
lower number of sounds to be represented within its orthography.  
Appendix A is an index for Persian consonants according to the place and manner of 
articulation and Appendix B for Persian vocalic phonemes with their transcriptions in the 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).  
3.2.1 Syllable types 
There are six syllable types in Persian. Syllables are structured as (C)V(C)(C), where C 
stands for Consonant and V stands for Vowel. Combination of these syllable types into words 
of more than one syllable is also evident in Persian (see Table 3.1 for examples) (Mahootian, 
1997). In Persian, unlike English, there are no tri-consonant clusters (e.g., straight /streIt/, 
splash /splæ∫/ and ramps /ræmps/) and bi-consonant clusters appear in final, rather than 









Table 3.1. Persian syllable structure 
syllable types  combination of syllable types 
1 V ّا/u/ 
(she, he) 
 1 (V+CVC) وتآ/atæ∫/ 
(fire) 
2 VC بآ/ab/ 
(water) 
 2 (CVC+CVC) ىاؼًػ/dændan/ 
(tooth) 
3 VCC ةما/æsb/ 
(horse) 
 3 (VC+CV+CV) ْلاثلآ/albalu/ 
(cherry) 
4 CV تْ /bu/ 
(smell) 
 4 (VC+CVC) ىافؿا/ærzan/ 
(cheap) 
5 CVC لْپ/pul/ 
(money) 
    
6 CVCC گًف/zæng/ 
(bell) 
    
Note. V=Vowel, C=Consonant  
 
3.2.2 Stress pattern 
Word-stress placement/pattern is generally predictable falling on the last syllable with nouns 
and adjectives, whether long or short; hence in words هُْات/baʹhu∫/ (clever), or 
يیـتِت/behtæʹrin/ (best) stress is on their last syllables. Affixed pronouns do not take the stress, 
e.g., مؿػاه/ʹmadæræm/ (my mother). With verbs, the accent shifts according to tense, mood, 
and sometimes person (Comrie, 1990; Levy, 1951; Mahootian, 1997). Thus in Persian, stress 
is generally predictable despite the fact that Persian is not a tone language (Mahootian, 1997). 
Iranian Persian is pronounced as written when spoken formally. However, colloquial 
pronunciation, as used by all classes, makes a number of very common substitutions. For 
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example, ىاً meaning bread is formally pronounced /nan/ and colloquially /nun/. In addition, 
Persian has its own characteristic intonation which must be acquired directly in conversation 
with Persian natives; thus the local vernacular may sound slightly different in various regions 
(Levy, 1951). These are considered as regional accents which differ in quality of voice, 
pronunciation of vowels and consonants, stress and prosody (rhythm and intonation). 
Common substitutions are also evident in the regional accents. Therefore, a Persian accent 
from different cities sounds quite different. Thus, it was important to utilize the appropriate 
regional Persian accent to assess the research participants‟ ability of listening comprehension 
in this research.    
3.3 Persian Orthography 
Persian uses a modified version of the Arabic orthography; the script consists of 32 letter 
characters. It includes 28 Arabic characters plus four additional characters that represent the 
four phonemes not found in Arabic. These additional characters are: گ /g/,   چ /t∫/, ژ /ʒ/, پ 
/p/.  Table 3.2 presents the alphabet characters used in the Persian orthography with their 








Table 3.2. The Persian Alphabet Menu 
Note: Adopted from Mahootian (1997), p.4. 
Isolated Initial Medial Final Symbol Name 































































































































٣ ـ٥ ـ٦ـ ٤ـ /f/ /fe/ 













ل ـل ـلـ لـ /l/ /lam/ 
م ـه ـوـ نـ /m/ /mim/ 
ى ـً ـٌـ يـ /n/ /nun/ 
ّ ّ ْـ ْـ /v/ /vav/ 
ٍ ـُ ـِـ َـ /h/ /he/ 
ی ـی ـیـ یـ /y (j)/ /ye/ 
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Persian script is considered as an alphabetic script and similar to Semitic languages is written 
from right to left (Khanlari, 1979). Persian is an Indo-European language and not a Semitic 
language but uses an abjad writing system. The word abjad is derived from the Arabic word 
for alphabet. Persian orthography like Arabic is cursive; that is, the letters are joined to each 
other by means of ligatures. Persian letters modify their graphic shape according to their 
position within a word (i.e., initial, medial, final or isolated) (see Table 3.2 for details). 
Twenty-five of the conventional 32 letters in the Persian script are two-way connectors (i.e., 
they join to both preceding and following letters) while the remaining seven letters are one-
way connecting letters (i.e., they join to the preceding letters only). Tables 3.3 and 3.4 present 
the two-way connectors and one-way connecting letters, respectively. 
Table 3.3. Persian alphabet characters that are two-way connectors 
Two-way alphabet connectors 
د /dʒ/ ث /s/ ت /t/ پ /p/ ب /b/ 
ه /∫/ ك /s/ ط /X/ س /h/ چ /t∫/ 
ٛ /?/ ٗ /z/ ٓ /t/ ُ /z/ ً /s/ 
گ /g/ ک /k/ ٧ /G/ ٣ /f/ ٟ /G/ 
ی /j/ ٍ /h/ ى /n/ م /m/ ل /l/ 
Table 3.4. Persian alphabet characters that are one-way connectors 
One-way alphabet connectors 
ّ /v/ ژ /ʒ/ ف /z/ ؿ /r/ ؽ /z/ ػ /d/    ا /a, æ, e, o/ 
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Similar to Arabic (Elbeheri & Everatt, 2007; Elbeheri et al., 2006), the Persian alphabet is 
phonemic and there are no capital letters in it. There are 17 characters in this script, which 
with the addition of dots above or below various letters along with two characters, which with 
or without an additional line placed above the letters, make up the 32 letters of the Persian 
alphabet. Dots are, therefore, extremely important and differ in their number (one, two, or 
three) and in their position (below or above the letters). For example, the differences between 
ب/b/, پ/p/ , ت/t/ , or ث/s/ are both in the number of dots (one in /b/, two in /t/ or three in /p/ 
and /s/) and their position (above in /t/ and /s/ or below in /b/ and /p/). Similarly, an additional 
line above ک/k/ makes a different letter گ/g/.  
Short vowels in written Persian are not regarded as independent graphemes and are mostly 
neglected in written texts except the texts aimed at school children in early grades where they 
appear as diacritic marks. Long vowels, however, are shown by the three consonant alphabet 
characters (see Table 3.5 for details). In other words, all 32 letters of the alphabet represent 
consonants, but three of them (i.e., ا, ّ and ی) have the additional function of indicating that 
the vowel which accompanies the preceding consonant is to be lengthened in pronunciation. 
The vowel is usually doubled in length in this case. However, similar to the English 
orthography, there are plenty of exceptions for character ّ (Ivey, 1651; Mahootian 1997).  
This can be exemplified in: عْب  /xob/ (good) vs. عْه  /xu∫/ (happy).  
There are two more characters in the Persian orthography as ء, called Hamzeh and  ّ , called 
Tashdid which is a marker to show gemination. Hamzeh is sometimes replaced by letter ی 
/je/ with the same grammatical function. Tashdid is the diacritic mark which represents 
germination or double stressing of a consonant within word. It is also believed that Tashdid is 
functionally equivalent to writing a consonant twice in the orthographies of languages like 
Latin, Italian, Swedish and Ancient Greek (Versteegh, 1997). Syllable classification of words 
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with Tashdid holds this argument better. When Tashdid appears, the first consonant has no 
vowel and the second consonant takes the following vowel. For example, اٌّت /bænna/ (builder) 
(note the difference between the word اٌّت /bænna/ (builder) and  اٌت /bæna/ (building) has two 
syllables: يت/bæn/ and اً/na/ but syllables in the word اٌت /bæna/ (building) are: ـت/bæ/ and اً/na/. 
Table 3.5. Vowelization in the Persian orthography 





 َ    /æ/ 
e.g., َمَثؼ  /sæbæd/ 
(basket) 
 
ِ       /e/ 
e.g., باتِک /ketab/ 
(book) 
 
 ُ   /o/ 







آ ،اـ  /a/ 
e.g., هاتم  /mast/ 
(yoghurt) 
e.g., آىاوم  /aseman/ 
(sky) 
،یـ ،ی   ـِی ،ـیـ /i/ 
e.g., فیاث  /ziba/ 
(beautiful) 
e.g., تآی  /abi/ 
(blue) 
ْـ، ّ  /u/ 
e.g., هْه  /mu∫/ 
(mouse) 
e.g., ػّؿ  /dur/ 
(far) 
 
Similar to short vowels, diphthongs (compound vowels) do not have any particular 
representing characters and the correct pronunciation must be acquired through the auditory 
system. Examples of the representation of the diphthong /ow/ are: ّؿ /row/ (go), ْر /dʒow/ 
(barley), ػْگ /gowd/ (deep).  
As mentioned earlier, long vowels (/i/, /u/, and /a/), are represented by letters in the Persian 
script, whereas the short vowels and diphthongs (/e/, /u/, /æ/, /ow/, and /eI/) are not typically 
represented by letters. Short vowels are represented by diacritic marks placed above or below 
consonant letters (refer to Table 3.5 for examples) but there are no diacritic marks for the 
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diphthongs. Diphthongs are represented by the letters which also represent the long vowels; 
therefore, these are totally non-transparent from the start of literacy instruction. In addition, 
diacritic marks are not always present. At early grade levels, beginning Persian readers are 
exposed to the texts that are vowelized including short vowel diacritic marks. This form of 
the orthography is believed to be more transparent by scaffolding decoding processes. The 
orthography is relatively opaque when short vowel marks are not represented (Arab-
Moghaddam & Sénéchal, 2001). The more opaque form of the orthography is mostly used 
after one year of schooling through a smooth transition. Hence, Persian orthography has both 
the transparent/shallow and opaque/deep versions.  
In terms of spelling, the Persian orthography is more complex due to the correspondence of 
more than one grapheme to only one phoneme; for example, the phoneme /z/ can be 
represented by four graphemes: ؽ, ف, ُ, or ٗ (see Table 3.6 for details). Hence, unlike 
reading, the Persian orthography cannot be considered as a transparent orthography because 
of its polygraphic characteristics (Arab-Moghaddam & Sénéchal, 2001; Baluch & Danaye-
Tousi, 2007; Baluch & Danaye-Tousie, 2006; Rahbari et al., 2007). 
Table 3.6. Persian phonemes that correspond to more than one grapheme 
Phonemes represented by a number of graphemes 
آ ،اٛ ،  
/a, æ, o, e/ 
ٓ ،ت 
/t/ 









Overall, the specific features of the Persian language suggest that although the orthography is 
relatively transparent, particularly in the form (vowelized) used with a beginning reader, there 
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are difficulties for the learner that may lead to differences from those found in English 
language studies of literacy acquisition and reading difficulties. The initial learning of fully 
marked text may lead to features of acquisition consistent with relatively transparent 
orthographies (such as Finnish and German). However, the experience of text that does not 
contain short vowel marks may lead to similar acquisition features as those found with less 
transparent orthographies (such as English and French). The additional problems of 
differences between language and script (i.e., the Persian language using a form of the Arabic 
script designed for a different language) may lead to additional difficulties for the grapheme-
phoneme translation processes and produce findings less consistent with those predicted by 
studies of transparent orthographies, although research is necessary to determine these 
potential differences. 
3.4 Summary 
Persian language, similar to English, is an Indo-European language which utilizes a modified 
version of the Arabic orthography (Arabic is known as a Semitic language). The Persian 
language has a simpler sound system compared to English; there are 23 consonants and seven 
vocalic sounds in the Modern Tehrani Persian, where the current data was collected, while 
the orthography utilizes 32 alphabet characters (Mahootian, 1997). In addition, the Persian 
orthography is polygraphic in that it has six phonemes (/a, s, z, G, h and t/) that can be 
represented by more than one grapheme (e.g., graphemes:  ث ,  ك  and ً correspond with the 
phoneme /s/) but it is not polyphonic with more direct (one-to-one) phoneme-grapheme 
correspondences – and it is considered highly transparent when fully vowelized (Khanlari, 
1979; Mahootian, 1997). Thus, it can be assumed that decoding should not be as demanding 
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as it is supposed to be in more opaque orthographies, such as English, with more complex 
sound systems and lesser number of alphabet characters. 
The Persian orthography also has two forms: vowelized and non-vowelized. Early readers are 
exposed to the vowelized form of the orthography which is highly transparent. However, 
experienced readers are exposed to the non-vowelized form of the orthography. Non-
vowelized words in Persian can also be categorized as transparent and complex; transparent 
because words that have only long vowels can benefit from the written vowels which are 
included in the orthography, however, this is not the case for words with short vowels. Thus, 
absence of the short vowels produces many homographs in the non-vowelized form of the 
orthography whose correct pronunciation should be inferred through context support. This 
feature of the orthography has made researchers to call this orthography a mixed 
orthography; words which utilize only long vowels are considered as transparent form of the 
orthography (e.g., ناویل /li:va:n/ meaning glass), while words with short vowel marks require 
the reader to infer the vowels (e.g., هتسب /bæste/ meaning parcel) – the same is true for words 
with silent letters (e.g., باوخ /kha:b/ meaning sleep, where letter و /vav/ which is also a 
written long vowel /u:/ is a silent letter) (Rahbari & Sénéchal, 2009).  
In addition, the form of Persian used in written text may not be the same as that spoken in 
every-day conversation by an individual. For example, the Persian accent varies across 
regions in Iran and, although it is the language of education in regions such as Kurdistan, 
Lorestan and Azerbaijan, Persian is not the home language. The written form used in all these 
areas, however, is based on a standard form of Persian. In addition, the spoken form of the 
language has a lot of substitutions (e.g.,  ىاؼیه /meidan/ in colloquial spoken form is 
substituted with /meidun/ or  مّـت /berævæm/ becomes /beræm/). Such forms of diglossia may 
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lead to the influence of phonological processing differing in literacy development compared 




An assessment battery comprising 19 subtests was developed to investigate predictors of 
Persian reading comprehension based on pilot work and previous research conducted in 
English, Arabic and Persian languages (as discussed in previous chapters). Appropriate use of 
language and context was maintained by setting school text books from grades 1 to 5 primary 
school and grade 1 intermediate school as the guideline with the selected passages which 
were modified versions of prose taken from teacher-made comprehension tests from schools 
separate from those where the tests were piloted and the data was collected. All schools in 
Iran, regardless of their geographical location and ranking bands, use the same curriculum, 
with textbooks being exactly the same across schools. The tests were peer reviewed by five 
primary school teachers and one children‟s author in Iran to ensure the test materials were 
appropriate for children from grade 2 to 5 participating in this study.  
Tests within the battery measured reading comprehension levels, language related skills, 
phonological/decoding skills, orthographic skills and speed of processing at elementary level 
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       Table 4.1. An index of subtests of the assessment battery 
Reading Comprehension Cloze 
Questions 














Word Chains 1 
Word Chains 2 
Word Chains 3 
Word Chains 4 
Orthographic Choice 
 






The present chapter describes the development of the basic test materials with modifications 
described in the following chapters. The aim of this chapter is to provide the reader with 
some background to the materials used and a quick point of reference for measures discussed 




The measures were piloted with bilingual Persian-English children (N=61) in Christchurch, 
New Zealand, along with monolingual Persian children (N=46) in Tehran, Iran. The Persian-
English bilingual children who participated in the pilot study received one weekly two-hour 
lesson on Persian literacy using the same course books from Iranian schools. Each Iranian 
school year takes two years time for these bilingual children (who also attend the mainstream 
New Zealand schools) to complete. English was recognized as the dominant language for 
these children based on observation and teachers/parents‟ interviews. As these children were 
Afghan nationals, their Persian accent was different from the usual Tehrani vernacular where 
the data was collected. Therefore, the oral tests were adapted with the norm accent used by 
these children (i.e., Afghani Persian accent) utilizing their common words to reduce 
ambiguity. The children at the lower end of Grade 1 were tested along with all children 
available (Grade 2, 3 and 5). Monolingual Persian children (Grade 2 to 5) were selected from 
a private school from the Education Organization District 1 (indicating high middle class 
socioeconomic status) in Tehran, Iran (see Table 4.2 and 4.3 for demographic details).  
Table 4.2. Demographics – Number of bilingual Persian – English participants, range and 
mean age in months per grade 
  school grade of child  
  1 2 3 5 Total 
Sex of child male 11 10 7 7 35 
female 12 8 4 2 26 
Age in months mean 130 143 152 179 143 
 range (84-180) (117-172) (117-171) (163-204) (84-204) 
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Table 4.3. Demographics – Number of monolingual Persian participants, range and mean age 
in months per grade 
  school grade of child  
  2 3 4 5 Total 
Sex of child male 0 0 0 0 0 
female 8 10 22 6 46 
Age in months mean 95 102 117 129 112 
 range (93-96) (99-106) (112-123) (127-131) (93-131) 
 
The pilot study on bilingual children (Grade 1, 2, 3 and 5) was a brief trial of test materials 
and administration. Analyses on the measures suggested the measures to have meaningful 
correlation. Considering the fact that English was the dominant language for these children, 
the measures were piloted on monolingual Persian speakers (Grade 2 – 5) as well. Once 
more, the measures suggested to have meaningful relationships and the range of the scores in 
each grade (Grade 2 – 5) was satisfactory but we had to reduce the timing for reading 
comprehension measures, matching measures and word chains measures due to the ceiling 
effect. Monolingual participants required less time to perform on these measures. Therefore, 
timing for the text comprehension measures reduced to 10 minutes for the Cloze measure and 
15 minutes for the Comprehension Questions. In addition, timing for matching tasks and 
word chains tasks were reduced to one minute to eliminate ceiling effects. 
4.3 General procedures 
Tests were administered in two sessions: one individual and one group. Children were tested 
individually in a quiet room away from distractions within their schools by trained research 
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assistants who had the experience of teaching young children a foreign language. All research 
assistants were provided full training prior to testing. Record sheets were used to code 
answers and 30 percent of the oral tests were recorded. Group testing occurred in a classroom 
setting, but children were not allowed to talk or see each other‟s work during the test. Practice 
trials were included prior to administration of each test to ensure that the child understood the 
task requirement. Each test session took approximately 50 minutes including short breaks and 
the full testing procedure performed over several days to avoid fatigue. The measures were 
presented to the children in the order that the concept in one test should allow understanding 
in a subsequent task.  
In the individual testing session, the participants were given the measures of the Sound 
Segmentation, Sound Deletion, Non-word Reading, RAN Letters, RAN Words, RAN 
Objects, RAN Colours, Vocabulary and in the group testing session, they were given the 
measures of the Listening Comprehension, Reading Comprehension Cloze procedure, 
Reading Comprehension Questions, Matching Words, Matching Non-words, Matching 
Pseudohomophones, Orthographic Choice, Word Chains 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
4.4 Assessment battery 
4.4.1 Reading comprehension 
To measure Persian text comprehension, two measures were developed: (i) the 
Comprehension Cloze and (ii) the Comprehension Questions with unseen passages. Passage 
length and grade level (i.e., complexity) increased throughout the test. The beginning passage 
appeared in a larger font size suitable for lower graders. 
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I. Reading Comprehension Cloze 
The Reading Comprehension Cloze measure contained six passages with 26 missing key 
words. The task required the participants to read the passages quietly and fill in the gaps with 
the appropriate words selected from a list of key words (including distracter items) presented 
at the beginning of each passage. There was no time limit for grade 5 participants to do the 
test and whatever time they spent on this task (they spent 10 minutes) was used as the time 
limit for the lower graders to avoid fatigue and distraction. Test sheets were collected after 
ten minutes and the number of the correct responses out of 26 was recorded as the score for 
this task. Participants were not penalized for misspelling as the aim of the test was to measure 
text comprehension levels. An example of the reading comprehension cloze measure in 
Persian with translation in English is presented below.  
Persian: 
 
یکما   لاثتْ٥   یىفؿّ و٦ک  تکاؿ   
 ّػ ـُ ؼیٞم ّ يیها.............ؼًؿاػ تمّػ اؿ . یفات ىايًاتمّػ ـیام ات ّ ؼًّؿ یه یىفؿّ يلام کی َت َت٦ُ ـُ اًِآ




skiing   football   sneakers  rackets 
Amin and Saeid both like ................. . They go to the pitch to play with their friends every 




II. Reading Comprehension Questions 
The Reading Comprehension Questions measure contained six passages and 23 multiple-
choice questions. The task required the child to read each passage quietly and answer three to 
four multiple-choice questions which included three distracters and one correct response.  
The questions were in form of either referential or inferential. Similar to the Comprehension 
Cloze measure, there was no time limit for grade 5 participants to do the test and whatever 
time they spent on this task (they spent 15 minutes) was determined as the time limit for the 
lower graders to avoid fatigue. Hence, participants had limited time to read and answer the 
questions (i.e., 15 minutes) but they had unlimited access to the text while answering the 
comprehension questions. Test sheets were collected after 15 minutes and the number of true 
responses out of 23 was used as the score for this test (see below for an example of the 
measure in Persian with English translation). 
Persian: 
 
نیؿاػ اثیف قهـ٩ یُاه َم ات مْیؿاْکآ کی مـُاْع ّ يه .ػـغت ٍایم یُاه ؼٌچ ىاویاـت ات نیتماْع ؿػاه فا اه . قیً ّا
یُاه ّػ ىاویاـت ؼیـع .ؼٌمؿ یه ـًٚ َت ػاى ىاىؼیؼر لقٌه ؿػ اُ یُاه . اؿ نیؿاْکآ بآ تتًْ َت ّػ ـُ مـُاْع ّ يه
نیُػ یه اؾ١ اُ یُاه َت ّ نیٌک یه ُْٝ . 
1. ؟ؼًػْت یگًؿ َچ ،ؼیـع ؿػاه َک ییاُ یُاه 
٤لا )قهـ٩  ب )ٍایم ّ ؼی٦م   د )ؼی٦م    ػ )ٍایم 
2.  یاـت ىاٌْٝ يیـتِت؟تنیچ ٧ْ٥ يته 
٤لا )مـُاْع ّ يه ب )یُاه قهـ٩   د )اه نیؿاْکآ  ػ )یُاه ؼیـع 
 
English: 
My sister and I have an aquarium with three beautiful gold fish. We asked mom to buy us a 
couple of black fish. Mom bought us two more. The fish seem happy in their new home. My 
sister and I refresh the tank‟s water and feed the fish in turns. 
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1. What colour were the new fish? 
a. gray  b. gold  c. white  d. Black 
2. Choose the best title for the passage. 
a. My Sister and I   b. Gold Fish   
b. Our Aquarium   d. Buying Fish 
 
4.4.2 Language related skills 
It is believed that there was no recognized standardized test of verbal ability available in the 
Persian language (Rahbari & Sénéchal, 2008; Tehrani, 2007). The only published assessment 
battery found in Persian was the Reading & Dyslexia Test (Kormi-Nouri & Moradi, 2008). 
However, there was no purely receptive tests of verbal skills (listening comprehension and 
vocabulary test) included. The listening comprehension measure is the combination of text 
reading and listening comprehension where participants are required to read texts and listen 
to them simultaneously and then answer comprehension questions. Considering the 
differences between the written and spoken form of the Persian language, we decided to 
develop the Listening Comprehension measure to assess oral language skills. The vocabulary 
measure was not purely receptive either; the vocabulary subtest of this battery comprises 30 
trials of definition, synonyms, word categories and sentence completion (combination of both 
receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge). Therefore, a vocabulary test which could 
measure receptive vocabulary knowledge of the research participants seemed more desirable.  
To assess language ability in this study, measures of the Listening Comprehension and 
Vocabulary were developed. The vocabulary subtest of the Reading & Dyslexia Test (RDT 
Vocabulary) was also used and correlated with our developed vocabulary measure. The RDT 
Vocabulary test comprises of 30 multiple-choice questions of definitions, use of words and 
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prototypes where the testee can both read the trials and listen to the examiners read them out 
loud. Therefore it is assumed that this test dons not assess only receptive vocabulary 
knowledge. 
I. Listening Comprehension 
The Listening Comprehension measure contained six passages with the total number of 40 
questions. Each passage was followed by several yes/no questions. Length and grade level of 
the passages increased throughout the test. The spoken rather than written form of the Persian 
language (which includes some pronunciation changes) was used in the assessment to reflect 
the oral nature of the task. For example the word ىاؼًػ /dænda:n/, meaning tooth was uttered 
/dændu:n/.  
The test required the children to listen to six stories followed by several comprehension 
questions. Referential and inferential comprehension questions were used to measure the 
participant‟s understanding of the passages. Length and grade level of the passages increased 
throughout the test. The child did not see the written form of the passages.  Once each 
passage was articulated, the participants were asked questions about the content. The 
participants were required to tick their yes/no answers on the provided boxes on their answer 
sheets for the ease of group administration. Answer sheets were collected after the test and 
the number of the correct responses out of 40 was used as the score for this task after the 
participants left the room (see below for an example in Persian with translation in English). 
Persian: 
کدابداب 
تعام کػاتػات َی اّؿ .ٌَک كُؿُػ ًّْا جه یکی تماْع یه نُ یلٝ . کػاتػات َی یؿْٖچ َک ػاػ ػای یلٝ َت اّؿ
ٍفانت.  َت ّػ ـُ اًّا ،ؼى مْوت اکػاتػات يتعام ؿاک یت٩ّلصام ىؿایت ؿػ فاّـپ َت ّؿاکؿاتػات ات يت٥ؿ.  
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1 .؟ػـک كُؿُػ کػاتػات َی ينص ایآ  
2 .ی ينص َت اّؿ ایآ؟ٍفانت ْيکػاتػات ؿْٖچ َک ػاػ ػا  





Reza made a kite. Ali wanted to make a similar kite, too. Reza taught Ali how to make a kite. 
When they made their kites, they went to the beach to fly them. 
1. Did Ali make a kite? 
2. Did Reza teach Ali how to make a kite? 
3. Did they fly their kites in the yard? 
 
II. Receptive Vocabulary 
It is assumed that there is no objective word-frequency norm in Persian (Rahbari & Sénéchal, 
2008). Hence to develop the receptive Vocabulary measure, curricular sampling (c.f., Fuches 
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et al., 2008) and social validity approaches (e.g., Gresham, 2002) were utilized by developing 
a list of words as follows: 
1. Ten highly experienced primary school teachers were asked to provide a list of 50 
common words for grades 1-5.  
2. A list of words from the primary and intermediate school reading books (Primary 
grade 1-5 and Intermediate grade 1) was extracted. The textbooks in Iran are 
designed by the Curriculum Development Panel, Ministry of Education, and are 
taught throughout the educational year across the country. Each reading lesson 
entails a list of new vocabulary items which was used as the main resource to 
develop a list of words for the Vocabulary measure. 
3. The two lists were compared and the most common words were selected.  
4. The list of words was peer reviewed by 10 experienced primary school teachers. 
5. Lastly, a list of vocabulary comprising 100 items was finalized and used to 
develop the Vocabulary measure which was used to assess the receptive 
vocabulary knowledge of the participants in this study. 
The Vocabulary measure containing 100 words (58 nouns, 22 verbs and 20 adjectives) was 
used to assess the participant‟s receptive vocabulary knowledge. The assessment was 
modelled on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Fourth Edition (PPVT-4: Dunn & Dunn, 
2007). The task required the child to select one of four pictures that corresponded with a 
particular vocabulary item (see Figure 4.1 for an example). The number of the correct 
responses out of 100 was calculated and used as the score for this task.  
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Figure 4.1. An example of the Vocabulary Measure – the target word is: „TALL‟ 
 
4.4.3 Phonological/Decoding skills 
To measure phonological/decoding skills, measures of the Sound Deletion, Sound 
Segmentation and Non-word Reading were modelled on those reported in English (e.g., 
Woodcock, McGrew, & Mather, 2001). These measures will be briefly described below. 
I. Sound Deletion  
The Sound Deletion measure was developed to assess the child‟s ability to recognize sounds 
within words. This task required the child to say a word without one of its basic sounds 
(e.g.,باتک /keta:b/ meaning book without /ب b/ - the expected answer is اتک /keta:/). Fifteen 
items were developed which varied in their level of difficulty by increasing the number of the 
phonemes per word from those with five phonemes to words consisting of nine phonemes. 
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Phonemes were deleted from the initial, medial or final positions (5 trials each). The number 
of the correct responses out of 15 was used as the score for this task.  
II. Sound Segmentation 
The Sound Segmentation measure was developed to assess the child‟s ability to recognize 
sounds within a word. In this task, the child was presented verbally with a word and was 
asked to segment it into the component phonemes. For example, the word  کاْنه /mesva:k/, 
meaning toothbrush, was presented to the child and they were required to recognize each 
individual phonemes: i.e., /  م m/, /  إ e/, /  ك s/, /  ّ v/, /ا a:/, and /  ک  k/. The child could earn one 
score for recognizing all the phonemes of the given word correctly (Tehrani, 2007). 
Complexity of the stimuli increased throughout the test by increasing the number of the 
phonemes per word from those with three phonemes to words consisting of nine phonemes.  
There were fifteen items in this measure and the number of the correct responses out of 15 
was used as the score for this task. 
III. Non- word Reading 
Non-word reading was used as a measure of the ability to translate letter strings into an 
appropriate pronunciation (i.e., decoding), which can be considered as a basic literacy skill or 
as indicative of phonological translation process (Dollaghan & Campbell, 1998). The Non-
word Reading task required the child to read 30 non-words using letter-sound conversion 
rules without accessing a word lexical entry. Non-words were derived from real Persian 
words by rearranging or replacing letters to ensure that they were word-like. Since the short 
vowels in Persian orthography are not marked for experienced readers (i.e., from grade 2), all 
acceptable pronunciations (e.g. کْه /mu:k/ or /muk/) were considered as correct responses. 
The trials were classified into three groups of non-words with one, two, and three and more 
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syllables (see Table 4. 4 for examples in English and Persian) and they appeared on one page 
(A4 card). As Persian is written from right to left, the child was required to read the items on 
the same direction (i.e., from top right hand side to the bottom left side of the page). A 
stopwatch was used to record the time each individual spent on this task. Participants were 
told that they were given some made-up words and they should try to pronounce them 
accurately and clearly for the assessor. The number of the correctly pronounced items out of 
30 along with the time in seconds was used for this measure.   






Three- and more-syllable 
 قیٍ(قیه ؼًٌاه) 
gat (as in cat) 
 تاؿات(ىاؿات ؼًٌاه) 
bupper (as in butter) 
تا كاکت(ؿاکتتا ؼًٌاه) 
caravap (as in caravan) 
 
4.4.4 Orthographic skills 
Orthographic skills were assessed by the Matching, Word Chains and Orthographic Choice 
tasks. Development of the measures is briefly explained below. 
I. Matching tasks 
Three forms of the Matching tasks: Matching Words, Matching Non-words and Matching 
Pseudohomophones were developed to assess the child‟s orthographic skills and knowledge 
of the letters in Persian. These tasks required the child to recognize as many as the matched 
pairs. The tasks were timed and answer sheets for each task were collected after one minute. 
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The number of the correct responses out of 25 was recorded after the child left the room and 
was used as the score for each task. 
a. Matching Words 
In this measure, the child was tested on their ability to recognize whether two words 
presented side by side were the same. Fifty trials of paired words presented to the child. For 
instance, the word اٌت /bæna:/, meaning building, and the word ایت /bIa:/, meaning come, look 
relatively similar; both consist of three letters and are written similarly but they are different 
in the letter appeared in the middle (i.e., ـٌـ/n/ in /bæna:/ and ـیـ/I/ in /bIa:/). The child was 
required to underline the matched pairs in one minute. The number of the correct responses 
out of 25 was the score for this task. 
b. Matching Non-words 
Similar to the Matching Word task, 50 trials of non-words were developed to assess the 
child‟s orthographic skills preventing them from accessing a word lexical entry. Participants 
were told that they were given some made-up words and they should try to underline the 
matched pairs in one minute. The number of the correct responses out of 25 was the score for 
this task. 
c. Matching Pseudohomophones 
Since it is hypothesized that both the Matching Words and Non-words measures may be 
processed through knowledge of sound or (sound discrimination), the Matching 
Pseudohomophones measure was developed to look into orthographic skills per se. This 
measure contained 50 trials of non-words which sounded exactly the same. Half of the items 
were the same and the other half were different in one letter using homophones (e.g.,  ك & ً 
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/s/). For instance, the two different non-words ـملا and لاـٍ  sound the same /la:sə(r)/. 
Participants were told that they were given some made-up words and they should try to 
underline the matched pairs in one minute. The number of the correct responses out of 25 was 
the score for this task. 
II. Word Chains Tasks 
Four types of the Word Chains tasks were developed to measure the child‟s orthographic 
skills. These tasks were used to assess the child‟s ability to recognize word boundaries.   
Persian orthography is a cursive writing. Letter shapes vary depending on their positioning at 
the beginning, middle, or end of a word. In addition, some of the letters are one-way 
connectors or they never connect to their previous and preceding letter (see Table 4.5 and 4.6 
for examples). Hence the Word Chains 1 and 2 utilized words in a letter string by reducing 
the word boundaries without changing the shape of the letters while the Word Chains 3 and 4 
utilized words in a letter string connecting all the letters to each other changing their shapes 
when necessary. 
Table 4.5. Examples of how Persian letter shapes vary depending on their positioning 
Full Form Final Medial Initial 































Connected Form ْـ ژـ قـ ــ ؾـ ؼـ اـ 















a. Word Chains 1 (Random words - letters not changed) 
This task was used as a measure of the ability to recognize word boundaries in a string of 
words (i.e., the space between the words was eliminated). Shapes of the letters were not 
changed when connecting to the previous and preceding letters. The task contained ten sets of 
50 randomly selected words and required the child to recognize each word and apparently the 
word boundaries by drawing a line at the end of each word. The test was timed and 
participants were asked to stop after one minute. The number of the correctly recognized 











b. Word Chains 2 (sentences – letters not changed) 
Similar to the Chain Words 1, this task required the participants to recognize the word 
boundaries in a string of words (i.e., the space between the words was eliminated). Shapes of 
the letters were not changed when connecting to the previous and preceding letters.. Seven 
sentence trials containing the total number of 52 words were developed to provide the child 
with a meaningful context. Since it was a timed test, the participants were asked to stop after 
one minute and the number of the words they recognized correctly out of 52 was used as the 








c. Word Chains 3 (random words – letters changed) 
The Word Chains 3 was developed to assess the child‟s orthographic skills (word boundary) 
similar to the Word Chains 1 and 2. In this task, in addition to the elimination of the space 
between the words, the shapes of the letters got changed when connecting to the previous and 
preceding letters. The task required the child to recognize the words within each string set 
and draw a line to indicate the word boundary. The test was timed and participants were 
asked to stop after one minute. The number of the correctly recognized words out of 50 was 










d. Word Chains 4 (sentences – letters changed) 
The Word Chains 4 was very similar to the Word Chains 3. This task contained five trials of 
meaningful phrases and/or sentences. All letters connected to one another changing their 
shapes to form the five trials of letter strings. Similar to the Word Chains 3, this task required 
the child to recognize the words within the letter strings. This task was also timed and the 
students were asked to stop after one minute. The number of the correctly recognized words 











III. Orthographic Choice 
The Orthographic choice task modelled on those by Olson, Wise, Conners, Rack, & Fulker 
(1989) was used to assess the child‟s ability to recognize the correct spelling form of a word. 
Thirty trials of words paired with non-word homophones were developed. For example the 
word َمؿؼه/mædreseh/, meaning school, was paired with the non-word homophone  َحؿؼه. 
The task required the child to distinguish the correct spelling form within each pair by 
drawing a line under the correct spelling of the word. The task was timed and the child was 
asked to stop after one minute. The number of correct responses out of 30 was the score for 
this task (see below for examples in English and Persian). 
Persian: 
اؿْىآ                                 اؿْىاٝ 
English: 
munk        monk 
 
4.4.5 Speed of processing  
The ability to accurately and quickly access a phonological form was assessed by four Rapid 
Automatic Naming (RAN) tasks: RAN Letters, Words, Objects and Colours.  These tasks 
were used to measure the speed at which the child processed information from their lexicon 
and were derived from similar measures in the literature (e.g., Denckla & Rudel, 1976; Wolf 
et al., 1986). The first two tasks (i.e., RAN Letters and Words) were used to measure the 
speed at which the child could access to phonological representation of the letters and words 
(i.e., decoding speed) and the other two (i.e., RAN of Objects and Colours) were used to 
measure the speed of general cognitive processing of the child.  
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The measures for speed of processing required the child to name all the items (i.e., 36 letters, 
35 words, 36 drawings, and 32 colours) on an A4 card from right to left (similar to the 
direction of Persian writing system), as quickly as possible, trying to avoid naming errors. 
Prior to speeded testing, the participants‟ ability to name the items was checked. A stop 
watch was used and the time the child took to name all the items was recorded in seconds, 
along with any naming errors. Given the small number of naming errors, the time was used as 
the sole measure for this task. Each measure is briefly described. 
I. RAN Letters 
The RAN Letters task was used to measure the speed at which the child named/sounded 
familiar alphabet letters. For example, letter ل is named ملا/la:m/ and makes the sound /l/; 
either of these (character‟s name or its sound) was considered as a correct response. The child 
was presented with a chart containing 36 familiar letters in Persian in four lines (three 
repetitions of 12 different alphabet characters) for this task (see Table 4.7 for the Persian 
letters used in this task with English equivalents in brackets).    




























II. RAN Words 
The RAN Words task was used to assess the child‟s naming speed. This task was used to 
measure the speed at which the child read familiar words in Persian. The child was presented 
with a chart containing 32 familiar two to three syllabic words in eight lines for this task (see 
Table 4.8 for the Persian words used in this task with English translations in brackets).    


















III. RAN Objects 
The RAN Objects task was developed to assess the child‟s naming speed. This task was used 
to measure the speed at which the child named drawings of familiar objects. The child was 
presented with a chart containing 36 pictures/drawings of familiar objects in four lines (three 
repetitions of 12 different drawings) for this task (see Figure 4.2 for the pictures/drawings 















Figure 4.2. Pictures/drawings used in the RAN Objects 
 
IV. RAN Colours 
The RAN Colours task was used to assess the child‟s naming speeds. This task was used to 
measure the speed at which the child named drawings of familiar colours. The child was 
presented with a chart containing 32 pictures/drawings of familiar colours in four lines (eight 
repetitions of four different colours) for this task (see Figure 4.3 for the colours used in this 
task).    
 
Figure 4.3. Colours used in the RAN Colours  
 
    
Chapter 5 
Study 1 
Models of Reading Comprehension 
Investigations into Persian Monolingual Speakers 
5.1 Introduction 
Despite evidence that reading processes depend on the language of the reader and the writing 
system that encodes that language (Perfetti, 2001), most of the reading models/interpretations 
on reading processes have been derived from studies of English. Although relationships 
between underlying cognitive skills and literacy learning have been found across a number of 
languages, there is still a need for investigating these skills in other orthographies to test 
current theories or reading models universally. In fact, one of the reasons for caution here is 
that children learning a transparent orthography with a more consistent relationship between 
written symbols (letters/graphemes) and language sounds (phonemes) than that found in 
English seem to show faster progress in word-level literacy, and process language at the level 
of the phoneme earlier, than those learning a less regular orthography (Seymour et al., 2003). 
The view that English is less transparent (i.e., the relation between written form and language 
sounds is less clear) than most other orthographies has led some to question the universality 
of current English-language derived theories about literacy learning (Share, 2008). Therefore, 
research on other languages/orthographies is needed to validate current models of reading. 
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Additionally, compared to children learning English literacy skills, phonological awareness 
deficits may create fewer problems when learning a regular orthography since the simple 
rules or correspondences between letters and sounds will be less tasking for the phonological 
system (Seymour et al., 2003). Therefore, even if phonological deficits lead to literacy 
learning problems, these may be less severe when learning a more transparent orthography. 
As such, the transparency of the script is a factor that may lead to variations between 
languages in the ease of literacy acquisition, the manifestation of literacy deficits and the 
appropriateness of particular assessment procedures (Everatt et al., 2010; Everatt et al., 
2004). For example, whereas assessments of accuracy in word reading tasks seem appropriate 
to assess literacy skills in English, such tools may be less effective in more transparent 
orthographies where decoding seems less laborious and given enough time to use translation 
processes in decoding usually leads to ceiling effects. As such, literacy assessment 
procedures may better focus on measuring fluency, or speed of processing.  
Persian orthography (as described in Chapter 3) has some interesting features that may lead to 
skills developing differently from those predicted by current models of reading derived from 
English. In contrast to English, but similar to Semitic languages (e.g., Arabic), the Persian 
orthography is written from right to left. The orthography is a modified version of the Arabic 
orthography, though with more graphemes than Arabic – interestingly, the Persian language 
has fewer phonemes compared to Arabic, meaning that several graphemes are used to 
represent the same phoneme. The orthography is cursive, with most letters changing their 
shape when connecting to letters around them. It also uses combinations of dots and marks 
within and around basic symbol shapes to distinguish letters/determine pronunciation, as well 
as to represent syntactic rules and morphological forms. In addition, several such marks are 
used to represent short vowel sounds and these vowel markers are not always included in 
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written text, particularly in passages targeted at more experienced readers. This elimination of 
short vowel markers leads to a reasonably large number of homographic letter strings in 
written Persian and means that, after first grade, Persian children need to learn to infer short 
vowel sounds from the context within which a word is written in order to obtain literacy 
learning at an early age for most Persian children.  
Additionally, the form of Persian used in written text may not be the same as that spoken in 
every-day conversation by an individual. For example, the Persian accent varies across 
regions in Iran and, although it is the language of education in regions such as Kurdistan, 
Loristan and Azerbaijan, Persian is not the home language. In Iran, Persian is called Farsi, 
whereas in Afghanistan, it is called Dari and the accent used in the two versions varies. Such 
forms of diglossia may lead to the influence of phonological processing differing in literacy 
development compared to other contexts where written and spoken languages are based on 
identical sound forms. 
The current study investigated the underlying cognitive-linguistic skills of Persian reading 
comprehension in order to develop a Persian reading comprehension model. It also aimed to 
assess the usefulness of the simple view of reading (SVR) (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover 
& Gough, 1990; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012) and/or the component model of reading (CMR) 
(Joshi and Aaron, 2000) in explaining the acquisition by primary school children of the 
Persian orthography which, at least in its fully vowelized form, is believed to be relatively 
transparent. Given these models, the study assessed the contribution of word-level reading 
and language understanding skills to Persian reading comprehension by identifying predictors 
of variability in reading comprehension. As argued before, Persian is a language/orthography 
that has been scarcely studied, particularly in monolingual children, but has characteristics 
that make the assessment of text processing potentially informative about universal theories 
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of reading comprehension. Hence, the identification of predictors of variation in Persian 
reading comprehension should inform further models across languages. 
The study assessed predictors of variation in Persian reading comprehension through a cross 
sectional design which measured skills amongst grade 2 to 5 primary school children 
attending mainstream schools in Iran. The concern here was not with between-group 
comparisons, but investigation into the relative contribution of several theoretically relevant 
abilities (cognitive-linguistic processes) to the prediction of text comprehension skills in a 
typical group of monolingual learners who were acquiring Persian literacy skills as part of 
normal mainstream schooling – a method that has been used to inform models of English 
reading comprehension (e.g., Adlof et al., 2006). Data analyses were used to determine 
whether the targeted underlying cognitive-linguistic (i.e., verbal skills, phonological skills, 
orthographic skills and speed of processing) were significant predictors of Persian reading 
comprehension.   
5.2 Methodology 
5.2.1 Participants  
The study recruited a relatively homogeneous cohort of participants in terms of 
socioeconomic status so that large variability in reading and language skills due to 
socioeconomic factors could be avoided.  Socioeconomic status was determined according to 
the Tehran Education Organization District 1 school ranking system. In Tehran, a school 
ranked „Advantaged‟ indicates that the degree to which a school obtains its pupils from low 
socioeconomic areas is very low. Participants were selected from two Iranian single-sex 
public schools (one for boys and one for girls) ranked „Advantaged‟ in the northern part of 
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Tehran (District 1) indicating high middle class socioeconomic status. All schools in Iran, 
regardless of geographical location and Ranking Bands, use the same curriculum, with 
textbooks being identical across schools. Two classes from each grade (grade 2 to 5) with 
approximately 60 children (30 boys and 30 girls) were selected randomly from participating 
schools, and all children within those classes available at the time of testing were assessed. In 
all, 232 participants were tested. Roughly, half of these children were male and the other half 
were female (see Table 5.1). All children were first language Persian speakers (based on 
teacher interviews, background information about the school population and a questionnaire 
filled out by parents).  
Table 5.1. Demographics – Number of participants, range and mean age in months per grade 
School grade of child 
2 3 4 5 
Total 
Sex of child           male 
                             
female 
30 32 25 34 121 
26 27 31 27 111 
Mean age in months 94 107 119 130 113 
Range age in months  (89-100)  (101-116)  (110-127)  (124-138)  (89-138) 
 
Data from 199 children was analysed: Table 5.2 presents a brief summary of why certain 
children were not selected for analysis. Children selected for inclusion in the analyses were 
all those who performed comprehension measures; hence, any participants who did not 
perform the comprehension measures due to absenteeism were deselected (N=20). Children 
scoring more than three standard deviations from the mean in any measures were also 
deselected (N=9): the rationale being that such outliers may have a disproportionate influence 
on the analyses. Finally, those children with recognized problems were not included in the 
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analyses (N=4). These comprised: (i) two children who used hearing aids, one of whom 
received special lessons after school and was assisted with subjects like science and maths; 
(ii) one child who had attention problems, according to the classroom teacher, who referred to 
this child as a low achiever, possibly due to poor attention; and (iii) one child who, during the 
current testing, was recognized with relatively serious difficulties in articulation.   
Table 5.2. Summary on case selection 
 Frequency Percent 
Total number of children tested 232 100 
Children with no comprehension measures 20 8.6 
Outliers in measures 9 3.9 
Children with observed difficulties 4 1.7 
Cases analysed  199 85.5 
 
Following Educational Research Human Ethics
1
 approval and relevant approvals from the 
Iranian authorities
2&3
 to conduct the study, standard procedures, confidentiality of 
participants and parental permission for entry into the study were followed. Five research 
assistants with experience of teaching young children were recruited and trained to administer 
the test materials using the same procedure for each individual. Research assistants were all 
language teachers with a minimum of two years of experience working with young children. 
                                                 
1
 The University of Canterbury‟s Educational Research Human Ethics Committee approved the study. 
2
 The Tehran Head Office for the Iranian Ministry of Education‟s Research Committee approved the study.  
3
 The Tehran Education Organization District 1 approved the study and introduced the research team to the 
selected schools.  
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The research assistants were trained and provided step by step instructions on the 
administration of the test materials.  
5.2.2 Measures 
An assessment battery comprising 19 experimental measures and one published test was 
developed based on pilot work and previous research conducted in English, Arabic and 
Persian languages. As outlined in Chapter 4, appropriate use of language and context was 
maintained by using school text books as a guideline for the selection of passages and other 
written and verbal materials. Tests were peer reviewed by five primary school teachers and 
one children‟s author in Iran to ensure the materials were appropriate for children from 
grades 2 to 5. Tests within the battery were designed to measure reading comprehension 
levels, language skills, phonological/decoding skills, orthographic skills and speed of 
processing at elementary level in the Persian language.  
Tests were administered in one individual and one group test session. In the former, children 
were tested individually in a quiet room away from distractions within their schools. Group 
testing occurred in a classroom setting, but children were not allowed to talk or see each 
other‟s work. Practice trials were included prior to administration of each test to ensure that 
the child understood the task requirement. Each test session took approximately 50 minutes 
including short breaks, with the full testing procedure being performed over several days to 
avoid fatigue. Although a number of children did not perform all the measures due to 
absenteeism, it is unlikely that the students stayed away from school to avoid testing since the 
days for test administration were not advertised and the participants were not aware of the 
day they were to perform the measures. More likely is that these children did not attend 
school due to typical reasons for absenteeism (such as illness). 
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The order of presentation of measures presented to the children was determined so that a 
concept in one test should allow understanding in a subsequent task. In the individual testing 
session, the participants were given the following measures in this order: Vocabulary, 
Reading and Dyslexia Vocabulary subtest (Koromi-Nouri & Moradi, 2009), Sound Deletion, 
Sound Segmentation, Non-word Reading, RAN Letters, RAN Words, RAN Objects, and 
RAN Colours. In the group testing session, they were given the following measures in this 
order: Reading Comprehension Cloze procedure, Reading Comprehension Passage 
Questions, Listening Comprehension, Matching Words, Matching Non-words, Matching 
Pseudohomophones, Orthographic Choice, Word Chains 1, Word Chains 2, Word Chains 3, 
and Word Chains 4 (see chapter 4 for full details of the test measures). Raw scores were 
collected for all measures for analysis purposes. Table 5.3 provides an overview of the 
measures used in this study, with the general area of ability, or skills set, within which they 
are considered to sit. 
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Table 5.3. An index of subtests of the assessment battery 





















Word Chains 1 
Word Chains 2 
Word Chains 3 
Word Chains 4 
 










5.3.1 Descriptive statistics and comparisons across grades 
Descriptive statistics can be found in Table 5.4 – Table 5.7 with the means and standard 
deviations for each measure presented for each grade level. Overall, the mean values showed 
improvements with grade level consistent with increasing age and educational experience, 
and standard deviation scores indicated reasonable levels of individual variability. However, 
there were exceptions to these general trends in the descriptive data. The Non-word Reading 
scores showed little variation due to ceiling effects in this measure. This is often found in a 
more regular orthography (see Introduction) and is the reason that Non-word Reading fluency 
(rather than accuracy) scores was computed by divining the number of correctly pronounced 
items by time in seconds and were used in subsequent analyses. On the other hand, the Sound 
Segmentation task showed neither growth across grades nor (as later discovered) reasonable 
correlations with the other phonological measures. This questioned the usefulness of this task 









Table 5.4. Mean scores and standard deviations for understanding measures (reading 













Vocab Cloze Questions 
Total scores 26 23 40 100 30 
Grade 2           Mean 











Grade 3           Mean 











Grade 4           Mean 











Grade 5           Mean 











Note. Listening Comp= listening comprehension, Vocab=vocabulary, SD=standard 










Table 5.5. Mean scores and standard deviations for measures of phonological skills (non-















Total scores 30 – – 15 15 
Grade 2           Mean 











Grade 3           Mean 











Grade 4           Mean 











Grade 5           Mean 















Table 5.6. Mean scores and standard deviations for measures of orthographic skills produced by grades in the study 
 Matching Word Chains  
Ortho 
Choice 
words Non-words Pseud 1 2 3 4 
Total scores 25 25 25 50 52 50 51 30 
Grade 2      Mean 

















Grade 3     Mean 

















Grade 4     Mean 

















Grade 5      Mean 

















Note. SD=standard deviations, Pseud=Pseudohomophones, Ortho Choice=orthographic choice 
Table 5.7. Mean time per second and standard deviations (SD) for measures of speed of 
processing produced by grades in the study 
 Rapid Naming (RAN) 
(time in seconds) 
Letters Words Objects Colour 
Grade 2           Mean 









Grade 3           Mean 









Grade 4           Mean 









Grade 5           Mean 










5.3.2 Correlation amongst the measures 
To assess the relationship between the text comprehension measures and the other measures 
used in this study, first-order correlations and partial correlations controlling for age (in 
months), sex and grade were calculated. Tables 5.8 – 5.13 present first-order correlations 
(lower diagonal) and partial correlations between the measures in the study. 
Relationships were found between similar measures as predicted. The two text 
comprehension measures were related, as were the two Vocabulary measures (r=.570, 
p=<.01). Despite the differences in the format of the two vocabulary measures, the 
correlation between them proved as significant which indicated that the two measures were 
likely to be similar, thus the vocabulary measure developed as part of the thesis work was 
used in the analyses for the present study. The three Matching tasks (i.e., Matching Words, 
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Non-words and Pseudohomophones) were inter-related and correlated with the Orthographic 
Choice task. However, the Word Chains measures showed mixed relationships with the other 
measures of orthographic processing. Similarly, speed measures showed variable 
relationships, with RAN Objects and RAN Colours been reasonably correlated, and these two 
measures been related to RAN Letters, but RAN Words showing smaller correlations with the 




















Table 5.8. First-order correlations between the two reading comprehension measures and all 
other measures used in the study 
 RC Cloze RC Ques 
RC Ques .736**  
List Comp .532** .569** 
Voc .575** .492** 
RDT Voc .578** .528** 
NW Read .616** .581** 
Sound Seg .091 –.004 
Sound Del .380** .323** 
Match W .572** .518** 
Match NW .439** .458** 
Match Psd .529** .443** 
W Chains1 .558** .553** 
W Chains2 .284** .375** 
W Chains3 .484** .413** 
W Chains4 .611** .456** 
Orth Choic .693** .682** 
RAN Let –.274** –.300** 
RAN W –.466** –.479** 
RAN Obj –.419** –.403** 
RAN Col –.419** –.447** 
Note. RC Cloze=reading comprehension Cloze, RC Ques=reading comprehension Questions, 
List Comp=listening comprehension, Voc=vocabulary, RDT Voc=vocabulary subtest of the 
Reading & Dyslexia Test, NW Read=non-word reading, Sound Seg=sound segmentation, 
Sound Del=sound deletion, Match W=matching words, Match NW=matching non-words, 
Match Psd=matching pseudohomophones, W Chains=word chains, Orth Choic=orthographic 
choice, RAN Let=rapid naming of familiar letters, RAN W=rapid naming of familiar words, 
RAN Obj=rapid naming of familiar objects, RAN Col=rapid naming of familiar colours 
*p < .05. **p <.01. 
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Table 5.9. Partial correlations (controlling for age month/form, sex and grade) between the 
two reading comprehension measures and all other measures used in the study 
 RC Cloze RC Ques 
RC Ques .635**  
List Comp .344** .337** 
Voc .372** .243** 
RDT Voc .374** .235** 
NW Read .468** .363** 
Sound Seg .201* .158 
Sound Del .315** .279** 
Match W .338** .279** 
Match NW .165 .221** 
Match Psd .309** .183* 
W Chains1 .386** .320** 
W Chains2 .207* .255** 
W Chains3 .381** .275** 
W Chains4 .453** .348** 
Orth Choic .328** .404** 
RAN Let –.168 –.124 
RAN W –..226** –.223** 
RAN Obj –.309** –.253** 
RAN Col –.267** –.259* 
Note. RC Cloze=reading comprehension Cloze, RC Ques=reading comprehension Questions, 
List Comp=listening comprehension, Voc=vocabulary, RDT Voc=vocabulary subtest of the 
Reading & Dyslexia Test, NW Read=non-word reading, Sound Seg=sound segmentation, 
Sound Del=sound deletion, Match W=matching words, Match NW=matching non-words, 
Match Psd=matching pseudohomophones, W Chains=word chains, Orth Choic=orthographic 
choice, RAN Let=rapid naming of familiar letters, RAN W=rapid naming of familiar words, 
RAN Obj=rapid naming of familiar objects, RAN Col=rapid naming of familiar colours 
*p < .05. **p <.01. 
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Table 5.10. First-order correlations (lower diagonal) and partial correlations (controlling for 
age month/form, sex and grade) between the linguistic comprehension measures in the study 
 RC Cloze RC Ques List Comp Vocab 
RC Cloze  .635** .344** .372** 
RC Ques .736**  .337** .243** 
List Comp .532** .569**  .303** 
Voc .575** .492** .513**  
Note. RC Cloze=reading comprehension Cloze, RC Ques=reading comprehension Questions, 
List Comp=listening comprehension, Voc=vocabulary, RDT Voc=vocabulary subtest of the 
Reading & Dyslexia Test 
*p < .05. **p <.01. 
 
 
Table 5.11. First-order correlations (lower diagonal) and partial correlations (controlling for 
age month/form, sex and grade) between the measures of phonological skills in the study 
 NW Read Sound Seg Sound Del 
NW Read  .315** .382** 
Sound Seg .183*  .330** 
Sound Del .402** .248**  
Note. NW Read=non-word reading, Sound Seg=sound segmentation, Sound Del=sound 
deletion 





Table 5.12. First-order correlations (lower diagonal) and partial correlations (controlling for 

















Match W  .609** .485** .449** .218* .137 .347** .375** 
Match NW .639**  .430** .281** .039 .073 .223** .379** 
Match Psd .638** .565**  .283** .224** .303** ..277** .264** 
W Chains1 .518** .491** .523**  .339** .305** .339** .207* 
W Chains2 .244** .215** .299** .493**  .151 .180* .181* 
W Chains3 .325** .179* .340** .375** .213**  .432** .113 
W Chains4 .481** .373** .454** .530* .320** .542**  .334** 
Orth Choic .630** .548** .589** .521** .247** .342** .548**  
Note. Match W=matching words, Match NW=matching non-words, Match Psd=matching 
pseudohomophones, W Chains=word chains, Orth Choic=orthographic choice 
*p < .05. **p <.01. 
 
Table 5.13. First-order correlations (lower diagonal) and partial correlations (controlling for 
age month/form, sex and grade) between the measures of speed of processing in the study 
 RAN Let RAN  W RAN Obj RAN Col 
RAN Let  .266** .226** .349** 
RAN W .345**  .049 .170* 
RAN Obj .271** .151*  .475** 
RAN Col .394** .303** .568**  
Note. RAN Let=rapid naming of familiar letters, RAN W=rapid naming of familiar words, 
RAN Obj=rapid naming of familiar objects, RAN Col=rapid naming of familiar colours 
*p < .05. **p <.01. 
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5.3.3 Persian literacy model 
Based on the descriptive statistics and relationships discussed above, the experimental 
measures were factor analysed to determine the underlying factors that could summarize the 
results and inform the development of a literacy model for the Persian language.  The 
measures entered into this analyses were:  Reading Comprehension Cloze, Reading 
Comprehension Questions, Listening Comprehension, Vocabulary, Non-word Reading 
Fluency, Sound Deletion, Matching Words, Matching Non-words, Matching  
Pseudohomophones, Word Chains 1, 2, 3, 4, Orthographic Choice, RAN Letters, RAN 
Words, RAN Objects and RAN Colours along with grade and age of participants. 
Since the study was exploratory in nature, a principal components analysis was carried out 
using unity in the major diagonal. Following the Kaiser criterion, the extraction method was 
based on Eigen values greater than 1.0. The Rotation method used was the Varimax method. 
(In addition, the second analysis used the Oblimin Rotation method but the solution discussed 
and factors produced were consistent with that of the initial analysis). This produced Table 
5.14 with the loadings greater than 0.4 bolded. It was possible to summarize over 65% of the 
variance with four factors. This four-factor solution provided the most parsimonious 
explanation of the data. 
These four factors can be summarized and named as follow: 
Factor 1: Language-related skills 
This factor includes text comprehension as well as language ability. It also includes school 
grades and age of the participants which suggests that it is influenced by growth in the child‟s 
experience. The loadings of the Orthographic Choice and the Rapid Naming of Familiar 
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Words measures on this factor would argue for these measures to show a large effect of 
learning and reading experience.  
Factor 2: Orthographic skills 
This factor has the elements of orthography in common: the three Matching tasks and the 
Word Chains 1 task loaded onto this factor. Similar to factor 1, the loadings of the 
participants‟ grade and age are evidence of an effect of learning. 
Factor 3: Phonological skills 
Sound Deletion, Non-word Reading Fluency, and Rapid Naming of Objects loaded onto this 
factor. Interestingly, the Word Chains tasks apart from the Word Chains 1 loaded onto this 
factor which may argue for the nature of this task for Persian orthography as a relatively 
transparent orthography. This will be discussed further later in this thesis. 
Factor 4: Speed of processing 
This factor combines the Rapid Naming measures of Familiar Letters, Objects and Colours, 











Table 5.14. Factor analyses (Rotated Component Matrix) for development of the literacy 
model for the Persian language 
 Components 
1 2 3 4 
Reading Comprehension Cloze 
Reading Comprehension Questions 
Listening Comprehension 
Vocabulary 





Word Chains 1 
Word Chains 2 
Word Chains 3 






School Grade of Child 

















































































Note. Factor loadings over .40 appear in bold. 
 
5.3.4 Predictors of reading comprehension 
The results of the factor analyses suggested that language related skills, 
phonological/decoding skills, orthographic skills and speed of processing are the four major 
sets of skills underlying reading comprehension in the current study. Whole-cohort stepwise 
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regression analyses were then performed on the results to assess the level of prediction 
provided by combinations of measures in the study.  
Consistent with the Simple View of Reading (Gough and Tunmer, 1986; Tunmer and 
Chapman, 2012) and the Component Model of Reading (Joshi and Aron, 2000), both text 
comprehension measures were used as dependant variables (DV) controlling for age (in 
months), sex and grade of child. The predictor variables were then entered in the model. The 
measures used in this model were as follows: Listening Comprehension, Vocabulary, Sound 
Deletion, Non-word Reading Fluency, Matching Words (as the three Matching tasks 
developed for this study proved to be highly interrelated, the Matching Non-words and 
Pseudohomophones were not used; the rationale being to increase the power of regression 
model by limiting the number of variables), Word Chains 1 (Word Chains 2,3, and 4 were not 
used in analyses due to the results of the factor analyses which argued for different nature of 
this task in Persian; the Word Chains 2,3, and 4 loaded onto the phonological skills factor), 
Orthographic Choice, RAN Words and Objects (as the RAN letters, objects and colours 
proved to be highly interrelated and they all loaded onto the speed factor, the RAN Objects 
was selected to represent general speed of processing along with the RAN Words to represent 
literacy speed of processing consistent with similar studies in the literature).  
Tables 5.15 and 5.16 present the results of a stepwise regression analysis for the Reading 
Comprehension Cloze and Questions, respectively. The results were largely consistent with 
the Simple View of Reading. Text comprehension in Persian seems to be predicted by word-
level skills as well as understanding-level skills. However, in contrast with the Component 
Model of Reading, Speed measures in the study showed no significant prediction in the 
model (this will be further explored throughout this chapter along with the general discussion 
chapter).  
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1 .534 .100 F=36.10, p <.001 Non-word Fluency .204 
2 .574 .053 F=21.37, p<.001 Vocabulary .237 
3 .613 .040 F=17.72, p<.001 Matching Words .237 
4 .628 .017 F=7.67, p=.006 Listening 
Comprehension 
.147 

































1 .592 .069 F=28.74, p<.001 Orthographic 
Choice 
.224 
2 .626 .035 F=15.55, p<.001 Listening 
Comprehension 
.201 
3 .656 .029 F=14.21, p<.001 Non-word reading 
Fluency 
.174 
4 .667 .012 F=5.84, p=.017 Word Chains 1 .149 
 
The stepwise regression analyses were then followed by whole-cohort hierarchical regression 
analyses to assess the level of prediction provided by combinations of measures in the study. 
Similar to the stepwise regression models, both text comprehension measures were used as 
DV (see Table 5.17 and Table 5.18 for the Comprehension Cloze and Questions, 
respectively), with the remaining variables (understanding-level and word-level skills) 
entered in a prescribed order after participant control variables (age in months, sex and 
grade). The predictor variables were entered in a prescribed order: first language-related 
measures (i.e., the Listening Comprehension and Vocabulary measures), then 
phonological/decoding skills (i.e., the Sound Deletion and Non-word Reading Fluency 
measures), orthographical skills (i.e., the Matching Words, Word Chains 1 and Orthographic 
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Choice measures) along with the speed of processing (i.e., the RAN Words and RAN Objects 
measures).  








































.619 .079 F=17.12 
 p<.001 
Sound Deletion .087 














Matching Words .169 




5 Speed of Processing .669 .007 F= .67 
p=.187 
RAN Words -.057 













































.642 .048 F=11.20  
p<.001 
Sound Deletion .031 














Matching Words .028 




5 Speed of Processing .673 .004 F=.90 
p=.406 
RAN Words -.042 
RAN Objects -.068 
 
The results indicated a similar pattern of predictors across the two reading comprehension 
measures. The combined model predicted roughly about 70% of the variability in both 
Reading Comprehension measures (Cloze and Questions). All variables entered into these 
analyses except the speed of processing measures predicted independent variability.   
Similar hierarchical regression analyses were performed focusing on each grade (grade 2 to 
5) to investigate the trend of predictors from fairly early stages of literacy skills (grade 2) to 
relatively experienced readers (grade 5). Consistent with the whole-cohort hierarchical 
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regression models, both text comprehension measures were used as DVs, with the remaining 
variables (understanding-level and word-level skills) entered in a prescribed order after 
participant control variables (age in months, sex and grade): first language-related measures 
(i.e., the Listening Comprehension and Vocabulary measures), then phonological/decoding 
skills (i.e., the Sound Deletion and Non-word Reading Fluency measures), orthographical 
skills (i.e., the Matching Words, Word Chains 1 and Orthographic Choice measures) along 
with the speed of processing (i.e., the RAN Words and RAN Objects measures). Tables 5.19 
– 5.22 and tables 5.23 – 5.26 present the results for the Comprehension Cloze and Questions, 
respectively per grade. 
Table 5.19. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 












 Change Final Beta 














.458 .073 F=2.15  
p=.133 
Sound Deletion .144 













Matching Words .170 




5 Speed of Processing .678 .024 F=1.00  
p=.378 
RAN Words -.195 




Table 5.20. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 












 Change Final Beta 








2 Language related Skills .308 .264 F=8.19  
p=.001 










Sound Deletion .264 












Matching Words .201 




5 Speed of Processing .519 .007 F= .27 
 p=.767 
RAN Words .082 











Table 5.21. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 












 Change Final Beta 








2 Language related Skills .216 .114 F=2.77 
 p=.076 










Sound Deletion -.374 












Matching Words .081 




5 Speed of Processing .625 .061 F= 2.52  
p=.097 
RAN Words -.276 












Table 5.22. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 












 Change Final Beta 






2 Language related Skills .293 .159 F=4.28  
p=.021 










Sound Deletion .253 












Matching Words .200 




5 Speed of Processing .584 .089 F= 3.32  
p=.049 
RAN Words -.095 









Table 5.23. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 











 Change Final Beta 








2 Language related Skills .146 .124 F=2.46 
 p=.10 










Sound Deletion -.176 












Matching Words .055 




5 Speed of Processing .390 .041 F= .91 
 p=.416 
RAN Words -.232 












Table 5.24. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 












 Change Final Beta 








2 Language related Skills .373 .162 F=5.51  
p=.007 










Sound Deletion .055 












Matching Words -.027 




5 Speed of Processing .495 .012 F= .43 
 p=.652 
RAN Words .052 












Table 5.25. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 












 Change Final Beta 




2 Language related Skills .252 .195 F=5.09  
p=.007 




.384 .132 F=3.95 
p=.02 
Sound Deletion -.051 












Matching Words -.094 




5 Speed of Processing .514 .006 F= .21 
 p=.652 
RAN Words -.001 











Table 5.26. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 












 Change Final Beta 








2 Language related Skills .334 .268 F=7.64 
 p=.002 










Sound Deletion .208 












Matching Words -.010 




5 Speed of Processing .565 .118 F= 7.19  
p=.024 
RAN Words .101 
RAN Objects -.466 
 
Overall, the analyses suggested that language related skills predict a relatively large amount 
of variability in both Reading Comprehension measures across grades in reverse pattern; the 
level of prediction is ascending in the Comprehension Questions but descending in the Cloze. 
Language related skills were represented by the Listening Comprehension and Vocabulary 
measures. The Vocabulary measure explained a larger amount of variability in the Cloze task 
in grade 2 (35%).  
In addition to understanding-level skills, word-level skills were found to be good predictors 
in this study. Phonological/decoding skills proved to be reasonable predictors for both 
reading comprehension measures across grades. Orthographic skills also showed relatively 
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reasonable level of prediction across grades, particularly for the Cloze measure. 
Phonological/decoding skills were represented by the Sound Deletion and Non-Word 
Reading Fluency measures and orthographic skills were represented by the Matching Words, 
Word Chains 1, and Orthographic Choice measures. 
Interestingly, the speed of processing measures proved to show non-significant levels of 
variability explained except at grade 5. At this grade level, RAN Objects predicted unique 
variability, which may argue for general speed of processing skills supporting Persian text 
comprehension in higher grades.   
To further assess unique contributions to Persian text comprehension, an additional set of 
whole-cohort regression analyses were conducted, this time with the Non-word Reading 
Fluency measure separated from the phonological skills measures and entered as the last step. 
These alternative entry sequences were performed to determine unique contributions for 
decoding skills to Persian reading comprehension, but also to assess underlying cognitive-
linguistic influences without variability due to decoding skills being explained. Tables 5.27 










Table 5.27. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 





































Listening Comp. .130 
Vocabulary .223 
3 Phonologic Skills .578 .038 F=15.14 
p<.001 














Matching Words .169 




5 Speed of Processing .659 .016 F= 3.68 
p=.027 
RAN Words -.057 
RAN Objects -.095 
6 Decoding Skills .669 .009 F=4.47 
p=.036 









Table 5.28. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 





































Listening Comp. .197 
Vocabulary .036 
3 Phonologic Skills .614 .020 F=8.69 
 p=.004 














Matching Words .028 




5 Speed of Processing .666 .009 F= 2.27 
 p=.107 
RAN Words -.042 
RAN Objects -.068 
6 Decoding Skills .673 .007 F=3.6 
 p=.06 
Non-word Fluency .125 
 
The results indicated a similar pattern of predictors across the two reading comprehension 
measures, and treating Non-word Fluency separately did not add to interpretations of the 
model substantially. Both phonological and orthographic measures showed significant levels 
of prediction of variability in these analyses. Though, interestingly, the orthographic skills 
level of prediction of the Comprehension Questions task remained fairly consistent across 
analyses, which may suggest that the influence of orthographic skills on this comprehension 
task is not simply due to relationships with word identification processes. Additionally, speed 
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of processing becomes a significant predictor of the Comprehension Cloze task when Non-
word Fluency is entered last in the sequence, though this may be due to the Cloze procedure 
putting more emphasis on speeded responses, which would be explained by the fluency 
elements of the Non-word Fluency task, rather than comprehension its self. 
5.3.5 Predictors of decoding 
To assess the level of prediction provided by combinations of measures of word-level skills 
in the study, whole-cohort hierarchical regression analyses were performed. The Non-Word 
Reading Fluency measure representing decoding skills was used as the DV with the 
remaining variables entered in a prescribed order: first age (in months), sex and grade of child 
were entered to control for effects of these variables, then the predictor variables were 
entered, starting with the phonological skills measure (the Sound Deletion measure), the 
orthographical skills measures (the Matching Words, Word Chains 1, and Orthographic 
Choice measures), the speed of processing measures (the RAN Words and RAN Objects), 
and finally the linguistic comprehension measures (the Listening Comprehension and 











Table 5.29. Results of a regression analysis to investigate predictors of decoding 
 
The results indicated that all variables entered into this analysis, except the linguistic 
comprehension measures, predict independent variability, with the best predictors being 
phonological skills and processing speed. To further analyze the prediction levels across 
grades (grade 2 to 5), the same analyses were performed on each grade (see Table 5.30 – 


































2 Phonological Skills .403 .099 F=28.17 
p<.001 












Matching Words .067 




4 Speed of Processing .530 .066 F= 11.59 
p<.001 
RAN Words -.188 
RAN Objects -.257 
5 Language related 
Skills 
.534 .004 F=.76 
p=.471 
Listening Comp. .029 
Vocabulary .070 
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 Change Final Beta 






2 Phonological Skills .347 .183 F=9.80 
p=.004 












Matching Words -.040 




4 Speed of Processing .471 .030 F= .58 
p=.434 
RAN Words -.174 
RAN Objects -.101 
5 Language related 
Skills 
.529 .057 F=1.70 
p=.2 


























 Change Final Beta 








2 Phonological Skills .151 .105 F=5.43 
p=.024 












Matching Words .146 




4 Speed of Processing .434 
 
.085 F= 2.93 
p=.065 
RAN Words -.177 
RAN Objects -.362 
5 Language related 
Skills 
.439 .005 F=.17 
p=.846 


























 Change Final Beta 






2 Phonological Skills .221 .057 F=2.90 
 p=.69 












Matching Words -.010 








RAN Words -.425 
RAN Objects -.310 
5 Language related 
Skills 
.566 .029 F=1.11 
 p=.34 


























 Change Final Beta 








2 Phonological Skills .346 .153 F=9.11 
p=.004 












Matching Words -.244 








RAN Words -.387 
RAN Objects -.355 
5 Language related 
Skills 
.648 .002 F=.11 
p=.898 
Listening Comp. -.009 
Vocabulary -.060 
 
The results suggest that phonological and orthographic skills tend to be better predictors in 
the lower grades, whereas speed of processing proved to be a relatively stronger predictor in 
higher grades. This may suggest that lower graders tend to use skills that focus on parts of 
word, whereas more experienced readers may be able to rely more on whole word skills in 
decoding. However, clearly phonological, orthographic and speeded access processes seem 
important for decoding fluency. 
5.3.6 Model based on results of Study 1 
Overall, the findings indicated that Persian reading comprehension levels were predicted by 
understanding-level and word-level skills, and word-level skills to be predicted by 
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phonological skills, orthographic skills and speeded access. In addition, orthographic skills 
and general speed of processing may predict text reading comprehension in Persian 
independent of the influence of decoding skills. In the case of speed of processing, this seems 
to be primarily in higher grades. This can be summarized in the model represented in Fig.5.1.  
 
 
Fig. 5.1. Monolingual Persian literacy model 
Note. LC=listening comprehension, Vo=vocabulary, PA=phonological awareness, OK= 




The primary objective of this study was to examine underlying cognitive-linguistic skills 
related to Persian reading comprehension. The skills tested were based on those derived from 
a consideration of the Simple View of Reading (Gough and Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 
1990; Tunmer and Chapman, 2012) and the Component Model of Reading (Joshi and Aaron, 
2000). These theories were primary in the development of the skills areas tested due to their 
focus on both word level and comprehension levels processes, but also because of their 
potential to provide explanations of reading development across languages (Goswami, 2012; 
Goulandris & Snowling, 2003). The measures used in this study proved to be reasonable 
indicators of Persian reading comprehension levels across all grades tested (Grade 2 to 5). 
The findings indicated that Persian reading comprehension levels can be predicted by 
measures of linguistic competence and word decoding, with the latter being predicted by 
phonological and orthographic processing skills. It is evident that no matter how shallow or 
deep an orthography is, words seem to be decoded through phonology mapping and 
orthographic mapping (the dual-route model and connectionist/triangle models) (Coltheart, 
2006; Plaut et al., 1996). The ceiling effects that were evident in the non-word reading 
measure (representing decoding skill), which led to the consideration of the non-word reading 
fluency to assess decoding skill, were consistent with the relatively high transparency level of 
the orthography in Persian. However, somewhat different to what might be predicted from 
the English-language data, orthographic measures directly predicted Persian reading 
comprehension from an early grade and speed of processing showed significant contributions 
in older grades.  Both of these findings are worthy of further discussion. 
The orthographic measures in this study were generally inter-correlated; though the Word 
Chains measures showed mixed relationships. The results of the factor analyses (see Table 
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5.14) indicated that most of the orthographic skills measures loaded onto the orthographic 
skills factor. The Word Chains 1 task (the main task used in subsequent analyses) also loaded 
primarily onto this orthographic factor, in contrast to the other Word Chains tasks loaded 
onto the phonological skills factor: further research will be needed to address this effect in the 
Persian orthography (see also discussion in Asbjørnsen, Obrzut, Eikeland, & Manger, 2010, 
related to Norwegian). Despite the need for further research to clarify influences in such word 
chains tasks, when the inter-related orthographic measures in this study were considered, they 
predicted word decoding skills from an early age, arguing for the possibility that orthographic 
knowledge is an important early skill for a person to be able to read accurately/fluently in 
Persian – clearly, it would be interesting to consider this influence on word-level reading in 
grade 1 Iranian children who will experience mainly vowelized text. In addition, analyses 
across grades suggested that, as well as expected influences of phonological processing, the 
lower grade children tended to rely more on orthographic knowledge to support decoding 
whereas for older children (grade 3 and above) there was a trend for speeded processing to be 
more influential of decoding. Again, the inter-relationships between orthographic knowledge 
and speeded processing, and their influence on word reading in Persian, seem worthy of 
further (longitudinal) research. 
When reading comprehension is considered, and potentially in contrast to the findings in 
English, orthographic knowledge seemed to directly predict Persian reading comprehension 
across the grade/reading experience levels assessed in this work after controlling for word 
recognition. The possible explanation would be in line with the orthographic depth 
hypothesis (Frost et al., 1987 and Katz & Frost, 1992) which states that readers adopt a 
strategy based on orthographic transparency. Research suggests that readers of transparent 
orthography can rely on grapheme-phoneme conversion, whereas readers of complex 
orthography would rely more on orthographic whole-word reading (Wimmer & Goswami, 
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1994). However, as discussed in this thesis, Persian readers are exposed to a quite complex 
orthography in which text can be either vowelized (and hence reasonably transparent) or 
unvowelized (potentially producing a large number of homographs), with letters changing 
their shape based on word position and how they connect to surrounding letters. This 
potential complexity of orthography may make the relationship between orthographic 
processing and reading stronger – it may be, for example, that text reading experience, and 
the skills associated with dealing with text understanding, may improve orthographic 
knowledge as much as orthographic skills support reading acquisition.  
In addition, the role of morphology in the Persian language and orthography may need to be 
considered – though further research is necessary to confirm its importance. Similar to 
English, morphemes in Persian identify lexical meaning as well as grammatical function. 
However, there are a huge number of borrowed Arabic words in Persian and these follow 
different morphological rules due to their Semitic background (see Mahfoudhi, Elbeheri, Al-
Rashidi, & Everatt, 2010). This, also, will add to the potential complexity of processing 
orthographic features. Again, the reader may need to adopt a strategy to deal with these 
complexities through their experience with reading and text understanding. However, this 
interpretation will require longitudinal data collection that was beyond the time-limitations of 
the present work. (The relationship between reading comprehension and orthographic skills 
in Persian will be further discussed in the General Discussion chapter of this thesis after two 
more chapters of data.)  
Speed of processing (as assessed by the RAN measures in this study) also showed evidence 
of influencing word decoding and text comprehension, though the latter was evident with the 
older children (those in Grade 5) tested. These findings suggest that speed of processing is 
more of an indirect influence on reading comprehension via word decoding, a finding 
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somewhat at odds with the Component Model of Reading which has argued for speed to be 
an independent influence of reading comprehension. One interpretation of this may again 
consider the variable transparency of the orthography. Although Persian may be relatively 
transparent in its vowelized form, it may show features more consistent with a less 
transparent orthography due to the use of the non-vowelized form in most texts experienced 
by children in grade 2 and above. Hence, the independent influence of speed on reading 
comprehension may take some time to be evident, unlike with more transparent 
orthographies. One problem with this interpretation is that it seems somewhat at odds with 
the current findings that the non-word reading measure showed ceiling effects in accuracy. 
This effect is more consistent with a relatively transparent orthography – although the 
influence of teaching programme (for example, a focus on phonics and links between letters 
and sounds) may need to be considered also. Clearly, further research is needed to determine 
the effects of speeded accessing of verbal labels within Persian. However, overall, the 
findings may be interpreted as arguing for the need to teach the link between the written form 
(orthography) and language sounds (phonology) directly, but also for the importance of 
recognising characteristics of the orthography to support literacy learning skills. 
5.5 Conclusion 
Analyses from this study indicated that Persian reading comprehension levels were best 
predicted by measures of linguistic processing and decoding ability, with the latter being 
predicted by phonological and orthographic processing skills. There was evidence of 
orthographic knowledge directly predicting Persian reading comprehension from an early 
grade and for speed of processing to be significant in older grades.  These findings were 
discussed in terms of the application of the Simple View of Reading to Persian, and argued 
for the Persian reading comprehension model outlined in Figure 5.1. 
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Study 1 was conducted on monolingual Persian speakers. In order to further investigate the 
model developed, Study 2 was performed to investigate predictors of Persian text reading 
comprehension within a Persian-English bilingual cohort.  
Chapter 6 
Study 2 
Models of Reading Comprehension 
Investigations into Persian-English Bilingual 
Speakers 
6.1 Introduction 
The findings of Study 1 (reported in Chapter 5) argued for a Persian reading comprehension 
model which is, to a large extent, similar to English-language derived models (e.g., the 
simple view of reading) despite the orthographic differences between the two languages (i.e., 
English and Persian). This is of interest particularly given that the written form of the Persian 
language is very different from the written form of English. Persian characters share few 
visual similarities with their Roman counterparts. Persian is cursive and written from right to 
left with letters changing shapes when connected to the preceding or following letters. The 
orthography is fully vowelized for the beginner readers, a form that is relatively transparent. 
However, the diacritic marks that represent short vowels are not included in texts aimed at 
more experienced readers (from grade 2 primary school), which means that simple spelling-
sound conversion needs to be supplemented by context in order to process 
meaning/pronunciation. Despite its relative transparency compared to some orthographies, 
such as English, Persian is polygraphic with up to four letters (graphemes) standing for one 
sound (phoneme) (e.g., these four graphemes ف, ؽ, ُ, ٗ correspond to the phoneme /z/, and 
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the three graphemes ث, ك, ً correspond with the phoneme /s/). However, this should not 
impose any problems in terms of reading because any given letter consistently has the same 
pronunciation (see chapter 3 for review on the Persian orthography).  
The Persian model of reading (proposed in this thesis – Chapter 5) suggests that Persian 
reading comprehension levels are predicted by measures of linguistic competence and word 
decoding, with the latter being predicted by phonological and orthographic processing skills. 
However, orthographic skills and speed of processing shows predictions of Persian reading 
comprehension that are independent of word decoding processes. To investigate further this 
Persian model of reading, Study 2 was conducted amongst bilingual Persian-English children 
through a cross sectional (school grade 2 to 5) and cross linguistic (Persian and English 
languages) design which measured skills amongst the participants who attended mainstream 
English medium schools in New Zealand or Australia but whose home language was Persian. 
The participants attended community schools to acquire and/or maintain their native language 
(i.e., Persian) literacy (reading and writing) skills.  
The aim of the study was to test the Persian model of reading comprehension (developed in 
this thesis) and compare it with the English models (e.g., SVR). Similar to Study 1, the 
concern here was not with between-group comparisons, but verifying the relative contribution 
of several theoretically relevant abilities (cognitive-linguistic processes) to the prediction of 
text comprehension skills in a group of bilingual learners who were acquiring Persian literacy 
skills as part of their second language literacy skills. Analyses of the data produced by this 
cohort were used to determine whether the targeted underlying cognitive-linguistic skills (i.e., 
verbal skills, phonological skills, orthographic skills and speed of processing reported in 
Study 1) were significant predictors of Persian reading comprehension as would be the case if 
the suggested model of reading comprehension is applicable to monolingual Persian speakers. 
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Given the results, these findings can be used to inform the proposed model of Persian reading 
comprehension in this thesis. The study also aimed at examining intra-language influences, 
such as first language (in this case English – see discussion in the Participants section below) 
skills supporting second language (Persian in this case) literacy development, and whether 
these may need to be taken into account in the proposed model of  reading. 
6.2 Methodology 
Following Educational Research Human Ethics
4
 approval and relevant approvals from the 
community schools in New Zealand and Australia to conduct the study, standard procedures, 
confidentiality of participants and parental permission for entry into the study were followed. 
Five research assistants with experience of teaching young children were recruited and 
trained to administer the test materials using the same procedure for each individual. 
Research assistants were language teachers with a minimum of two years of experience 
working with young children. The research assistants were trained and provided step by step 
instructions on the administration of the test materials. They were also supervised by the 
researcher throughout the testing session when necessary. 
6.2.1 Participants  
The participants in this study were recruited from Persian speaking communities in New 
Zealand and Australia. These were Persian children (Iranian or Afghan decent) who either 
were born in New Zealand or Australia or moved to either of these countries at a fairly young 
age (most of the children have lived in New Zealand or Australia for several years – typically 
about 7 years). The children were all bilingual Persian-English speakers with the English 
                                                 
4
 The University of Canterbury‟s Educational Research Human Ethics Committee approved the study. 
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language as their preferred (dominant) spoken language (L1) and Persian language as their 
second (home) language (L2) based on parent/teacher interviews and observations of the 
children in the school playground that focussed on the language they spoke: this was English. 
However, the children‟s home language was Persian, either Dari or Farsi (Persian dialect 
spoken in Afghanistan is called Dari and the local name for the Persian language spoken in 
Iran is Farsi or Parsi), and they attended Persian literacy community schools on weekends. In 
addition, the language used during other cultural gatherings, based on the researcher‟s 
observation, was also Persian. Therefore, there was a complex relationship between the two 
languages, the use of which was linked to social context. However, given use and preference, 
English was considered as the participants‟ first language (L1) and Persian as their second 
language (L2) for the purpose of this study. To have a more homogenous cohort, those 
children who recently moved to New Zealand or Australia and attended English for Speakers 
of Other Languages (ESOL) programs (N=2) were not recruited for this study. For all 
participants included in the current study, there were no reported/known learning difficulties.  
The data was collected from two communities in New Zealand and four in Australia. All 
children used Persian literacy books (reading and writing skills) imported from Iran with 
grade specification similar to monolingual Persian children in Iran, consistent with those 
reported in Study 1: schools in Iran, regardless of geographical location, use the same 
curriculum, with textbooks being exactly the same across schools. Since these children had a 
limited number of hours of Persian literacy learning lessons on weekends, they accomplished 
each school grade (compared to the Iranian school system) within two years. The children in 
New Zealand had two-hour community lessons and children in Australia had four hours of 
Persian literacy lessons with better educational equipment – the community schools in 
Australia provided snacks for children and there was some time to play during breaks. The 
level of literacy training available at weekend community schools meant that the participants 
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were older, on average, than the cohort reported in Study 1 despite being on the same school 
grades (grade 2 to 5) in Persian. A total of 146 children in Persian grades 2 to 5 (as 
determined by community school staff) were available at the time of testing in their 
community schools. Roughly, half of these children were male and the other half were 
female, with the majority been originally from Afghanistan (see Table 6.1 for demographic 
information).  
As noted previously in this thesis, the Persian language, called Farsi or Parsi in Iran and Dari 
in Afghanistan, has various regional accents. Therefore, participants in this study were tested 
using the Persian accent that they were more familiar with. Hence, the audio materials (e.g., 
tests of sound deletion, listening comprehension and vocabulary) used in Study 1 were 
modified based on the accentual differences observed in the Persian language of the cohort. 
The same procedure was utilized for the cohort‟s English accent due to slight differences 
between the two accents (i.e., New Zealand and Australian accent) with test materials 
adopting the same popular accent for the participants to reduce language understanding 








Table 6.1. Demographics – Number of participants, range and mean age in months per grade 
Persian school grade of 
participants 2 3 4 5 
 
Total 
Sex of child            male 
                             female 
29 14 13 7 63 
33 17 20 13 83 
Ethnicity              Iranian 
                           Afghans 
10 2 5 11 28 
52 29 28 9 118 
Background               NZ 
                          Australia 
35 11 17 1 64 
27 20 16 19 82 
Age in months        Mean  
                              Range 
146 160 157 159 153 
(90-233) (105-212) (116-197) (123-270) (90-270) 
 
Data from 126 participants was analysed. Table 6.2 presents a brief summary of why certain 
participants were not selected for analyses. Participants selected for inclusion in the analyses 
were all those who performed the comprehension measures; hence, any participants who did 
not perform the comprehension measures due to absenteeism were deselected (N=13). Those 
participants with recognized problems were not included in the analyses (N=4). These 
comprised: (i) two children who moved to New Zealand or Australia very recently and 
attended ESOL programs for their English proficiency, therefore their English ability was not 
comparable to the rest of the participants; (ii) one child‟s background language was Arabic 
meaning that they could not verbally communicate well in Persian; and (iii) one participant 
was too old (22.5 years of age) for the study. Finally, there were three children who quit after 
some test sessions; one thought the tests were too simple for her, a second (the younger sister 
of the first) seemed to be highly nervous about the test procedures and the third left due to 
pressure of the others. Unlike Study 1, outlier participants (scoring more than three standard 
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deviations from the mean in any measures) were not excluded from the analyses; the rationale 
being that such outliers based on the measures in one language may have performed within 
the norm range in the other language.   
       Table 6.2. Summary on case selection 
 Frequency Percent 
Total number of children tested 146 100 
Children with no comprehension measures 13 8.9 
Children with observed difficulties 4 2.7 
Children who quit 3 2 
Cases analysed  126 86 
 
6.2.2 Measures 
An assessment battery comprising 11 tests in each language (i.e., Persian and English, 
producing a total of 22 tests) was used. The Persian measures were those developed for Study 
1 in this thesis (see Chapter 4 for a review of the Persian tests). The English measures were 
derived from those used in Study 1, but presented in the English language and modified with 
reference to the literature on which this work is based: as discussed in the test development 
section of this thesis, Persian measures were developed based on the international, primarily 
English, literature related to such testing procedures and this literature was returned to in 
order to make sure that the English versions of measures were appropriate for the aims of the 
present study. Tests within the battery were designed to measure reading comprehension 
levels, language skills, phonological/decoding skills, orthographic skills and speed of 
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processing at elementary levels in the Persian and English language. The participants were 
tested in one language (Persian or English) at a time. 
Tests were administered in two sessions: one involving testing individual children and one 
where groups of children were tested. In the former, children were tested individually in a 
quiet room away from distractions within their schools. Record sheets were used to code 
answers. Group testing occurred in a classroom setting, but children were not allowed to talk 
or see each other‟s work. Practice trials were included prior to administration of each test to 
ensure that the child understood the task requirement. Each test session took approximately 
50 minutes including short breaks, with the full testing procedure been performed over 
several days to avoid fatigue. Although a number of children did not perform all the measures 
due to absenteeism, it is unlikely that the students stayed away from school to avoid testing 
since the days for test administration were not advertised and the participants were not aware 
of the day they were to perform the measures. More likely is that these children did not attend 
school due to typical reasons for absenteeism (such as illness). 
The order of presentation of measures presented to the children was determined so that a 
concept in one test should allow understanding in a subsequent task. In the individual testing 
session, the participants were given the following measures in this order: Vocabulary, Sound 
Deletion, Non-word Reading, RAN Words, RAN Objects. In the group testing session, they 
were given the following measures in this order: Reading Comprehension Cloze procedure, 
Reading Comprehension Passage Questions, Listening Comprehension, Matching Words, 
Orthographic Choice, and Word Chains. 
The English Reading Comprehension Cloze and Passage Questions measures were slightly 
modified from the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability 3
rd
 Edition (NARA-3; Neale, 1999). 




 Edition (CELF-4; Semel, Wiig, Secord, & Hannan, 2008). The 
test passages were articulated by two children‟s librarians (one with a native New Zealand 
English accent and the other with a native Australian English accent) and recorded on a 
digital voice recorder. These were passages taken from the CELF-4 followed by yes/no 
questions, similar to the Persian Listening measure. The Non-word reading items were 
modelled on the WJ III Tests of Cognitive Abilities (Woodcock et al., 2001) and the Quick 
Incidental Learning (QUIL) (Oetting, Rice, & Swank, 1995), which led to 30 letter strings 
being selected that comprised the same number of syllables as used in the Persian measure. 
The Sound Deletion measure was the standardised Comprehensive Test of Phonological 
Processing (CTOPP; Wagner, Torgesen, & Rashotte, 1999). The orthographic measures (i.e., 
Matching Words, Word Chains, and Orthographic Choice) and the measures of speed of 
processing (i.e., RAN Words, and RAN Objects) were developed so that they comprised the 
exact number of words and syllables within words as for the Persian measures (see chapter 4 
for details of the Persian test measures). Table 6.3 provides an overview of the measures used 
in this study, with the general area of ability, or skills set, within which they are considered to 
sit.  







     Table 6.3. An index of subtests of the assessment battery 
Reading Comprehension Cloze  
Questions 
Verbal Skills Listening Comprehension 
Vocabulary 




Matching Words  
Word Chains 
Orthographic Choice 




6.3.1 Descriptive statistics and comparisons across grades 
Descriptive statistics can be found in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 with the means and standard 
deviations for each measure presented for each grade level. Since the English grades of the 
participants formed a wide range (Grade 3 to 12) there were small sample sizes in some 
grades. Therefore, the participants were divided into two school-grade groups (A & B for 
lower grades and high grade respectively). This meant that sample sizes in these two school-
grade levels were large enough to analyse variability in the participants‟ performance on the 
English measures in the study. Overall, the mean values showed improvements with grade 
level, consistent with age and educational experience increasing skills, and the standard 
deviation scores indicated reasonable levels of individual variability. However, there were 
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exceptions to these general trends in the descriptive data. The Persian vocabulary scores 
showed improvements between Persian grade levels 3 and 4, but did not show improvements 
from 2 to 3 or from 4 to 5. It is not clear why this should be the case given the improvements 
with grade levels in the other measures (e.g., Persian Listening Comprehension), but may be 
related to the language training/exposure given to the children in this context – vocabulary 
exposure in immigrant cultures, and/or the teaching provided outside of Iran, may lead to 
differences in vocabulary development. However, this potential problem with vocabulary will 
be considered when interpreting results. Additionally, some of the English measures showed 
evidence of the older group performing relatively similarly to the younger group. These 
measures were Listening Comprehension, Sound Deletion and Non-word reading Fluency. 
This could be due to the heterogeneous group recruited for the study in terms of their age, 




Table 6.4. Mean scores and standard deviations (SD) for the Persian measures produced by grades in the study 
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Total scores 26 23 40 100 15 NC/Per 
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Key: RC Cloze=reading comprehension Cloze, RC Ques=reading comprehension Questions, List Comp=listening comprehension, 
Vocab=vocabulary, NW Read Fl=non-word reading fluency, Sound Del=sound deletion, Match Wrd=matching words, Wrd Chains=word 
chains, Ortho Choic=orthographic choice, RAN Wrd=rapid naming of familiar words, RAN Obj=rapid naming of familiar objects, 






























Total scores 28 40 38 84 15 NC/ Per  
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Key: RC Cloze=reading comprehension Cloze, RC Ques=reading comprehension Questions, List Comp=listening comprehension, 
Vocab=vocabulary, NW Read Fl=non-word reading fluency, Sound Del=sound deletion, Match Wrd=matching words, Wrd Chains=word 
chains, Ortho Choic=orthographic choice, RAN Wrd=rapid naming of familiar words, RAN Obj=rapid naming of familiar objects, 




6.3.2 Correlation amongst the measures (Persian and English measures) 
To assess the relationship between the text comprehension measures and the other measures 
used in this study, first-order correlations and partial correlations controlling for age (in 
months), sex and grade (both Persian and English school levels) were calculated. Tables 6.6 – 
6.8 present first-order correlations (lower diagonal) and partial correlations between the 
measures in the study in Persian and English. 
Relationships were found between similar measures as predicted. The two text 
comprehension measures were significantly related in both languages and for first and partial 
correlation calculations. Vocabulary and Listening Comprehension measures were also 
related, though the partial correlation for the Persian measures was not significant – which 
again may indicate a need for caution in interpretation of the Persian vocabulary measure in 
this context of testing. The Phonological measure was significantly correlated with the Non-
word reading measure in both languages. The correlations among the measures of 
orthographic processing (i.e., the Matching Words, Word Chains and Orthographic Choice) 
were found to be significant – again this was true of both languages and correlation 
calculations.  Finally, the measures of speed of processing showed significant relationships in 









Table 6.6. First-order correlations between the two reading comprehension measures 
and all other measures used in the study  
 Persian Measures English Measures 
RC Cloze RC Ques RC Cloze RC Ques 
RC Ques .789**  .496**  
List Comp .576** .591** .504** .568** 
Vocab .391** .453** .523** .609** 
NW Read .691** .472** .356** .186 
Sound Del .377** .572** .444** .421** 
Match Wrd .379** .385** .411** .321** 
Wrd Chains .582** .509** .565** .336** 
Ortho Choic .645** .619** .478** .410** 
RAN Wrd –.508** –.403** –.213 –.063 
RAN Obj –.282* –.219 –.315** –.105 
Key: RC Cloze=reading comprehension Cloze, RC Ques=reading comprehension Questions, 
List Comp=listening comprehension, Vocab=vocabulary, NW Read=non-word reading, 
Sound Del=sound deletion, Match Wrd=matching words, Wrd Chains=word chains, Ortho 
Choic=orthographic choice, RAN Wrd=rapid naming of familiar words, RAN Obj=rapid 
naming of familiar objects 
*p < .05. **p <.01.  
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Table 6.7. First-order correlations (lower diagonal) and partial correlations (controlling for age month/form, sex and Persian and English grade) 
between the Persian measures in the study 
 RC  
Cloze 


















RC Cloze  .715** .563** .304* .381** .634** .332* .475** .499** –.203 .039 
RC Ques .789**  .491** .358** .370** .457** .184 .320* .394** –.147 .024 
List Comp .576** .591**  .233 .259* .431** .175 .316* .414** –.137 .039 
Vocab .391** .453** .359**  .096 .117 .021 –.005 .139 –.095 –.184 
Sound Del .377** .472** .320** .152  .647** –.107 –.081 –.006 –.260 –.267* 
NW Read .691** .572** .522** .236* 677**  .204 .396** .285* –.324* –.031 
Match Wrd .379** .385** .285** .197 .007 .319**  .475** .459** –.176 .090 
Wrd Chains .582** .509** .387** .206 .112 .499** .497**  .682** .105 .258 
Ortho Choic .645** .619** .452** .278* .201 .473** .502* .704**  –.082 .187 
RAN Wrd –.508** –.403** –.210 –.227* –.305** –.482** –.234* –.194 –.362**  .493** 
RAN Obj –.282* –.219 –.017 –.179 –.258* –.158 –.012 .011 –.041 .563**  
Key: RC Cloze=reading comprehension Cloze, RC Ques=reading comprehension Questions, List Comp=listening comprehension, 
Vocab=vocabulary, NW Read=non-word reading, Sound Del=sound deletion, Match Wrd=matching words, Wrd Chains=word chains, Ortho 
Choic=orthographic choice, RAN Wrd=rapid naming of familiar words, RAN Obj=rapid naming of familiar objects 
*p < .05. **p <.01.  
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Table 6.8. First-order correlations (lower diagonal) and partial correlations (controlling for age month/form, sex and Persian and English grade) 
between the English measures in the study 
 RC 
Cloze 


















RC Cloze  .565** .633** .565* .286 .326* .382* .544** .481** –.204 –.406** 
RC Ques .496**  .491** .581** .223 .347* .308* .329* .391** –.041 –.009 
List Comp .504** .568**  .598** .226 .322* .384* .455** .549** –.308* –.413** 
Vocab .523** .609** .638**  .348* .410** .458** .446** .454** –.442** –.452** 
Sound Del  .356** .186 .343** .360*  .668** .240 .353* .293 –.456** –.408** 
NW Read .444** .421** .383** .481** .549**  .280 .393** .461** –.593** –.443** 
Match Wrd .411** .321** .434** .513* .293** .373**  .849** .757** –..357* –.211 
Wrd Chains .565** .336** .579** –.544** .419** .460** .817**  .859** –.491** –.411** 
Ortho Choic .478** .410** .546** –.540** .347** .507** .723** .543**  –.505** –.391** 
RAN Wrd –.213 –.063 –.160 –.256* .241* –.302** –.207 –.278* –.317**  .733** 
RAN Obj –.315** –.105 –.317** –.369** .227* –.382** –.224* –.360** –.340** .262*  
Key: RC Cloze=reading comprehension Cloze, RC Ques=reading comprehension Questions, List Comp=listening comprehension, 
Vocab=vocabulary, NW Read=non-word reading, Sound Del=sound deletion, Match Wrd=matching words, Wrd Chains=word chains, Ortho 
Choic=orthographic choice, RAN Wrd=rapid naming of familiar words, RAN Obj=rapid naming of familiar objects 
*p < .05. **p <.01. 
6.4 Examining the Persian model of reading  
The Persian model of reading, as presented in Chapter 5, suggests that language related skills, 
phonological/decoding skills, orthographic skills and speed of processing are the four major 
sets of predictors of Persian reading comprehension with the latter (speed of processing being 
age/grade related). To examine the model, initially, whole-cohort stepwise regression 
analyses were performed on the Persian measures to assess the level of prediction provided 
by combinations of measures within the bilingual (Persian-English) cohort recruited for this 
study. Consistent with the Persian model of reading, and similar models of reading derived 
from English such as the Simple View of Reading (SVR), Persian text comprehension 
measures were used as dependant variables (DV) controlling for age (in months), sex and the 
Persian grade of participant. The predictor variables were then entered in the model. All 
measures in the Persian language were used in this analysis: Listening Comprehension, 
Vocabulary, Sound Deletion, Non-word Reading Fluency, Matching Words, Word Chains, 
Orthographic Choice, RAN Words and Objects. Tables 6.9 and 6.10 present the results for 
the Reading Comprehension Cloze and Questions measures, respectively. The results were 
largely consistent with the Persian model of reading and the SVR in confirming that text 







Table 6.9. Results of a stepwise regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian 























1 .673 .218 F=39.91, p <.001 Non-word Fluency .361 
2 .730 .057 F=12.43, p<.001 Listening Comprehension .186 
3 .755 .025 F=5.92, p=.018 Orthographic Choice .202 
4 .778 .023 F=5.96, p=.018 Vocabulary .173 
 
 
Table 6.10. Results of a stepwise regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian 
























1 .544 .129 F=16.96, p <.001 Listening Comprehension  .305 
2 .596 .051 F=7.51, p=.008 Vocabulary .215 
3 .628 .032 F=4.99, p=.029 Sound Deletion .201 
 
The stepwise regression analyses were then followed by whole-cohort hierarchical regression 
analyses to assess the level of prediction provided by combinations of measures in the study. 
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Similar to the stepwise regression models, both text comprehension measures were used as 
DV (see table 6.11 and 6.12 for the Comprehension Cloze and Questions, respectively), with 
the remaining variables (understanding-level and word-level skills) entered in a prescribed 
order after participant control variables (age in months, sex and Persian grade). The order of 
entry of the predictor variables was first language-related measures (i.e., the Listening 
Comprehension and Vocabulary measures), then phonological/decoding skills (i.e., the Sound 
Deletion and Non-word Reading Fluency measures), orthographical skills (i.e., the Matching 
Words, Word Chains and Orthographic Choice measures) and finally speed of processing 
(i.e., the RAN Words and RAN Objects measures).  
Table 6.11. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian 



























2 Language related Skills .654 .199 F=16.92 
p<.001 




.756 .102 F=11.91 
p<.001 
Sound Deletion .061 











p=.099   
Matching Words .069 
Word Chains  .048 
Orthographic Choice  .144 
5 Speed of Processing .784 .002 F= .26 
p=.774 
RAN Words –.006 
RAN Objects .058 
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Table 6.12. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian 



























2 Language related Skills .596 .180 F=13.15 
p<.001 




.631 .036 F=2.74 
p=.073 
Sound Deletion .276 











p=.336   
Matching Words .042 
Word Chains  .134 
Orthographic Choice  .079 
5 Speed of Processing .655 .002 F= .15 
p=.859 
RAN Words –.076 
RAN Objects .043 
 
The results indicated a similar pattern of predictors across the two reading comprehension 
measures. The combined model predicted roughly about 70% of the variability in both 
Reading Comprehension measures (78% in Cloze and 65% in Questions) in Persian; which 
was very similar to the results obtained in Study 1 with monolingual Persian children. Each 
of the areas entered into these analyses seemed to predict some independent variability 
consistent with that found in similar analyses performed on Study 1 data. The exception was 
the speed of processing measures, which again in these general cohort analyses did not seem 
to predict independent variability. One of the main differences between the monolingual data 
and the current data was that the language skills measures seemed to be more predictive of 
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reading comprehension levels among the bilingual participants in the current study than 
found with the monolingual Persian children in Study 1. Language skills (listening 
comprehension and vocabulary) predict about 20% of the variation in the model for the 
bilingual cohort, whereas it was closer to 10% in the comparable analyses in the previous 
chapter. 
Similar hierarchical regression analyses were performed focusing on each grade (grade 2 to 
5) to investigate the trend of predictors from fairly early stages of literacy skills (grade 2) to 
relatively experienced readers (grade 5). Due to the smaller sample size, the cohort was 
divided into two groups: lower grades (Grade 2 & 3) and higher grades (Grade 4 & 5). 
Consistent with the whole-cohort hierarchical regression models both text comprehension 
measures were used as DV, with the remaining variables (understanding-level and word-level 
skills) entered in a prescribed order after participant control variables (age in months, sex and 
Persian grade): language-related measures (i.e., the Listening Comprehension and 
Vocabulary measures), phonological/decoding skills (i.e., the Sound Deletion and Non-word 
Reading Fluency measures), orthographical skills (i.e., the Matching Words, Word Chains  
and Orthographic Choice measures), speed of processing (i.e., the RAN Words and RAN 
Objects measures). Tables 6.13 – 6.16 present the results of lower grades (grade 2 & 3) and 









Table 6.13. Results of a hierarchical  regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian 



























2 Language related Skills ..302 .110 F=2.98 
p=.063 




.420 .118 F=3.67 
p=.035 
Sound Deletion .177 












Matching Words .205 
Word Chains  –.036 
Orthographic Choice  .122 
5 Speed of Processing .490 .020 F=.605 
p=.552 
RAN Words .169 
















Table 6.14. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian 



























2 Language related Skills .723 .595 F=16.09 
p<.001 




.894 .171 F=10.47 
p=.002 
Sound Deletion –.412 












Matching Words –.131 
Word Chains  –.007 
Orthographic Choice  .077 
5 Speed of Processing .908 .004 F=.195 
p=.826 
RAN Words –.098 

















Table 6.15. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian 



























2 Language related Skills .148 .008 F=0.174 
p=.841 




.407 .259 F=7.65 
p=.002 
Sound Deletion .461 












Matching Words .259 
Word Chains  –.183 
Orthographic Choice  .090 
5 Speed of Processing .473 .024 F=.686 
p=.511 
RAN Words .206 
















Table 6.16. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian 




























2 Language related Skills .731 .624 F=18.57 
p<.001 




.768 .037 F=1.11 
p=.354 
Sound Deletion –.129 












Matching Words –.332 
Word Chains  .337 
Orthographic Choice  .108 
5 Speed of Processing .891 .012 F=.48 
p=.631 
RAN Words –.116 
RAN Objects .156 
 
Overall, the analyses suggested that language related skills and decoding skills predict a 
reasonable amount of variability in both Reading Comprehension measures across grades. 
However, the findings indicate that the level of prediction provided by the language skills 
increases across the grade levels analysed, suggesting that older readers may rely more on 
their linguistic comprehension to understand the text. Linguistic comprehension also showed 
higher levels of prediction in the Comprehension Questions measure for the older cohort, 
potentially arguing for a need for increased understanding skills to accomplish this task to 
more mature levels of ability – note that the reverse was true for the younger grades, where 
Language related skills were only significant in the Cloze measure. Interestingly, it was 
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vocabulary as much as Listening comprehension that showed growth in prediction of text 
reading comprehension from less to more experienced readers, suggesting that vocabulary 
knowledge may be essential for experienced readers to understand written texts in L2. 
In addition to understanding-level skills, word-level skills were found to be good predictors 
in this study. Phonological/decoding skills proved to be reasonable predictors for both 
reading comprehension measures across grades. For the younger grades (2 and 3), sound 
deletion was a good predictor of comprehension variability in both tasks. For the higher 
grades (4 and 5), decoding skills (non-word reading) seemed to be a good predictor of 
variability in the Cloze procedure, whereas they were much less predictive of variability in 
the Questions comprehension task. These findings are potentially consistent with the Cloze 
procedure being more reliant on word-level processes than tasks that require answering 
questions about passages of text.  
Orthographic skills also showed relatively reasonable levels of prediction across grades – 
about or approaching 10% – although this seemed to be influenced by the level of prediction 
provided by the Decoding measure in the analysis of the Cloze data in the older cohort (Table 
6.14). However, the speed of processing measures proved to show non-significant levels of 
variability explained across both comprehension measures and both grade levels, a finding 
partially consistent with interpretations from Study 1 about the relatively low level of 
influence of speed of processing measures in Persian reading comprehension – although it 
may be that the influence of this factor will increase in higher grade levels. 
To further assess unique contributions to Persian text comprehension, an additional set of 
whole-cohort regression analyses were conducted, this time with the Non-word Reading 
Fluency measure separated from the phonological skills measures and entered as the last step. 
These alternative entry sequences were performed to determine unique contributions to 
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Persian reading comprehension of the underlying cognitive-linguistic skills. Tables 6.17 and 
6.18 show the results for the Comprehension Cloze and Questions, respectively.  
Table 6.17. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 



























2 Language related 
Skills 
.654 .199 F=16.92 
p<.001 
Listening Comp. .183 
Vocabulary .181 










F=5.22   
p=.003 
Matching Words .069 
Word Chains .048 
Orthographic Choice  .144 
5 Speed of Processing .762 .009 F= .98    
p=.379 
RAN Words –.006 
RAN Objects .058 













Table 6.18. Results of a hierarchical regression analysis to investigate predictors of reading 



























2 Language related 
Skills 
.596 .180 F=13.15 
p<.001 
Listening Comp. .232 
Vocabulary .204 










F=1.32   
p<.274 
Matching Words .042 
Word Chains  .134 
Orthographic Choice  .079 
5 Speed of Processing .654 .001 F= .074 p=.929 RAN Words –.076 
RAN Objects .043 
6 Decoding Skills .655 .002 F=.236, p=.629 Non-word Fluency –.093 
 
The results indicated a similar pattern of predictors across the two reading comprehension 
measures, and treating Non-word Fluency separately did not add to interpretations of the 
model substantially. Both phonological and orthographic measures showed significant levels 
of prediction of variability in these analyses. Though, interestingly, the orthographic skills 
level of prediction of the Comprehension Questions task remained fairly consistent across 
analyses, which may suggest that the influence of orthographic skills on this comprehension 
task is not simply due to relationships with word identification processes. Speed of 
processing remained as a non-significant predictor of text reading comprehension in Persian.  
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6.4.1 Predictors of decoding skills in Persian 
To assess the level of prediction provided by combinations of measures of word-level skills 
in the study, whole-cohort hierarchical regression analyses were performed. The Non-Word 
Reading Fluency measure representing decoding skills was used as DV with the remaining 
variables entered in a prescribed order: first age (in months), sex and grade of child were 
entered to control for effects of these variables, then the predictor variables were entered, 
starting with the phonological skills measure (the Sound Deletion measure), the 
orthographical skills measures (the Matching Words, Word Chains, and Orthographic Choice 
measures), the speed of processing measures (the RAN Words and RAN Objects), and finally 






















Table 6.19. Results of a regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian decoding 
 
The results indicated that all variables entered into this analysis, except the linguistic 
comprehension measures, predict independent variability, with the best predictor being the 
phonological skills measure. Bilingual children‟s phonological skills showed a substantial 
level of prediction in this model (40%) and the model could explain 81% of the variability. 
To further analyze the prediction levels across grades, the same analyses were performed on 































2 Phonological Skills .631 .392 F=70.01 
p<.001 












Matching Words .037 
Word Chains  .362 
Orthographic Choice  –.093 
4 Speed of Processing .805 .051 F= 7.95, 
p=.001 
RAN Words –.312 
RAN Objects .229 
5 Language related 
Skills 
.812 .007 F=1.05   
p=.356 




Table 6.20. Results of a regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian decoding for 



























2 Phonological Skills .117 .071 F=3.46 
p=.07 












Matching Words .348 
Word Chains .019 
Orthographic Choice  .261 
4 Speed of Processing .578 .116 F= 5.22 
p=.01 
RAN Words –.435 
RAN Objects –.015 
5 Language related 
Skills 
.619 .041 F=1.94  
p=.158 

















Table 6.21. Results of a regression analysis to investigate predictors of Persian decoding for 



























2 Phonological Skills .788 .650 F=52.21 
p<.001 












Matching Words .138 
Word Chains .201 
Orthographic Choice  .099 
4 Speed of Processing .923 .049 F= 4.16 
p=.04 
RAN Words –.087 
RAN Objects .300 
5 Language related 
Skills 
.926 .003 F=.19  
p=.828 
Listening Comp. –.092 
Vocabulary –.023 
 
The results suggest that phonological skills tend to be better predictors in the higher grades, 
whereas orthographic skills seem to be the better predictor in the lower grades. This finding 
was in contrast to the finding reported in Study 1 where phonological and orthographic skills 
tended to be better predictors in the lower grades. This may suggest that higher graders in L2 
lag behind their monolingual counterparts in the development of literacy skills: the higher 
graders in the current study showing that they may still tend to use skills that focus on parts 
of the word. However, clearly phonological, orthographic and speeded access processes seem 
essential for decoding fluency. 
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6.4.2 Persian model of reading 
Overall, the findings indicated that Persian reading comprehension levels were predicted by 
understanding-level and word-level skills, with word-level skills being predicted by 
phonological skills, orthographic skills and speeded access. In addition, orthographic skills 
seem to show predictions of text reading comprehension in Persian that are somewhat 
independent of the influence of word-level decoding skills – an interpretation consistent 
across both monolingual and bilingual data sets. In the case of speed of processing, the 
independent influence on comprehension found in the monolingual data did not approach 
significant levels across the grades tested. However, the bilingual higher graders may not 
have reached equivalent levels of Persian literacy-related skills to the monolingual cohort 
tested in Study 1; therefore, further research is necessary to confirm or disconfirm the 
influence of speed of processing. Overall, though, the findings from the current study seem to 
further test the Persian model of reading presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis (Fig. 5.1).  
6.5 Intra-language influences (Does L1 predict L2 over L2 measures?) 
To investigate whether ability in L1 (English) can add to the level of prediction of text 
reading comprehension in L2 (Persian) over and above cognitive-linguistic skills in L2, a 
further series of hierarchical regression analyses were conducted. These involved using one 
of the reading comprehension measures in Persian as the dependent variable, controlling for 
sex, age (in months), Persian and English school grade of the participants, then entering 
measures of analogous skills in the two languages with the Persian measures preceding the 
English measures: e.g., the Persian language skills followed by those for English. The 
analyses were conducted contrasting language related skills, phonological/decoding skills, 
orthographic skills and speed of processing. Persian language measures were always entered 
before the English measures to determine if the latter increased the level of variability 
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predicted. Analyses indicated that the level of prediction of Persian reading comprehension 
was not improved significantly by the addition of L1 (English language) measures except 
listening comprehension (English) which was found explaining variation of the Reading 
Comprehension Questions in Persian (β =.24, t(2.34), p=.02) above the same measures in L2 
(i.e., Persian). Considering the older age range of the participants, this finding can be 
interpreted as the importance of listening comprehension as a strong predictor of reading 
comprehension particularly for the Questions measure. Appendix D presents the analyses 
conducted for this section (with detailed analysis of the language related skills for the 
Reading Comprehension Questions). 
6.6 Discussion 
The primary objective of this study was to examine the underlying cognitive-linguistic skills 
proposed by the model of Persian reading comprehension discussed earlier in the thesis 
(Chapter 5) and to determine whether this model would be applicable to bilingual Persian-
English learners. The Persian measures used in this study were the same measures which 
proved to be reasonable indicators of Persian reading comprehension in Study 1. Again 
Persian grades 2 to 5 were considered to assess cross-grade effects. The findings indicated 
that, consistent with the findings from Study 1, Persian reading comprehension levels of 
bilingual Persian-English speakers were predicted by measures of linguistic competence and 
word decoding (consistent with a simple view of reading), with the latter being predicted by 
phonological and orthographic processing skills. The addition of L1 skills did not add to the 
level of prediction provided by the Persian measures. 
However, there were some findings that diverged from those in Study 1. Persian language 
related skills in the bilingual data seemed to be more predictive of reading comprehension 
than found in the monolingual Persian data. This may suggest that language ability, 
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particularly listening comprehension, is essential for the bilingual cohort to understand the 
text that they read in their L2. However, another explanation might be that the average age of 
the participants in this study was higher than the monolingual cohort tested in the previous 
study. Previous research (e.g., Bell & Perfetti, 1994; Rayner et al., 2001) has suggested that 
older, more experienced readers show more effects of listening comprehension compared to 
word-level decoding skills on reading comprehension than found in younger cohorts. 
Consistent with the Persian model developed in Study 1, orthographic measures predicted 
literacy skills from an early age, arguing for the possibility that Persian orthographic 
knowledge is an important early skill for an individual to read accurately/fluently and 
comprehend written text. However, in contrast to the monolingual data, analyses across 
grades indicated that lower grade children tend to rely more on orthographic knowledge to 
process decoding whereas for older children there was an increasing trend for phonological 
skills to be influential: in the Persian monolingual data, both skills areas seem to be predictive 
across grade levels. In contrast, speed of processing showed evidence of growing as a 
predictor of reading comprehension levels across the grade levels studied in the Persian 
monolingual data, but this trend was not evident in the bilingual findings where speed of 
processing seemed to show little influence on comprehension levels. However, in both data 
sets, speed influenced word decoding skills.  
Despite these differences, overall, the findings confirmed the Persian reading comprehension 





Persian Reading Comprehension Deficit 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces further analyses on the Persian monolingual data presented in 
Chapter 5 of this thesis. These analyses aimed to investigate influences of word-level and 
understanding-level processes by contrasting the performance of average comprehenders with 
those who showed deficits in text reading comprehension. This provided an opportunity to 
examine the potential for the Persian model of reading proposed in this thesis (Chapter 5 – 
Figure 5.1) to inform procedures for identifying underlying cognitive deficits of those with 
text comprehension problems.  
Measures of the Non-word Reading Scores, Non-word Reading Fluency, Sound Deletion, 
Matching Words, Chain Words 1, and Orthographic Choice were used as indicators of word-
level processes and measures of the Listening Comprehension and Vocabulary were used as 
indicators of understanding-level processes of oral language skills. Two measures of Rapid 
Automatized Naming (RAN), RAN-Words and RAN-Objects, were also used as indicators of 
the speed at which the child could access to phonological representation of words and the 
speed of general cognitive processing. Two measures of the reading comprehension, the 
Cloze and Questions procedures, were used in the analyses. (See chapter 4 for a review on 
developing the measures used in the study – appendix C also presents the full version of the 
measures.) Poor performers, those within the bottom 15% of the cohort, on the two text 
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reading comprehension measures (i.e., Cloze and Questions) were selected. The performance 
of these individuals on the study measures was contrasted with that of children who showed 
normal expected level of performance on the two reading comprehension measures.  
7.2 Methodology 
7.2.1 Participants 
The 232 Persian primary school children from grade 2 to 5 attending mainstream Iranian 
school in Tehran described in Chapter 5 were considered. Of these, only those who 
performed the comprehension measures were selected; hence the participants (N=20) who did 
not perform the comprehension measures due to absenteeism were deselected from analyses. 
In addition, children (N=4) with recorded/recognized problems were coded and deselected 
from analyses: (i) two children who used hearing aids; one of who received additional lessons 
after school hours to be assisted with subjects like science and maths; (ii) one child who had 
attention problems, according to the classroom teacher, which made him a low achiever; and 
(iii) one child who was recognized with relatively serious problems of articulation whilst 
being tested. Finally, two children were deselected since they did not perform the Non-word 
Reading task due to absenteeism. This left 206 children from the original sample. Table 7.1 
provides a breakdown of the number of the participants in each grade with range and mean 







Table 7.1. Demographics – number of participants (average and poor comprehenders) along 
with the range and mean age per grade 
average comprehenders 
school grade of child 2 3 4 5 Total 
sex of child male 20 21 17 24 82 
female 20 25 26 20 91 
age in months mean 93.75 107.08 118.37 129.45 112.49 
range 89–100 101–113 110–124  125–136 89–136 
poor comprehenders 
school grade of child 2 3 4 5 Total 
sex of child male 5 6 6 5 22 
female 2 1 4 4 11 
age in months mean 95.57 103.71 118.20 128.33 113.09 
range 92–100 101–107 112–127 124–138 92–138 
 
The participants of each grade were ranked based on their performance on the two text 
reading comprehension measures (i.e., Cloze and Questions); with lower ranks indicative of 
poorer performance. Children who performed within the bottom 15% in both text reading 
comprehension measures were coded as poor comprehenders (i.e., those who performed well 
on one of the text reading measures but poorly on the other were not considered as poor 
comprehenders) – see Table 7.1. To investigate the underlying skills (i.e., verbal skills, 
phonological skills and/or orthographic skills) which may account for poor performance on 
text reading comprehension in Persian, these poor comprehenders were divided into two 
groups. Those who preformed one Standard Deviation (SD) below the mean on either the 
Non-word Reading Score or the Non-word Reading Fluency measure were considered as 
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poor decoders. The rest were considered as average decoders. Table 7.2 presents information 
on the poor comprehenders who were either average decoders or poor decoders.   
 
Table 7.2. Demographics – Number of poor comprehenders (average decoders and poor 
decoders), together with the range and mean age in months per grade 
average decoders 
school grade of child 2 3 4 5 Total 
sex of child male 2 6 2 3 13 
female 1 0 2 3 6 
age in months mean 95.33 103.16 117.25 127.66 112.36 
range 94–97 101–107 114–122  124–138 94–38 
poor decoders 
school grade of child 2 3 4 5 Total 
sex of child male 3 0 4 2 9 
female 1 1 2 1 5 
age in months mean 95.75 107 118.83 129.66 113.71 
range 92–100 ____ 112–127 125–133 92–133 
 
7.2.2 Measures 
The following provides a brief summary of the measures used in this study (see Chapter 4, 
for a review on developing measures). The measures were: the Reading Comprehension 
Questions (reading passages followed by questions about the text) and the Reading 
Comprehension Cloze (sentence completion) tasks, which were considered as indicative of 
text reading comprehension ability; Listening Comprehension (answering comprehension 
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questions about orally presented passages) and Vocabulary (selecting a picture that best 
illustrates the meaning of an orally presented stimulus word), considered as indicative of oral 
language skills; Sound Deletion (deleting a sound from a spoken word: „cat without the /c/ 
sound‟ – English examples are provided for ease of understanding, though all tasks were 
presented in Persian) and Non-word Reading (naming a novel letter string: „spoog‟), 
considered as indicative of phonological-based word decoding skills; Matching Words 
(saying whether pairs of letter strings were the same or different, where the different pairs 
differed by one letter/grapheme: „sand send‟), Chain Words (indicating random real words in 
a text where the spaces between words have been removed: „thehelptimeafterman‟) and 
Orthographic Choice (selecting the correct spelling amongst letter strings that were real 
words or novel letter strings that sounded like real words if translated using spelling-sound 
conversion rules: e.g., „monk munk‟), considered as indicative of orthographic knowledge; 
and the RAN Words and Objects (naming familiar words or drawings of objects presented on 
a card as fast but accurately as possible) tasks, which were considered as indicative of the 
speed at which the child could access to phonological representation of words and objects or 
the speed of general cognitive processing. As discussed in Study 1, these measures proved to 
be inter-related and led to the development of the Persian reading comprehension model. 
7.3 Results 
Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVAs) were performed to assess differences between the 
comprehension level groups (average comprehenders and poor comprehenders) on the 
measures in the study. In each case, the covariate was school grade of child. Tables 7.3 to 7.6 
present the results of these covariance analyses and the performance per grade of average 
comprehenders and poor comprehenders on the measures.  
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Table 7.3. Covariance analyses (covariate: school grade of child) along with the performance 
of average comprehenders and poor comprehenders on the language related skills per grade 
    average 
comprehenders 
poor    
comprehenders 

















2 29.20 39 5.53 26.16 6 6.94 
3 32.36 46 3.84 28.14 7 3.07 
4 33.74 43 3.71 32.90 10 1.66 
5 36.09 43 2.26 33.37 8 4.2 













2 69.32 40 9.28 68.85 7 9.78 
3 70.80 45 8.26 68.71 7 9.14 
4 76.97 41 5.41 76.20 10 5.30 
5 82.92 41 5.88 78.00 9 7.38 
Total 74.94 167 9.09 73.54 33 8.53 













Table 7.4. Covariance analyses (covariate: school grade of child) along with the performance 
of average comprehenders and poor comprehenders on phonological/ decoding skills per 
grade 
    average 
comprehenders 
poor    
comprehenders 













2 27.40 40 2.89 25.71 7 2.87 
3 28.57 45 2.13 29.00 7 1.00 
4 28.46 41 1.70 25.30 10 3.77 
5 28.97 41 1.38 27.88 9 3.14 














2 .41 40 .13 .35 7 .15 
3 .59 45 .18 .49 7 .089 
4 .62 41 .17 .44 10 .19 
5 .76 41 .22 .67 9 .44 












2 12.78 38 2.30 11.50 6 3.27 
3 13.08 46 2.34 10.85 7 2.54 
4 13.62 43 1.46 12.50 10 2.67 
5 13.90 44 1.78 12.7 8 2.43 
Total 13.36 171 2.03 12.00 31 2.68 




Table 7.5. Covariance analyses (covariate: school grade of child) along with the performance 
of average comprehenders and poor comprehenders on orthographic skills per grade 
    average 
comprehenders 
poor    
comprehenders 













2 12.72 40 4.15 7.83 6 3.25 
3 19.28 45 4.40 13.28 7 5.34 
4 20.07 41 4.69 17.60 10 5.75 
5 21.74 43 4.1 20.71 7 4.46 
Total 18.55 169 5.47 15.36 30 6.59 
 
 









2 22.52 40 11.31 13.80 5 8.43 
3 37.02 45 11.81 36.00 7 13.34 
4 41.25 40 8.15 37.90 10 5.89 
5 45.85 42 4.88 36.55 9 8.90 













2 14.10 40 5.04 7.50 6 2.58 
3 17.86 46 6.68 8.66 6 2.73 
4 25.97 42 5.53 21.90 10 5.19 
5 27.73 42 4.21 22.42 7 5.02 
Total 21.42 170 7.80 16.31 29 8.14 






Table 7.6. Covariance analyses (covariate: school grade of child) along with the performance 
of average comprehenders and poor comprehenders on measures of speeded access per grade 
    average 
comprehenders 
poor    
comprehenders 












2 29.22 40 10.40 41.27 7 23.23 
3 23.04 45 9.41 28.38 7 6.36 
4 18.98 41 4.08 25.90 10 8.91 
5 17.46 41 3.24 21.81 9 5.77 












2 40.18 40 11.00 37.61 7 6.31 
3 33.75 45 7.06 35.47 7 6.38 
4 32.49 41 7.48 35.54 10 6.24 
5 30.40 41 5.06 35.77 9 6.38 
Total 34.16 167 8.62 36.03 33 6.08 
Note. M=mean, N=number of the participants, SD=standard deviation 
 
The ANCOVA results contrasting the average comprehenders and the poor comprehenders 
(Tables 7.3 – 7.6) highlighted differences between the two groups in terms of their 
performance. The two groups differed significantly in all measures of the study except 
Vocabulary and RAN Objects.  
A second series of ANCOVA were then undertaken, again controlling for school grade of 
child, which contrasted the performance on the study measures of three groups: average 
comprehenders, poor comprehenders with difficulties in decoding skills (i.e., scores equal to 
or below one standard deviation from the mean for the decoding measures) and poor 
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comprehenders with average to good decoding skills (i.e., scores on the non-word reading 
measure that were above one standard deviation below the mean). The results for these 
analyses of covariance can be found in Table 7.7. 
Table 7.7. Covariance analyses (covariate: school grade of child) of the Average 
Comprehenders, Poor Comprehenders-Average Decoders, and Poor Comprehenders-Poor 
Decoders on the measures of the study 




Listening Comprehension 5.36 2, 198 .004 
Vocabulary 1.07 2, 196 .342 
Non-word Reading Score 18.97 2, 196 .000 
Non-Word Reading Fluency 15.86 2, 196 .000 
Sound Deletion 9.02 2, 198 .000 
Matching Words 4.40 2, 194 .013 
Word Chains1 6.01 2, 195 .003 
Orthographic Choice 13.76 2, 195 .000 
RAN Words 17.34 2, 196 .000 
RAN Objects 1.30 2, 196 .273 
 
Table 7.7 also indicated an effect of group on all measures except the Vocabulary and RAN 
Objects, as expected based on the first set of post-hoc testing. A final series of ANCOVA 
were then performed to contrast each poor comprehension group with the average 
comprehenders. Again, the covariate was school grade of child. The ANCOVA compared: (i) 
the average comprehenders and the poor comprehenders with average level or above 
decoding skills (presented in Table 7.8), and (ii) the average comprehenders and the poor 
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comprhenders who showed difficulties in their decoding skills (presented in Table 7.9). The 
aim of these analyses was to look for areas of deficit in the underlying cognitive skills that 
may lead to the potentially two different types of reading comprehension difficulties (i.e., 
those due to word decoding problems and those not due to language deficits, as predicted by 
the simple view) across grades tested.  (Tables 7.10 – 7.14 present the performance of each 
group on all measures of the study with the mean scores (M), standard deviations (SD) and 
the number of the individuals (N) in each grade.) 
Table 7.8. Covariance analyses (covariate: school grade of child) of the performance of the 
Average Comprehenders versus Poor Comprehenders-Average Decoders, on the measures of 
the study  




Listening Comprehension 8.81 1, 185 .003 
Vocabulary .78 1, 183 .376 
Non-word Reading Score .02 1, 183 .847 
Non-Word Reading Fluency .15 1, 183 .692 
Sound Deletion 1.97 1, 187 .162 
Matching Words 13.25 1, 182 .000 
Word Chains 1 1.90 1, 182 .169 
Orthographic Choice 20.99 1, 182 .000 
RAN Words 1.56 1, 183 .212 





Table 7.9. Covariance analyses (covariate: school grade of child) of the performance of the 
Average Comprehenders versus Poor Comprehenders-Poor Decoders on the measures of the 
study 




Listening Comprehension 3.35 1, 182 .069 
Vocabulary 1.61 1, 178 .205 
Non-word Reading Score 35.69 1, 178 .000 
Non-Word Reading Fluency 37.22 1, 178 .000 
Sound Deletion 17.32 1, 180 .000 
Matching Words 3.36 1, 180 .068 
Word Chains 1 7.79 1, 177 .006 
Orthographic Choice 8.00 1, 181 .005 
RAN Words 32.16 1, 178 .000 
RAN Objects 2.03 1, 178 .155 
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Table 7.10. Performance of each group on the measures of reading comprehension with the 
mean scores (M), standard deviations (SD) and the number of the individuals in each grade 
(N)  
   poor comprehenders 
 average 
comprehenders 
average decoders poor decoders 






2 8.37 40 3.83 5.00 3 1.73 6.5 4 3.87 
3 13.54 46 4.74 8.50 6 3.01 3.00 1 – 
4 17.78 42 4.05 13.25 4 2.06 10.16 6 4.26 
5 19.86 43 5.00 14.00 6 7.04 9.33 3 2.51 






2 6.62 40 2.71 1.00 3 1.00 1.25 4 .5 
3 11.60 46 3.38 4.00 6 2.28 6.00 1 – 
4 14.46 43 2.68 9.00 4 .81 8.50 6 3.2 
5 16.11 43 2.29 9.66 6 1.21 9.33 3 1.52 













Table 7.11. Performance of each group on the measures of language related skills with the 
mean scores (M), standard deviations (SD) and the number of the individuals in each grade 
(N)  
   poor comprehenders 
 average 
comprehenders 
average decoders poor decoders 






2 29.20 39 5.53 24.00 2 5.65 27.25 4 8.05 
3 32.36 46 3.84 28.33 6 3.32 27.00 1 – 
4 33.74 43 3.71 32.75 4 2.06 33.00 6 1.54 
5 36.09 43 2.26 33.40 5 5.12 33.33 3 3.05 





2 69.32 40 9.28 64.66 3 14.50 72.00 4 4.54 
3 70.80 45 8.26 70.33 6 8.84 59.00 1 – 
4 76.97 41 5.41 78.75 4 2.21 74.50 6 6.25 
5 82.92 41 5.88 79.83 6 8.37 74.33 3 3.51 











Table 7.12. Performance of each group on the measures of phonological/decoding skills with 
the mean scores (M), standard deviations (SD) and the number of the individuals in each 
grade (N)  
   poor comprehenders 
 average 
comprehenders 
average decoders poor decoders 






2 27.40 40 2.89 27.00 3 2.64 24.75 4 2.98 
3 28.57 45 2.13 29.33 6 .51 27.00 1 – 
4 28.46 41 1.70 28.00 4 1.82 23.50 6 3.72 
5 28.97 41 1.38 28.83 6 1.16 26.00 3 5.29 






2 .41 40 .13 .48 3 .16 .26 4 .04 
3 .59 45 .18 .52 6 .04 .31 1 – 
4 .62 41 .17 .61 4 .15 .33 6 .11 
5 .76 41 .22 .84 6 .45 .34 3 .11 




2 12.78 38 2.30 14.00 3 1.00 9.00 3 2.64 
3 13.08 46 2.34 10.66 6 2.73 12.00 1 – 
4 13.62 43 1.46 13.25 4 1.70 12.00 6 3.22 
5 13.90 44 1.78 13.83 6 1.60 9.50 2 .70 







Table 7.13. Performance of each group on the measures of orthographic skills with the mean 
scores (M), standard deviations (SD) and the number of the individuals in each grade (N)  
   poor comprehenders 
 average 
comprehenders 
average decoders poor decoders 






2 12.72 40 4.15 4.00 2 2.82 9.75 4 .50 
3 19.28 45 4.40 14.50 6 4.67 6.00 1 – 
4 20.07 41 4.69 14.75 4 2.62 19.50 6 6.68 
5 21.74 43 4.1 19.50 4 5.68 22.33 3 2.08 





2 22.52 40 11.31 13.00 2 14.14 14.33 3 6.42 
3 37.02 45 11.81 40.16 6 8.23 11.00 1 – 
4 41.25 40 8.15 37.00 4 3.36 38.50 6 7.39 
5 45.85 42 4.88 36.66 6 9.68 36.33 3 9.07 





2 14.10 40 5.04 5.00 2 .00 8.75 4 2.21 
3 17.86 46 6.68 8.80 5 3.03 8.00 1 – 
4 25.97 42 5.53 21.50 4 5.19 22.16 6 5.67 
5 27.73 42 4.21 22.50 4 5.97 22.33 3 4.72 








Table 7.14. Performance of each group on the measures of speeded access with the mean 
scores (M), standard deviations (SD) and the number of the individuals in each grade (N)  
   poor comprehenders 
 average 
comprehenders 
average decoders poor decoders 





2 29.22 40 10.40 29.96 3 11.09 49.75 4 27.81 
3 23.04 45 9.41 26.32 6 3.61 40.72 1 – 
4 18.98 41 4.08 20.95 4 3.06 29.20 6 10.23 
5 17.46 41 3.24 19.64 6 3.15 26.13 3 8.14 





2 40.18 40 11.00 39.16 3 5.25 36.45 4 7.55 
3 33.75 45 7.06 34.68 6 6.60 40.25 1 – 
4 32.49 41 7.48 34.97 4 4.84 35.93 6 7.46 
5 30.40 41 5.06 33.98 6 5.36 39.35 3 7.89 
Total 34.16 167 8.62 35.23 19 5.50 37.12 14 6.84 
 
The results presented in Tables 7.8 and 7.9 indicated that the children with poor 
comprehension levels but average range or better decoding skills showed deficits compared 
to the average comprehenders on the Listening Comprehension measure and two of the three 
orthographic processing measures (the Matching and Orthographic Choice tasks). In contrast, 
the children with difficulties in both reading comprehension and decoding performed poorly, 
compared to the average comprehenders, on most of the measures except the Vocabulary and 
RAN object naming tasks, though the results for Listening Comprehension and the Matching 
tasks were non-significant, which may suggest that deficits in these areas are not that severe. 
Hence, overall, these findings argue for the poor comprehenders with average to good 
decoding skills to show more specific deficits in language comprehension and orthographic 
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processing. In contrast, the poor comprehenders with weak decoding skills show weaknesses 
in most areas of phonological and orthographic processing, but fewer problems in language 
understanding. These general conclusions seem consistent with what would be predicted from 
a simple view of reading that argues for two relatively different types of poor reading 
comprehenders – though, obviously, there will be some overlap in that some children may 
show deficits in both decoding and language comprehension (see Catts et al., 2006). 
Graphical representation of the profiles produced by the groups can be found in Figure 7.1. 
These are presented in terms of z-scores to provide a visual comparison of the average 
performance of the two groups with reading comprehension difficulties against normal 
expected levels of performance. A z-score for each child was calculated based on the 
performance of the children within the same school year/grade; that is, the difference between 
the child's score and the average for the grade divided by the standard deviation for that 
grade. Therefore, on this graph, the vertical axis indicates the number of standard deviations 
that each group differed from expected performance on each of the test measures. Average 
expected performance is signified by the 0 line in the graph. A negative z-score (a score 
below the 0 line) indicates performance worse than that expected and a score above the line 
indicates performance better than that expected. Tasks are presented along the horizontal 
axis, with verbal skills on the left, followed by the decoding measures, the orthographic 
measures, and the measures for speed of processing to the right. 
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Figure 7.1. Comparison between the performances of the Average Decoders with that 
performed by the Poor Decoders on the measures 
Note. ListComp=Listening Comprehension, Vocab=Vocabulary, NWrdscore=Non-word 
Reading Score, NWrdflu=Non-word Reading Fluency, SoudnDel=Sound Deletion, 
MatchW=Matching Words, WChain=Word Chains 1, OrthCh=Orthographic Choice, 
RANObj= Rapid Automatized Naming of Objects, RANWrd=Rapid Automatized Naming of 
Words 
 
The graph visually represents the findings of the analyses of covariance and shows the weak 
performance by the poor comprehender-poor decoder children across many of the measures 
in the study. However, this presentation also shows the relatively severe levels of deficits in 
decoding and phonological areas shown by this group. In contrast, those children with poor 
comprehension skills, but average to good decoding levels, showed more specific areas of 
difficulty in listening comprehension and orthographic measures. Consistent with the Persian 
model of reading, as well as with similar models of reading (e.g., Simple View of Reading), 
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there was evidence that lower language ability (particularly in listening comprehension) was 
related to difficulties in text reading comprehension and that deficits at the word-level (either 
phonological or orthographic based) also accounted for difficulties in text reading 
comprehension across the grades tested.  
7.4 Discussion 
The analyses reported in this chapter compared children with reading comprehension 
difficulties to those who achieved expected average levels of reading comprehension in 
Persian.  
The findings from these analyses were consistent with the Persian model of reading presented 
in this thesis. The model argued for language related skills, assessed by listening 
comprehension and receptive vocabulary knowledge, to be significant predictors of Persian 
reading comprehension, and that phonological and decoding skills could also explain 
significant proportions of variance in reading comprehension (see Chapter 5, for a review). 
This also has the potential to provide a framework for teaching/intervention along with 
developing assessment tools aimed at identifying literacy learning problems among children 
learning to read in Persian. As hypothesized, children with comprehension problems (lower 
than the expected average level – bottom 15%) showed difficulties in language related skills, 
particularly listening comprehension, along with problems in their word recognition skills. 
Plausibly, individual differences in language skills can underlie individual differences in 
reading comprehension: as predicted children can show poor comprehension levels despite 
good decoding skills. This data was consistent with studies which have reported that 
difficulties in receptive language understanding may lead to reading comprehension problems 
(e.g., Stothard & Hulme, 1992).  
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However, there was also evidence that poor decoding levels can be related to weak reading 
comprehension. Children with comprehension deficits showed difficulties in either 
phonological processing (as found in other research: see Nation & Snowling, 1998; Stothard 
& Hulme, 1995 for a review) or orthographic processing, which may be consistent with a 
dual pathway model (Coltheart, 1985, 2006) or the triangle model of word recognition (Plaut 
et al., 1996; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). For example, the triangle model of Plaut et al. 
(1996) argues for word recognition to be a parallel process of interactions between 
orthography, phonology and semantics. However, semantics here implies more than simply 
vocabulary size; it refers to the word knowledge. As suggested by the analyses of the current 
data, vocabulary by itself showed little evidence of difference between the groups studied 
(average comprehenders, poor comprehenders with average decoding skills and poor 
comprehenders who were also poor decoders). Rather deficits may be more likely to be found 
within the interactive pathways through the lexical processing system (either phonological or 
orthographic).  
The findings of the current study also add to the studies reported by Nation and Snowling 
(1998), as well as Nation and Cocksey (2009), who stated that underlying semantic skills 
constrain both reading comprehension and the development of word recognition. For 
example, Nation and Snowling (1998) studied children with normal decoding skills but 
impaired reading comprehension and argued that these children‟s core difficulty in their 
semantic skills. Thus, although these poor comprehenders performed at the normal level on 
phonological tasks, they showed an impairment of semantics that compromises the use of the 
semantic pathway.  
The current findings should inform work identifying problems of reading among the grades 
tested. However, since the nature of the current study was exploratory, further research is 
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required to confirm the conclusions derived. Perhaps, research on children with professional 
diagnoses of learning difficulties, such as dyslexia, in Persian might be conducted to confirm 
the findings of this study. 
7.5 Conclusion  
The analyses reported in this chapter compared Persian monolingual children with reading 
comprehension difficulties to those who achieved at expected levels of reading 
comprehension in Persian. The findings verified the model proposed in this thesis (Chapter 5) 
and suggested that children with comprehension problems (lower than the expected average 
level – bottom 15%) had difficulties in language related skills, particularly listening 
comprehension, as well as word recognition weaknesses suggestive of deficits in either 
phonological or orthographic processes, or the pathways connecting phonology, orthography 
and semantics (within the triangle model) that lead to text reading comprehension deficits. 







The primary objectives of this thesis were: (i) to examine underlying cognitive-linguistic 
skills as potential predictors of Persian reading comprehension in order to develop a model of 
reading comprehension for this orthography (see Chapter 3 for a review of the Persian 
orthography and the features that make it an interesting orthography to consider); and (ii) to 
determine whether English-derived models of reading comprehension, such as the simple 
view of reading (SVR) and the component model of reading (CMR), can explain variability 
in reading development across languages (Duncan, 2010; Goulandris & Snowling, 2003) and 
thereby inform potential universal models of reading (Frost, 2012). 
The current research was undertaken through three studies: Study 1 focused on developing 
the Persian model of reading comprehension based on testing a reasonably large cohort of 
monolingual Persian children in the early stages of reading acquisition; Study 2 was designed 
to examine the developed model by assessing its ability to explain variability in a different 
cohort of children who are learning literacy in English and Persian; and, finally, Study 3 was 
designed to investigate underlying skills deficits in children with reading comprehension 
difficulties.  The findings of these three studies are briefly summarized. 
The findings of Study 1, consistent with English models of reading, indicated that Persian 
reading comprehension levels were predicted by measures of linguistic competence and word 
decoding, with the latter being predicted by phonological and orthographic processing skills. 
However, orthographic skills and speed of processing showed predictions of Persian reading 
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comprehension that were independent of word decoding processes, somewhat different 
findings to that predicted from English-language derived models (see Chapter 5 for a review). 
This led to the development of the Persian model of reading comprehension that will be 
discussed further in this chapter. (Figure 5.1 is re-presented below for ease of discussion.) 
 
Fig. 5.1. Monolingual Persian literacy model 
Note. LC=listening comprehension, Vo=vocabulary, PA=phonological awareness, 
OK=orthographic knowledge, Sp=speed 
 
This Persian model of reading was examined in Study 2 where bilingual Persian-English 
children were tested on the measures of the study. The findings replicated and extended the 
model proposed in Chapter 5 (see Fig. 5.1) as a reasonable explanation of variability in 
Persian reading levels. The findings also demonstrated that orthographic measures predict 
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literacy skills from an early age. Therefore, overall, the findings supported the Persian 
reading comprehension model proposed in Chapter 5 of this thesis. However, some contrasts 
with the monolingual data were identified. Analyses across grades indicated that the lower 
grade bilingual children tend to rely more on orthographic knowledge to process decoding 
whereas for older children there was an increasing trend for phonological skills to be 
influential: in the Persian monolingual data, both skills areas seem to be predictive across 
grade levels. Additionally, whereas speed of processing showed evidence of growing as a 
predictor of reading comprehension levels across the grade levels studied in the Persian 
monolingual data, this trend was not evident in the bilingual findings where speed of 
processing seemed to show little influence on comprehension levels despite its influence on 
word decoding skills consistent with the monolingual data.  
For the work reported in Study 3, children with reading comprehension difficulties were 
selected from the monolingual data and potential areas of problems based on hypotheses 
derived from the model were analysed. The findings verified the model proposed in this 
thesis (Fig. 5.1) and suggested that children with comprehension problems had difficulties in 
language related skills, particularly listening comprehension, as well as word recognition 
weaknesses suggestive of deficits in either phonological or orthographic processes, or the 
pathways connecting phonology, orthography and semantics (within the triangle model: Plaut 
et al., 1996) that lead to text reading comprehension deficits. Such findings suggest 
explanations of reading deficits consistent with a simple model viewpoint and, therefore, are 
consistent with the general conclusions of this thesis. 
Given these findings, this general discussion chapter begins with a brief review of the Persian 
model of reading. This is followed by a discussion of the underlying cognitive-linguistic 
skills needed for the development of reading comprehension. The discussion also considers 
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how the research reported in this thesis addresses broader theoretical implications, such as the 
move towards a universal model of reading. The final sections of this chapter outline the 
implications for practice, limitations of the study reported and directions for future research.  
8.2 Theoretical implications of the Persian model of reading 
comprehension 
The present research work, similar to those advocating cross-language studies to develop 
universal theories/models of reading (e.g., Frost, 2012; Goswami, 2012; Perfetti, 2012; 
Perfetti et al., 2013), is firstly about Persian reading but its findings/conclusions apply to 
theories/models of reading in general to bring in congruent elements of various orthographies 
to move towards a universal model of reading (Frost, 2012). English, being reported as an 
exceptional outlier orthography with low transparency and many inconsistencies and 
complexities (e.g., Share, 2008; Ziegler et al., 2010), has led researchers to criticize the 
dominant English-driven models/theories of reading and demand for research on other 
orthographies to evaluate the current models of reading (Share, 2008; Frost 2012). 
Investigation into the Persian orthography is of interest in response to the demand towards a 
universal model of reading since the orthography has its own interesting features: it is 
polygraphic as some phonemes are represented by more than one grapheme but it is not 
plohyphonic with more direct (one-to-one) phoneme-grapheme correspondence (highly 
transparent when fully vowelized). Suggestions are made, based on the findings of the 
research reported in this thesis, to address the broader theoretical implications of the findings 
of this research – perhaps towards a universal model of reading. 
The findings of the research reported in this thesis indicated that Persian reading 
comprehension levels were predicted by measures of linguistic competence and word 
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decoding. In addition, word decoding was predicted by phonological and orthographic 
processing skills. These findings seem consistent with predictions based on English-language 
data. However the orthographic and speed of processing measures also showed predictions of 
Persian reading comprehension that were independent of word decoding processes, a 
somewhat different finding to that predicted from English-language derived models.  The 
components of the model will be discussed further in details. 
8.2.1 Language related skills 
Linguistic comprehension is reported to be a significant predictor of reading comprehension 
(e.g., Tunmer & Chapman, 2012). While listening comprehension is commonly used as an 
index for linguistic comprehension (Aaron et al., 2008; Adlof et al., 2006; Hoover & Gough, 
1990; Joshi & Aaron, 2000; Tunmer & Chapman, 2012), it has not been left unchallenged 
through concerns of necessities of inclusion of some other aspects of language to produce a 
more reliable index for linguistic competence assessment (Kirby & Savage, 2008; Ouellette 
& Beers, 2010). Nation and Snowling (2004) reported that vocabulary could explain unique 
variance of reading comprehension. Hence, in the current work, listening comprehension and 
receptive vocabulary have been used in parallel as an index for linguistic competence.  The 
findings of this research argue for the importance of linguistic competence in successful 
Persian reading comprehension in both Persian monolingual and Persian-English bilingual 
cohorts. Linguistic competence, consistent with the findings from English models, explains 
unique variance of reading comprehension across grades, even relatively early grades in 
reading acquisition. 
However, Persian language related skills in the bilingual data seemed to be more predictive 
of reading comprehension than found in the monolingual Persian data. This may be because 
the average age of the bilingual participants was higher than the monolingual cohort and 
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previous research has suggested that older, more experienced readers, show more effects of 
listening comprehension compared to word-level decoding skills on reading comprehension 
than found in younger cohorts (e.g., Bell & Perfetti, 1994; Rayner et al., 2001). However, an 
alternative explanation is that there is more variability in language levels in the bilingual 
group due to some children having poor L2 skills which lead to poor understanding of text. 
Any influence of linguistic competence is unlikely to be caused by an underlying deficit as 
L1 language skills might be expected to increase the level of prediction in L2 literacy (i.e., an 
underlying language deficit is likely to be even more apparent in L1) and the bilingual 
analyses indicated little effect of L1 over that of the L2 measures. The bilingual data showing 
that the language effects was more apparent for the passage task than the Cloze task suggest a 
third explanation related to teaching or experience (which will be considered further in the 
sub-section on practical implications). However, to decide between these different potential 
interpretations, further research focusing on different language factors will be required. 
Poor linguistic competence has been also reported to be related to reading comprehension 
difficulties (e.g., Stothard & Hulme, 1992). Comparisons of children with reading 
comprehension difficulties to those who achieved expected average levels of reading 
comprehension in Persian indicated that children with lower comprehension also had 
difficulties in language related skills, particularly listening comprehension. Thus, the findings 
from this research work support the hypothesis that individual differences in language skills 
can underlie individual differences in reading comprehension. 
In summary, research reported in this thesis highlights the importance of language related skills 
within the SVR model. This is achieved through both various statistical analyses (such as factor 
analysis, stepwise and hierarchical regression analyses) and cross sectional studies of two 
divergent cohorts (monolingual and bilingual children). Consistent with the universal view in 
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regards with the importance of linguistic comprehension in reading comprehension, it is 
suggested through the findings of the thesis that listening comprehension and vocabulary should 
fall on the language related skills (linguistic comprehension). The differences between the spoken 
form and the written form of the language (diglossia), as was evident in the language/orthography 
studied in this thesis, did not influence the levels of predictions of reading comprehension 
explained through linguistic comprehension/language related skills.   
8.2.2 Decoding: Phonological and orthographic processing 
Decoding skills also proved to predict Persian reading comprehension in the data presented in 
this thesis. Early decoding is heavily dependent on letter-sound relationships; letter-sound 
knowledge is also essential to consolidate orthographic representations required for 
automatization of silent word reading or sight word knowledge (Ehri, 2005). Sight word 
recognition refers to reading from memory which occurs when any word can be read 
sufficiently and unconsciously. In the current work (see Kirby & Savage, 2008; Ouellette & 
Beers, 2010), decoding skills were assessed by non-word reading, which was taken as an 
indicator of a concentration on the grapheme-phoneme relationships. Orthographic measures 
were also utilized as indicators of orthographic knowledge in word recognition. Finally 
isolated word reading (RAN of words) was used as indicator of reading fluency in this work. 
Overall, all these measures proved to explain the variance in decoding across grades tested. 
However, orthographic knowledge also directly predicts Persian reading comprehension, 
after controlling for word recognition, across the grades/reading experience levels tested in 
this work.  
Word recognition models, such as the dual route model (Coltheart, 1985, 2006) and the 
triangle model (Plaut et al., 1996), argue that word recognition is via lexical and/or non-
lexical routes. The current data showed that phonological skills along with orthographic 
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knowledge significantly predict phonological decoding, consistent with the orthographic 
representation of the word (lexical route) activating its meaning along with letter-sound 
knowledge (non-lexical route). Such findings are consistent with other research highlighting 
the significant role of orthographic skills in Persian adults‟ reading (Baluch & Besner, 1991, 
2001; Rahbari & Sénéchal, 2008).  
Despite the Persian orthography being considered relatively transparent, with consistent 
grapheme-phoneme relationships (Baluch, 1993; Baluch & Besner, 1991), there are 
complexities when learning the orthography which have led to some calling it a mixed 
orthography (Rahbari & Sénéchal, 2009) (see Chapter 3 for a review on the Persian 
orthography). Rahbari, Sénéchal, & Arab-Moghaddam (2007) suggested that Persian children 
utilize phonological mediation to develop their reading, then use their orthographic skills to 
read when the words are practiced sufficiently. Rahbari & Sénéchal (2009)  along with others 
(Baluch, 1993; Baluch & Besner, 1991) reported strong effects of lexicality, i.e., skilled 
reading in Persian is more relying on lexical processes.  
However, the question under debate here revolves around the idea that underlying processes 
involved in reading are dependent on the degree of orthographic transparency (Orthographic 
Depth Hypothesis: Katz & Frost, 1992). This can be interpreted as readers of transparent 
orthographies trust their orthography and rely on grapheme-phoneme conversion rules, 
whereas readers of complex orthographies tend to rely more on graphemic representations of 
whole-word reading as part of their word recognition process (Wimmer & Goswami, 1994).  
The ceiling effect identified in the measure of non-word reading among fairly young readers 
is consistent with arguments about relatively transparent orthographies and suggests that 
these children can trust their phonological skills in sounding out the non-words through their 
letter-sound knowledge – the inclusion of fluency as the main measure of decoding skills is 
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also consistent with work on relatively transparent orthographies (e.g., Joshi & Aaron, 2000). 
These findings concur with those of Rahbari et al. (2007), who found that younger Persian 
children tended to rely on phonological skills, consistent with findings for more regular 
orthographies. However, the present data (from both monolingual and bilingual data) shows 
an early influence of orthographic processing, which Rahbari et al. did not find. This 
discrepancy between the two studies may be due to the measures used to examine children‟s 
orthographic knowledge. In the present study, children‟s orthographic skills were measured 
by matching words, words chains, and orthographic choice (see Chapter 4 for a review of 
developing measures). In contrast, Rahbari et al. used the comparison of children‟s 
performance in word and non-word reading as an index for orthographic skills. The latter 
index may take longer to become evident in children, which may bias it against early 
influences. Therefore, there may be evidence of an early-onset influence of orthographic 
processing in Persian when assessed with more sensitive measures. 
The bilingual data (from Persian-English speakers) in this reported research also highlights 
that orthographic knowledge predicts literacy learning from an early age, arguing for the 
possibility that Persian orthographic knowledge is an important early skill for an individual to 
read accurately/fluently and comprehend written text. Analyses across grades indicated that 
lower grade children tend to rely more on orthographic knowledge to process decoding 
whereas for older children there was an increasing trend for phonological skills to be 
influential. These findings were consistent with those of Arab-Moghaddam & Sénéchal 
(2001) who found unique contribution of orthographic skills (9%) was higher than 
phonological skills (4%) among Persian-English bilingual children. (Note that Arab-
Moghaddam & Sénéchal used an orthographic choice task, similar to that used in the studies 
reported in this thesis, to assess orthographic skills). Children learning Persian and English 
may rely more on their orthographic knowledge (graphemic representations of words) to 
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process information during initial acquisition of literacy – this may be a more secure level of 
processing initially – then phonological skills become more important once differences 
between the two orthographies have been firmly established.     
Findings from the study of children with comprehension deficits in the current study also 
highlight difficulties in either phonological processing (e.g., Nation & Snowling, 1999; 
Stothard & Hulme, 1992) or orthographic processing, which may be consistent with a dual 
pathway model (Coltheart, 1985, 2006) or the triangle model of word recognition (Plaut et 
al., 1996; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). Again, the evidence is for both to be important in 
literacy acquisition from an early age and for basic reading development (i.e., word-level 
literacy). For phonological processing, the evidence is consistent with international findings 
for the relationship between phonological processing and reading acquisition, particularly at 
the word level. The early influence of orthographic processing, though, is worthy of further 
investigation.  
8.2.3 Orthographic knowledge 
Orthographic knowledge according to Apel (2011) refers to both mental representation of 
written words stored in mental lexicon (as used by Conrad, 2008) and the knowledge of 
letter-to-sound correspondence rules (as used by Berninger, Abbott, Vermeulen, & Fulton, 
2006). To avoid confusion, orthographic knowledge in this context, consistent with similar 
studies, refers to the knowledge of mental graphemic representation of words (Wolter & 
Apel, 2010).  
The findings reported in this thesis suggest that orthographic knowledge is a good predictor 
of word decoding and reading comprehension. The relationship with word decoding was 
discussed in the previous section. However, the relationship with reading comprehension may 
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be even more interesting. Both monolingual and bilingual data, derived from the present 
research, indicated that readers may rely on their orthographic knowledge (graphemic 
representations of words) to support the comprehension of written texts beyond that 
explained by the common influence of decoding skills. Persian readers are exposed to an 
orthography in which text can be either vowelized, and visually dense but reasonably 
transparent, or unvowelized, which can produce a large number of homographs and require 
the use of context to support written word processing. This potential complexity of 
orthography may make the relationship between orthographic processing and reading 
different from that found in other languages. The complex features of the orthography 
(particularly when non-vowelized) may lead to the assumption that text reading experience, 
and the skills associated with dealing with text understanding, may improve orthographic 
knowledge as much as orthographic skills support reading acquisition. Research aimed at 
investigating this potential reciprocal relationship should inform models of Persian reading 
development, as well as, potentially, theories of other languages (such as Arabic). 
These findings further support the idea that orthography as the written form of the language 
goes beyond the simple phoneme-grapheme representation (i.e., spelling of phonemes) 
(Perfetti, 2012). There is obviously a key link between lexical processes and comprehension. 
Perfetti (2007) describes this link as, “[the] most direct at the level of short runs of text, a 
sentence or two, where one can observe word processing “on-line” as part of text reading.” 
(P.375). Thus it can be assumed that orthographic knowledge may integrate the word 
currently being read with the ongoing representation of the text through which reading 
comprehension can be enhanced. However, the questions remain here are whether this link 
activates semantics or fast word recognition helps free up cognitive resources for higher level 
text comprehension. Further research is required to clarify the findings.    
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8.2.4 Speed of processing 
Speed of processing is usually measured by naming speed; however, this has led to debates in 
the literature about what this measure specifically assesses. For example, some researchers 
subsume speed naming task as part of phonological processing (e.g., Wagner et al., 1993; 
Wolf & Bowers, 1999) whereas some others consider it as an indicator of general processing 
speed of the cognitive system (e.g., Carver, 1991, 1997). In transparent orthographies, 
reading speed may be a more reliable measure of individual differences in word level 
processing than reading accuracy (Wimmer et al., 2000); speed, in these cases, is typically a 
measure of word decoding fluency – or as indicative of automatic word reading. For a 
transparent script, accurate decoding can occur, but for the poor decoder, this may be time 
consuming, leading to poor levels of fluency in reading. Similarly, research shows that the 
speed of single word reading accounts for the substantial amounts of variance in reading 
comprehension performance (Perfetti, 1985). If a child has difficulty at the word reading 
level, these problems will logically have a negative impact on reading comprehension. In 
order to achieve meaning from the text, children are initially required to be fluent in decoding 
at the word level.  
In the research reported here, speed of processing showed evidence of growing as a predictor 
of reading comprehension levels across grade levels tested in the Persian monolingual data, 
but this trend was not evident in the bilingual findings where speed of processing seemed to 
show little influence on comprehension levels. However, in both data sets, speed was an 
influence on word decoding skills. These findings are at odds with the component model of 
reading (CMR) (Joshi & Aaron, 2000) which suggests speed as an additive component in 
reading comprehension. In the CMR, when older children are able to decode printed words as 
fast as naming their letters, speed can explain the variance in reading comprehension. The 
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findings of the current study, from both monolingual and bilingual data sets, support speeded 
access as an influence on word decoding skills. Analyses of poor comprehensders also 
revealed that children who had difficulties in decoding skills were slower in naming words 
rapidly despite not showing difficulties in rapid naming of objects. These findings suggest 
that when decoding process is too slow and perhaps laborious in transparent orthographies, its 
negative impact on text reading comprehension is undeniable. Overall, it is suggested that 
speeded access be considered as a constituent of word decoding skills, and indicative of 
automaticity in word decoding, which then allows cognitive resources to be freed up for 
higher level functions that are important for reading comprehension such as integration, 
inferences, comprehension monitoring, etc.   
The findings of the current research are suggestive that speed of processing (as assessed by 
the RAN measures) to be considered as an index of word decoding fluency. Speed of 
processing is also suggested as more of an indirect influence on reading comprehension via 
word decoding. One interpretation of this may again consider the variable transparency of the 
orthography. Hence, the independent influence of speed on reading comprehension may take 
some time to be evident, unlike with more transparent orthographies. One problem with this 
interpretation is that it seems somewhat at odds with the current findings that the non-word 
reading measure showed ceiling effects in accuracy. This effect is more consistent with a 
relatively transparent orthography – although the influence of teaching programme (for 
example, a focus on phonics and links between letters and sounds) may need to be considered 
also. Clearly, further research is needed to determine the effects of speeded accessing of 
verbal labels within Persian.  
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8.3 Practical implications of the findings and the Persian model of 
reading comprehension 
8.3.1  Assessment tools 
The proposed Persian model of reading comprehension (Figure 5.1) suggests a number of 
underlying cognitive skills as predictors of Persian reading comprehension in a two-
component model consistent with the simple view of reading discussed throughout this thesis. 
This model can be used to inform the development of procedures aimed at identifying those 
at risk of literacy learning problems from a young age. For example, formal standardization 
of the measures used in the work reported in this thesis may improve assessment procedures, 
particularly amongst monolingual Persian speakers living in Iran (see discussion in Sadeghi, 
Everatt, & McNeill, 2012). This may be particularly the case for assessments targeted at 
identifying those with specific problems in reading comprehension, since this is an area 
where there is a lack of formal assessment tools across languages – indeed there are few 
assessment tools specifically targeted at reading comprehension deficits in English-language 
contexts (Woolley, 2008, 2011).As suggested by the findings reported in Study 3, measures 
of both components of the model, language competence and word processing, may be needed 
to identify those with different types of reading problems. Similarly, identification of those 
with word-level problems may require measures of phonological and orthographic processing 
– as suggested in the findings across studies 1 to 3. Standardisation of the measures 
developed in this study across different areas of Iran would provide the basis for 
comprehensive assessment procedures in Persian, which should also inform assessments of 
those outside of Iran, with appropriate modifications for local dialect or learning context 
(e.g., second language learning). 
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In addition, the findings of the current work concur with previous cross-language research 
which indicates that features of the orthography can influence the acquisition of literacy as 
well as how literacy deficits may be identified. Rates of improvement in reading, and 
literacy-related skills, may vary across different language cohorts (Seymour et al., 2003; 
Ziegler et al., 2010) meaning that different measures may be needed to identify difficulties in 
literacy acquisition. Children in the monolingual cohorts tested in the present work showed 
good performance in word decoding tasks when accuracy was measured, consistent with 
more consistent grapheme-phoneme correspondences, and suggesting that accuracy may not 
be a reliable identifier of word-level processing differences. Hence, as with other more 
transparent orthographies, measures of rate of reading (fluency) may be better identifiers of 
low literacy levels than measures of accuracy amongst young Persian readers (Sadeghi et al., 
2012). 
Similarly, measures of phonological processing may need to be considered carefully. In the 
present research, the measure of phonological segmentation showed a lack of variation within 
the grades tested and poor growth between grades. It also did not show reasonable 
correlations with other phonological measures used in the study (see chapter 5 for a review). 
This questions the usefulness of such sound segmentation tasks as assessments of variations 
in phonological skills in Persian. One possible explanation is that the features of the 
orthography may lead to the child to try to perform such segmentation task via orthographic 
knowledge; i.e., they segment based on spelling rather than sounds. One way of further 
investigating the role of orthography on such segmentation tasks is to develop sound 
segmentation measures comprised of words with more phonemes than graphemes (e.g., گس 
/sæg/, meaning dog, has two letters but three phonemes) and words with less phonemes than 
graphemes (e.g., باوخ /Xab/, meaning sleep, has four letters but three phonemes). If children 
were influenced more by spelling than sounds in the segmentation task used in Study 1, there 
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will be a trend for an under-estimate of segments in the first type of words but an over-
estimate of the segments in the second type of words. These findings would suggest that 
phonological segmentation tasks may not be an appropriate way of determining phonological 
skills in Persian children who have learnt to read. 
Another measure that may benefit from further research to clarify its primary influence is 
word chains (see also Chapter 5 for a review). The data from this research suggests that word 
chains tasks similar to those used in English-language tests, can be included as orthographic 
processing measures in Persian assessment tools – which is consistent with other studies in 
which word chains is considered as an orthographic measure (Arab-Moghaddam & Sénéchal, 
2001). However, the findings presented in this thesis suggest that the presentation of 
materials influences whether the task loads more on orthographic or phonological skills: 
including word chains with Persian letters that change their shapes at the start and/or end of 
words and lists of random words versus connected text seems to influence the primary skills 
involved in the task. Clearly, it would be interesting to further study these differing versions 
of this task, which may help explain the cognitive skills involved in processing cursive 
writing systems.  
8.3.2 Ideas for teaching practice 
The current research, and model developed, can also be used to inform teaching practice. The 
research findings are suggestive of the importance of language ability, phonological skills 
and orthographic skills from a fairly young age in Persian reading development and also 
emphasize the link between orthographic skills and phonological skills. Teaching this latter 
link explicitly within normal classroom settings should lead to better reading acquisition 
outcomes. Future intervention-based research should confirm this interpretation. 
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The findings for relationships between spoken and written language in Persian can also be 
interpreted as arguing for the need to teach the link between the written form and language 
directly, though this can go beyond the level of grapheme and phonemes discussed above to 
considering the connection between comprehension skills in listening and reading. For 
example, future research that determined whether teaching inference skills in listening tasks 
can improve these skills in reading would be interesting; this may be particularly informative 
in Persian given the need to use comprehension of context to support word recognition in 
Persian text reading.  
The findings may also inform work on second language acquisition through an appreciating 
the commonalities, similarities and differences of the two languages (i.e., Persian and 
English) to provide a better scaffold for literacy learning in either language as the 
second/additional language (see discussion in Sadeghi et al., 2012). The evidence for general 
similarities between the monolingual and bilingual cohorts tested in terms of the skills 
underlying Persian reading comprehension should support the use of best practice methods of 
teaching across both learning contexts. Furthermore, the evidence that language related skills, 
particularly listening comprehension, had a major influence on reading comprehension skills 
of the bilingual speakers argues that providing a rich language environment, which can be 
found in story groups and book clubs where children are exposed to oral language, should 
enhance literacy skills outcomes.  
8.4 Limitations and directions for future research 
In any piece of research there are limitations to what can be investigated. The present 
research was not able to explicitly assess the influence of accents/dialects found across the 
Persian speaking world (see Chapter 3 for a review). However, similar differences between 
spoken and written forms of Arabic (i.e., a similar form of diglossia to that found among 
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different groups of Persian readers) have been found to effect the influence of different skills 
on reading acquisition and, therefore, this is an area in need of further research. Similarly, 
there is a growing body of research suggesting that linguistic comprehension can influence 
decoding. This would mean that linguistic competence influences reading comprehension 
both directly and indirectly through decoding (Kendeou, Savage, & van den Broek, 2009; 
Tunmer & Chapman, 2012). Future studies should look into this relationship in Persian, 
particularly given the need to use context to support reading non-vowelized text and the 
nature of diglossia evident in the Persian language. 
There were also additionally limitations in terms of the samples and measures used. The lack 
of access to standardized measures (as reported in Chapter 4 of the thesis) led to the need to 
develop measures for each area of cognitive skills hypothesized to be involved in reading process. 
Although this approach proved to be reliable for the purpose of this thesis, future research could 
address this limitation following the standardization of the measures developed in this work. 
Furthermore, the sample size was relatively small for the analyses reported for children with 
reading comprehension difficulties. Although it was adequate for the interpretations derived, 
larger sample sizes may provide greater certainty regarding the ability to generalise the findings 
to other contexts (Bachman, 2004). In addition, the sample analysed in this study comprised 
those for whom there was no known/recorded learning difficulties. Future work including 
samples with evidence of problems in text reading comprehension or word reading deficits 
would be useful. 
There are also other cognitive-linguistic skills (e.g., morphological skills, working memory, 
etc.) that may be worthy of further attention. Investigations of morphology seem an 
appropriate example, given that the Persian morphology is relatively complex. The language 
has a high number of borrowed words from Arabic and includes both formal and informal 
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morphology: the morphology of informal texts is different from that in formal ones, with 
some features that do not exist in formal texts. This may also lead to differences in the 
influence of oral versus writing morphology on literacy development – with the former 
showing less influence given the divergence from the written form.  
Clearly, other skills, such as world knowledge, motivation, etc (Aaron et al., 2008), will 
influence reading and figure 8.1 provides a representation of these together with the findings 
reported in this thesis. In Figure 8.1, the basic simple model (SVR) is presented in red-lined 
boxes. Those variables investigated in the present study are presented in blue-lined circles. 
Additional potential influences, such as morpho-syntactic awareness, variations in home 
language (e.g., the influence of diglossia), motivation and pedagogy, and exposure to print 
(including the use of first language literacy and practice with text in the additional language 
for those children from multilingual backgrounds) are included in the model in green-dashed 
shapes (as is the potential reciprocal relationship between reading comprehension and 
orthographic processing in Persian). Overall, this model and the proposed additions should 
provide a basis for further work to increase our understanding of Persian reading skills, which 







Fig. 8.1. Working model of Persian reading comprehension (modified from Sadeghi et al., 
2011)  
Note. LC=listening comprehension, Vo=vocabulary, PA=phonological awareness, OK= 
orthographic knowledge, Sp=speed 
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Appendix B: Persian vocalic phonemes 
 Front Back 
high i u 
mid e o 
low æ a 
diphthong  ow (ou) 















 serusaem naisreP :C xidneppA
 ثّ َبو ضعا
 آسهْى صّحت خْاًذى ّ درک هفاُین
 ظهیوّ 01: يعت آؾيٌٕ
 
 :..........................کلاـ   :......................................  کع ؼْگیؽی
 
  :تؼعاظ پبقص ؿهّ  :تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
 
تؼعاظ کهًّ ْبی ظاظِ نعِ اؾ تؼعاظ خبْبی . نی ؼا ثب کهًبت ظاظِ نعِ کبيم کُیعيتٍ ْبی ؾیؽ ؼا ثب ظّهت ثطٕاَیع ٔ خبْبی ضب
 .ضبنی ثیهتؽ اقت
 :لهتي ا ّ
 
 طثشٍ   درخت  ػکْفَ   تزگ   گل
 
 تِار
تْتَ ُای گل پز اس . هی کٌٌذ......... ...............در ایي فصل درختاى . تِار سیثاتزیي فصل طال اطت
پزّاًَ ُا دّر ػوعذاًی ُا ّ گلِا هی . هی ًؼیٌٌذ.......  ....................غٌچَ هی ػًْذ ّ تَ 
 . اطت.........  ...............در تِار ُوَ جا پز اس چوي ّ . رقصٌذ
 :د ّمهتي 
   َگبِ کؽظ  خٕاة ظاظ    تؼٓیلات
   قبػت هجم  هعو يی ؾظَع    زؽکت يی کؽظَع
 
 حلشّى 
........... ...............يس ًّع ٔ زًیع ظؼثبؼِ ی ظؼـ . کلاـ ثیؽٌٔ آيعَعثچّ ْب اؾ . ؾَگ تلؽیر ؾظِ نع
ؼاقتی زًیع، آیب تب ثّ زبل زهؿٌٔ ظیعِ ای؟ زًیع : يس ًّع گلت. يسجت يی کؽظَع
آَٓب ضیهی آؼاو ثّ ایٍ . چُع ؼٔؾ پیم تؼعاظ ؾیبظی زهؿٌٔ لاثلای قجؿِ ْب ظیعو..........: .................
يٍ تب ضٕاقتى ثّ نبضک ْبی یکی اؾ آَٓب ظقت ثؿَى، تًبو ........... . ...................قٕ ٔ آٌ قٕ 
ٔ كًٓیع .. .............................يس ًّع ثّ يٕؼت زًیع . ثعَم ؼا ثّ َؽيی ظؼ يعف ضٕظ كؽٔ ثؽظ
 .کّ أ ْى اؾ ایٍ کبؼ تؽقیعِ ثٕظ
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 :ط ّْمهتي 
     ؽظق        گؽو   ضُک   ظ ّٔو   آكتبثی
 ضٕاة         خٕاَّ يی ؾَُع            يی ؼیؿَع   ثبؼاَی  آؿبؾیٍ
 
 چِار فصل
 كًم. ْؽ قبل چٓبؼ كًم ظاؼظ. ضعای يٓؽثبٌ ًّْ كًم ْبی قبل ؼا ثب َظى آكؽیعِ اقت
ظؼ ثٓبؼ . ثب آؿبؾ ثٓبؼ يؽظو ایؽاٌ قبل َٕ ؼا خهٍ يی گیؽَع. قبل، ثٓبؼ اقت .. ........................
ظؼ تبثكتبٌ ْٕا ضیهی گؽو . تبثكتبٌ ظٔيیٍ كًم قبل اقت. ظؼضتبٌ نکٕكّ يی کُُع ٔ ثّ گم يی َهیُُع
پبئیؿ قٕيیٍ . يثم ظؼیب ٔ کْٕكتبٌ قلؽ يی کُُع ........ ....................... يی نٕظ ٔ يؽظو ثّ خبْبی
یٍ كًم ثؽگ ْبی ظؼضتبٌ کى کى ظؼ ا. اقت.......... .................ْٕا  ظؼ ایٍ كًم. كًم قبل اقت
ؾيكتبٌ . ثب آؿبؾ پبئیؿ، يعؼقّ ْب ظٔثبؼِ ثبؾ يی نَٕع. . ........................... ؾؼظ يی نَٕع ٔ
ظؼ ایٍ كًم، ظؼضتبٌ ثّ . اقت ........... ................ ْٕا ظؼ ؾيكتبٌ. چٓبؼيیٍ كًم قبل اقت
 .يی ؼَٔع ٔ ثّ ًْؽاِ يؽظو يُتظؽ ثٓبؼ ٔ آؿبؾ قبل َٕ يی نَٕعؾيكتبَی كؽٔ ........... .................
 
 :چِارمهتي 
   ؾیبٌ ْبی   گبٔ   ؾَجٕؼ  يسکى
 ضٕاو   ثیًبؼ   قلايت  َؼیق
 
 فْایذ ػیز
، گٕقلُع، ثؿ ..... .......................زیٕاَبتی يثم  نیؽ ثٓتؽیٍ ؿػا ٔ کبيم تؽیٍ َٕنیعَی اقت کّ اؾ 
. ايب ثؼُی اؾ ثچّ ْب نیؽ ؼا ظٔقت َعاؼَع ٔ اؾ ضٕؼظٌ آٌ كؽاؼ يی کُُع. نٕظ ٔ یب نتؽ تٓیّ يی
ثّ ػُٕاٌ . ثكیبؼ ؾیبظی ظاؼظ........  ............... ؼاقتی نًب چٕٓؼ؟ آیب ْؽ ؼٔؾ نیؽ يی َٕنیع؟ نیؽ
يی .... ....................... يثبل َٕنیعٌ نیؽ قجت ایدبظ نبظاثی ظؼ يب يی نٕظ ٔ اقتطٕاٌ ْبیًبٌ ؼا 
پف قؼی کُیع ْؽ ؼٔؾ زّع اهم یک . نیؽ يیکؽٔة ْب ٔ ثیًبؼی ْب ؼا َیؿ اؾ ثعٌ يب ظكغ يی کُع. قبؾظ






 گبؾ    ثٕ    ؼَگ   يّؿِ
 زجبة              يبیغ   گؽو کؽظٌ  يُدًع کؽظٌ
 زتي در ًْػاتَ دی اکظیذ ک
ظؼ كهبؼ ثبلا ٔ ظؼخّ ظيبی پبئیٍ ظؼ . ..........................ایٍ . َٕنبثّ ْبی گبؾظاؼ زبٔی گبؾ ظی اکكیع کؽثٍ يی ثبنُع
ایٍ اقیع . اكؿٔظٌ ظی اکكیع کؽثٍ ثّ َٕنبثّ قجت ایدبظ یک اقیع َؼیق يی نٕظ. آَٓب زم نعِ اقت
 .ْى چُیٍ ایٍ اقیع ثّ ػُٕاٌ َگٓعاؼَعِ َیؿ ػًم يی کُع. نبثّ ؼا اَعکی تُع يی کُعَٕ..  ..............................
ُْگبيی کّ ظؼ ثٓؽی َٕنبثّ ای ؼا ثبؾ يی کُیع، كهبؼ ظؼٌٔ ثٓؽی کبْم يی یبثع ٔ ظؼ َتیدّ ظی اکكیع کؽثٍ يسهٕل ثّ 
اگؽ ظؼ ثٓؽی ثؽای يعتی ثبؾ . يی نٕظاؾ قٓر آٌ ضبؼج .........  ...................گبؾ تجعیم يی نٕظ ٔ ثّ يٕؼت 
 .ثًبَع، يتٕخّ ضٕاْیع نع کّ ظیگؽ زجبة ْبی گبؾ ظؼ آٌ ظبْؽ ًَی نَٕع ٔ َٕنبثّ تُعی ضٕظ ؼا َیؿ اؾ ظقت ضٕاْع ظاظ
ايب اقتلبظِ اؾ آٌ كوّ ثّ ًْیٍ خب ضتى ًَی . يُؼت َٕنبثّ قبؾی ثؿؼگتؽیٍ ثبؾاؼ ثؽای ظی اکكیع کؽثٍ يسكٕة يی نٕظ
ثّ ًْیٍ ظنیم اؾ آٌ ثؽای . کكیع کؽثٍ خبيع ثٓتؽ اؾ آة یص ؾظِ يی تٕاَع يٕاظ ؼا قؽظ کُعظی ا. نٕظ
 .   ؿػا ْب َیؿ اقتلبظِ يی گؽظظ  ..............................
 :ػؼنهتي 
 ًَبیُعِ   ؾیٍ    ػعل   يسٕ
 يأيٕؼ    زیبِ     هًؽ   گهت ٔ گػاؼ  
 پادػاٍ ظالن
زّتی  ،ثّ ْؽ ثٓبَّ ای ايٕال يؽظوأ . گُبْکبؼ ثٕظتًگؽی ؾَعگی يی کؽظ کّ يؼؽٔف ثّ زبکى ظؼ ؾيبٌ ْبی هجم، پبظنبِ ق
ضٕظ َهكتّ ثٕظ ٔ ثّ يسؽا يی ......... ............ظؼ ایٕاٌ  مِ ای اؾ ثؿؼگبَؼٔؾی ٔی ثب ػّع. كوؽا ؼا تًبزت يی کؽظ
اقت نع کّ ظقتٕؼ ظاظ آٌ ؼا  ی آَچُبٌ نیلتّ .َبگٓبٌ اقجی ؾیجب ؼا ظیع کّ ظؼ زبل تبضت ثّ قًت کبش ثٕظ. َگؽیكت
 . ثگیؽَع
کّ ثكیبؼ پبظنبِ . ثگػاؼَع .......................... يأيٕؼاٌ اقت ؼا گؽكتُع ايب چٌٕ اقت قؽکم ثٕظ، َتٕاَكتُع ثؽ ؼٔی آٌ
ؾ آؼاو ثٕظٌ اقت يًٓئٍ ا پبظنبِٔهتی . آؼاو ایكتبظ اقت ظؼ يوبثم زبکى. آٌ آيعاقت نعِ ثٕظ، نط ًب َؿظیک ایٍ  ی نیلتّ
نع، ؾیٍ ثؽ پهت اقت َٓبظ ٔ چٌٕ ثّ پهت قؽ اقت ؼكت تب هّهبة ؾیٍ ؼا ظؼ ؾیؽ ظو اقت ثگػاؼظ، َبگٓبٌ اقت ثب ْؽ ظٔ 
اقت ْى ثلاكبيهّ پب ثّ كؽاؼ گػانت ٔ . ٔ قجت نع ظؼ ظو خبٌ ظْع نعکٕثیع کّ ٔی َوم ثؽ ؾيیٍ  أپبیم چُبٌ ثؽ قیُّ 
.........  ..................يثم ایٍ کّ اقت . کكی َتٕاَكت اثؽی اؾ اقت ثیبثع. نع.........  ..................ظؼ يسؽا 
 ی آؼی ضعأَع اقبـ ظَیب ؼا ثؽ پبیّ.ثٕظ ٔ پف اؾ ایٍ کّ يأيٕؼیت ضٕظ ؼا اَدبو ظاظ، َبپعیع نعزبکى ظبنى کهتٍ 




 ثّ َبو ضعا
 آسهْى صّحت خْاًذى ّ درک هفاُین
 ظهیوّ 51: يعت آؾيٌٕ
 
 :..........................کلاـ   :......................................  کع ؼْگیؽی
  :تؼعاظ پبقص ؿهّ  :تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
 
ثّ یبظ ظانتّ ثبنیع کّ تُٓب یکی اؾ پبقص ْب . تٍ ْبی ؾیؽ ؼا ثب ظّهت ثطٕاَیع ٔ ثّ قؤالات چٓبؼ خٕاثی آٌ ْب پبقص ظْیعي
 .ظؼقت اقت
 :هتي ا ّل
 
 تزف هثل فزع طفیذ 
. ُْا تظیار طزد ػذٍ اطت ّ تزف هی تارد. اکٌْى در رّطتایی کَ هحّوذ سًذگی هی کٌذ، سهظتاى اطت
رفت ّ آهذ اّ تَ . هحّوذ در یک کارخاًَ کار هی کٌذ. ذ فزػی طفیذ پْػاًذٍ اطتتزف سهیي را هاًٌ
خاطز تزف طخت ػذٍ اطت اها هحّوذ خْػحال اطت چْى اّ هی داًذ کَ تارع تزف تزای کؼت ّ کار 
 .کؼاّرسی تظیار پز فایذٍ اطت
 ......... .ّقتی تزف هی تارد،  )1
     .هحّوذ غوگیي هی ػْد) الف
 .کار ًوی رّدهحّوذ طز ) ب
   .هحّوذ فزع طفیذ تز رّی سهیي پِي هی کٌذ) ج
 .هحّوذ تَ طختی تَ کارخاًَ هی رّد) د
 چزا هحّوذ اس ایي کَ تزف هی تارد خْػحال اطت؟ )2
     .چْى هحّوذ تزف را دّطت دارد) الف
 .چْى ّقتی تزف هی تارد، هحّوذ تعطیل هی ػْد) ب
     .چْى تزف هثل فزع طفیذ اطت) ج
 .ْى تزف تزای کؼاّرسی هفیذ اطتچ) د
 هحّوذ کجا کار هی کٌذ؟ )3
 در ػِز) ب     در رّطتا) الف
 در کارخاًَ) د     در هشرعَ) ج
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 :هتي د ّم
 ػة هِتاتی 
. آَٓب ثّ ضبَّ ی ػًٕی يؼًٕيّ ظؼ نٓؽ کؽيبٌ ؼكتُع. ظیؽٔؾ يؼًٕيّ ثّ ًْؽاِ يبظؼل ثّ قلؽ ؼكت
ظضتؽ ػًٕی يؼًٕيّ، ثؽّیب اقت ٔ ظؼ کلاـ أل ظؼـ . ُعآَٓب ظؼ ؼاِ اؾ نٓؽْبی کبنبٌ ٔ یؿظ گػنت
يؼًٕيّ . نت يٓتبثی ؾیجبیی ثٕظ. ٔهتی يؼًٕيّ ٔ يبظؼل ثّ نٓؽ کؽيبٌ ؼقیعَع، نت ثٕظ. يی ضٕاَع
چؽا ایُدب قتبؼِ : يؼًٕيّ اؾ ثؽّیب پؽقیع. قتبؼِ ْب ثكیبؼ َٕؼاَی ٔ ظؼضهبٌ ثٕظَع. ثّ آقًبٌ َگبِ کؽظ
ظؼ ایُدب ْٕا آنٕظِ َیكت ٔ تًیؿی ْٕا ثبػث يی نٕظ : عِ يی نَٕع؟ ثؽّیب پبقص ظاظْب ؾیجب تؽ اؾ تٓؽاٌ ظی
ای : يؼًٕيّ ظؼ زبنی کّ اؾ تًبنبی قتبؼِ ْب نّػت يی ثؽظ ثب ضٕظ آؼؾٔ کؽظ. قتبؼِ ْب ؾیجبتؽ ظیعِ نَٕع
 .کبل ْٕای نٓؽ تٓؽاٌ ْیچ ٔهت ایٍ هعؼ آنٕظِ ًَی نع
 يؼًٕيّ ظؼ کعاو نٓؽ ؾَعگی يی کُع؟ )1
     کؽيبٌ) قان
  کبنبٌ) ة
     یؿظ) ج
 تٓؽاٌ) ظ
 يؼًٕيّ ٔ ٔيبظؼل کی ثّ يوًع ؼقیعَع؟ )2
 ؿؽٔة)ة      ظیؽٔؾ) انق
 نت) ظ       ؼٔؾ) ج
 چؽا يؼًٕيّ يی تٕاَكت قتبؼِ ْب ؼا َٕؼاَی تؽ ثجیُع؟ )3
 .قتبؼِ ْب ظؼضهبٌ ٔ پؽ َٕؼ ْكتُع) انق
 .ْٕای کؽيبٌ آنٕظِ اقت) ة
 .ی يٓتبثی ظیعِ يی نَٕعقتبؼِ ْب كوّ ظؼ نت ْب) ج
 .آنٕظگی ْٕای تٓؽاٌ ثبػث يی نٕظ کّ قتبؼِ ْب ضٕة ظیعِ َهَٕع) ظ
 يؼًٕيّ ثب ضٕظ چّ آؼؾٔیی کؽظ؟ )4
 .ای کبل يی تٕاَكت ثّ پیم قتبؼِ ْب ثؽٔظ) انق
 .ای کبل ْٕای کؽيبٌ تًیؿ ٔ پبکیؿِ ثٕظ) ة
 .ای کبل ْٕای تٓؽاٌ تًیؿ ٔ پبکیؿِ ثٕظ) ج





 :هتي ط ّْم
هٕل ظاظِ ثٕظو َبيّ ای ثُٕیكى ٔ ظؼ آٌ اؾ قبل تسًیهی كّ . ظٔقت ػؿیؿو كبًّْ، قلاو، ايیعٔاؼو زبنت ضٕة ثبنع
 .گػنت، ثؽایت ثگٕیى
يٍ ْیچ گبِ أنیٍ ظؼـ ؼا كّ ثب َكیى زیبت ثطم . ايكبل، ثؽای يٍ قبنی پؽ اؾ ضبْؽات نیؽیٍ ٔ ثّ یبظ يبَعَی ثٕظ
 .طُبٌ قٕظيُع آيٕؾگبؼو آؿبؾ نع، كؽايٕل َطٕاْى كؽظپبییؿی ٔ ق
ًَی ظاَی ثب چّ غٔم ٔ نٕهی آٌ ؼا ثّ . ، يٓبنؼّ كؽظیى»ْعیّ ْبی آقًبٌ«ؼاقتی، يب ايكبل كتبة خعیعی ؼا ثّ َبو 
بٌ كًٓیعیى كّ ثبیع ثب یكعیگؽ يًیًی ٔ يٓؽث. يٓبنت ثكیبؼ اؼؾنًُعی اؾ ایٍ كتبة آيٕضتیى! يٕؼت گؽْٔی يی ضٕاَعیى
 .ٔ ثُعگبٌ ضٕة ضعا آنُب نعیى) ع(ثب ؾَعگی پیبيجؽاٌ ٔ ايبيبٌ . ثٕظِ ًْٔكبؼی ظانتّ ثبنیى
. یبظ گؽكتیى چگَّٕ ًَبؾ ثطٕاَیى ٔ ضعا ؼا ػجبظت كُیى. چٌٕ ظؼ ایٍ قبل ثّ ق ٍّ تكهیق يي ؼقیعیى ثب ٔظبیق ظیُی آنُب نعیى
 .كتیىٔ یبؼاَم ظؼـ ظیُعاؼی ٔ آؾاظگی گؽ) ع(اؾ هیبو ايبو زكیٍ 
يًٓئٍ ْكتى تٕ َیؿ اؾ ضٕاَعٌ ایٍ كتبة نّػت . آيٕضتیى ثبیع يٕاظت زیٕاَبت ٔ گیبْبٌ ثبنیى ٔ ثّ ْجیؼت آؾاؼ َؽقبَیى
 .ضٕاْی ثؽظ 
 .ؼاقتی كبًّْ خبٌ، زبلا كًٓیعو كّ يؼّهى ْى یک ْعیّ ی آقًبَی اقت
 ظٔقت ًْیهگی تٕ، ؾْؽا
 .ثٓتؽیٍ ػُٕاٌ ؼا ثؽای يتٍ ثبلا اَتطبة کُیع )1
 َبيّ ای ثّ یک ظٔقت) ة      ضبْؽِ ) قان
 ق ٍّ تکهیق) ظ     گلتگٕ ثب يؼّهى) ج
 
 چیكت؟" ْعیّ ْبی آقًبٌ" )2
 ًّْ ی يؼّهى ْب) ة     يّؼهى ْبی كبًّْ) انق
 .َبو یک يعؼقّ اقت) ت     .َبو یک کتبة اقت) پ
 
 چؽا قبل تسًیهی ايكبل ثؽای ؾْؽا قبنی پؽ ضبْؽِ ثٕظ؟ )3
 .چٌٕ کتبة ضٕثی ظانت) ة    .انتچٌٕ يؼّهى ضٕثی ظ) انق
 .  چٌٕ چیؿْبی ؾیبظی یبظ گؽكت) ظ  .چٌٕ أنیٍ ظؼـ ظؼ پبئیؿ آؿبؾ نعِ ثٕظ) ج
 
 کعاو یک اؾ خًلات ؾیؽ ظؼقت اقت؟ )4
 .ؾْؽا، ايكبل ثّ ق ٍّ تکهیق يی ؼقع) انق
 .ؾْؽا ْى اکٌُٕ یک قبل اقت کّ ثّ ق ٍّ تکهیق ؼقیعِ اقت) ة
 .ؽقیعِ اقتؾْؽا ُْٕؾ ثّ ق ٍّ تکهیق َ) ج




ضعای . يهٕؼت ظؼ کبؼْب ٔ يهکلاتی کّ گبْی أهبت ثؽای اَكبٌ ثّ ٔخٕظ يی آیع، ًْٕاؼِ ظؼ ظیٍ اقلاو تبکیع نعِ اقت
اؾ ایٍ تٕيیّ . ظؼ کبؼْب ثب ايسبة ٔ یبؼاٌ ضٕظ يهٕؼت کٍ: كؽيٕظِ اقت) و(ثؿؼگ ظؼ هؽآٌ کؽیى ثّ پیبيجؽ اکؽو 
 .يی تٕاٌ ثّ َوم يّٓى يهٕؼت ظؼ ؾَعگی پی ثؽظ
ايب . ظؼ ؾَعگی ؼٔؾ يّؽِ، ثكیبؼ اّتلبم اكتبظِ اقت کّ کبؼْبی ثی يهٕؼت قؽاَدبو ضٕثی َعانتّ اَع ٔ ثی قؽاَدبو يبظِ اَع
ظنیهم . ل ًّْ ٔاهغ يی گؽظَعکبؼْبیی کّ ثب يهٕؼت ثب اكؽاظ ظاَب ٔ ظٔقتبٌ ثب تدؽثّ اَدبو يی یبثع، ثعٌٔ َوى ثٕظِ ٔ يوجٕ
یک َلؽ ثّ تُٓبیی هبظؼ َیكت ًّْ خٕاَت یک يَٕٕع ؼا ثّؽؼقی کُع ٔ اؾ آٌ آگبْی کبيم زبيم . ْى کبيًلا ٔاَر اقت
 .ًَبیع
ثُبثؽایٍ ثؽای ًّْ يكهًبَبٌ ٔ اكؽاظی کّ ضٕاْبٌ يّٕكویت يی ثبنُع لاؾو اقت کّ ظؼ کهیّ ايٕؼ ثّ پیؽٔی اؾ هؽآٌ کؽیى ٔ 
 .ثب اكؽاظ ػبنى ٔ ظاَب يهٕؼت ًَبیُع) و(اکؽو  پیبيجؽ
 کعاو یک اؾ خًلات ؾیؽ يسیر اقت؟ )1
 . ظؼ هؽآٌ تٕيیّ نعِ اقت کّ ظؼ ًّْ ی ايٕؼ ثب اكؽاظ ظاَب يهٕؼت کُیى) انق
 .کبؼْبی ثی يهٕؼت قؽاَدبو ضٕثی ظاؼَع) ة
 .ظؼ ًّْ ی ايٕؼ ثبیع ثب ًّْ ظٔقتبٌ ٔ آنُبْبیًبٌ يهٕؼت کُیى) ج
 .کؽظٌ تُٓب ثؽای يكهًبَبٌ لاؾو ٔ َؽٔؼی اقتيهٕؼت ) ظ
 
 چؽا يهٕؼت ظؼ اَدبو ايٕؼ، ايؽی پكُعیعِ اقت؟ )2
 .چٌٕ کبؼْبی ثب يهٕؼت، يٕؼظ هجٕل ًّْ ٔاهغ يی نٕظ) انق
 .ظؼ اَدبو کبؼْب ثب ايسبة ٔ یبؼاَم يهٕؼت يی کؽظ) و(چٌٕ پیبيجؽ اکؽو ) ة
 .ظؼ يیبٌ ثگػاؼیىچٌٕ يب ثبیع ًّْ ی کبؼْبیًبٌ ؼا ثب ظٔقتبًَبٌ ) ج
 .چٌٕ يب ثّ تُٓبیی ًَی تٕاَیى ًّْ ی خٕاَت یک کبؼ ؼا ثكُدیى) ظ
 
 يهٕؼت کؽظٌ ثّ چّ کكبَی تٕيیّ نعِ اقت؟ )3
      ثّ يكهًبَبٌ) انق
 )و(ثّ پجبيجؽ ) ة
  )و(ثّ ايسبة ٔ یبؼاٌ پیبيجؽ ) ج
 ثّ ًّْ کكبَی کّ يی ضٕاُْع يّٕكن نَٕع) ظ
 
 .ٍ اَتطبة کُیعثٓتؽیٍ ػُٕاٌ ؼا ثؽای ایٍ يت )4
 پُع ٔ تٕيیّ) ة     يهٕؼت) انق




ًْبٌ گَّٕ کّ ظٔؼاٌ کٕظکی، يیبٌ قبنگی ٔ کٍٓ قبنی اؾ ٔیژگی ْبی ضبّيی ثؽضٕؼظاؼ ْكتُع، ظٔؼِ خٕاَی َیؿ اؾ 
پُح قبل اقت کّ اؾ نبَؿظِ قبنگی آؿبؾ ٔ  ْجن َظؽ ثكیبؼی اؾ ظاَهًُعاٌ، ظٔؼِ خٕاَی. اًّْیت ٔیژِ ای ثؽضٕؼظاؼ اقت
ایٍ ظؼ زبنی اقت کّ ػّعِ ی کى ظیگؽی اؾ ظاَهًُعاٌ يؼتوعَع کّ ایٍ يّعت ظِ قبل يی ثبنع . تب ثیكت قبنگی اظايّ يی یبثع
 .ٔ تب ثیكت ٔ پُح قبنگی ثّ ْٕل يی اَدبيع
ِ خٕاَی يبَُع قبیؽ ظٔؼِ ْب ثب تـییؽ ٔ ظؼ ظٔؼ. نُبضت ٔیژگی ْبی ظٔؼِ ی خٕاَی ثؽای ْؽ كؽظ لاؾو ٔ َؽٔؼی اقت
ظؼ ایٍ ظٔؼِ تًبیلات خعیعی ظؼ اَكبٌ نکٕكب يی نَٕع کّ قجت کُبؼ . تس ّٕل خكًی، ايٕؼ ؼٔزی َیؿ تـییؽ يی یبثع
 . گػاؼظٌ تًبیلات کٕظکی ٔ َٕخٕاَی ظؼ كؽظ يی نَٕع
یٍ ظٔؼِ ی زّكبـ، يی تٕاَُع آیُعِ ضٕة ٔ آَچّ خٕاَبٌ ثبیع ثعاَُع ایٍ اقت کّ ثب يؽاهت ٔ نُبضت ثیهتؽ اؾ ضٕظ ٔ ا
 .ؼٔنُی ؼا ثؽای ضٕظ تؽقیى قبؾَع
 .قبل يی ثبنع.......... ثیهتؽ ظاَهًُعاٌ يؼتوعَع، ظٔؼِ خٕاَی  )1
  پبَؿظِ ) ة      پُح) انق
 ثیكت ٔ پُح) ظ      ثیكت) ج
 
 کعاو یک اؾ خًهّ ْبی ؾیؽ يسیر اقت؟ )2
 .َی ثؽضٕؼظاؼ َیكتنُبضت ظٔؼِ ی خٕاَی اؾ اًّْیت چُعا) انق
 .ظٔؼِ ی خٕاَی تُٓب ظٔؼِ ی ثب اًّْیت ظؼ ْٕل ؾَعگی ْؽ كؽظ يی ثبنع) ة
 .ظٔؼِ ی خٕاَی ًْبٌ ظٔؼِ ی َٕخٕاَی اقت) ج
 .ظؼ ظٔؼِ ی خٕاَی تًبیلات خكًی ٔ ؼٔزی خعیعی ظؼ اَكبٌ ثٕخٕظ يی آیع) ظ
 
 چّ تٕيیّ ای ثّ خٕاَبٌ ظؼ يٕؼظ ظٔؼِ ی خٕاَی نعِ اقت؟  )3
 .ظٔؼِ ًْبَُع ظٔؼِ ْبی ظیگؽ ظؼ ؾَعگی يی ثبنع ایٍ) انق
 .خٕاَبٌ ثبیع َكجت ثّ ایٍ ظٔؼِ ثی تلبٔت ثبنُع) ة
 .خٕاَبٌ ثبیع تُٓب ثّ كکؽ آیُعِ ی ضٕظ ثبنُع) ج
 .خٕاَبٌ ثبیع تلال کُُع تب ایٍ ظٔؼِ ؼا ثّ ضٕثی ظؼک ًَبیُع) ظ
 
 .ثٓتؽیٍ ػُٕاٌ ؼا ثؽای يتٍ ثبلا اَتطبة ًَبییع )4
  ظٔؼِ ی خٕاَی) ة     َٕخٕاَی ظٔؼِ ی) انق






ایٍ ْٕؼيٌٕ ظؼ قُیٍ کٕظکی، َٕخٕاَی ٔ أاقّ ظٔؼِ خٕاَی . ظؼ ثعٌ يب ْٕؼيَٕی ثّ َبو ْٕؼيٌٕ ؼنع ٔخٕظ ظاؼظ
ٌ ظٔؼِ ی َٕخٕاَی یب أاقّ ظٔؼِ ی اقتطٕاٌ قبؾی ظؼ ثعٌ تب پبیب. ٔظیلّ ی اقتطٕاٌ قبؾی ؼا ظؼ ثعٌ ثّ ػٓعِ ظاؼظ
یکی اؾ ػٕايم تأثیؽ گػاؼ ثؽ ؼنع هّع، تأيیٍ ايلاذ ٔ ٔیتبيیٍ ْبی َؽٔؼی ثؽای ْٕؼيٌٕ ؼنع يی . خٕاَی اظايّ ظاؼظ
 .ثبنع
 
گؽو گٕنت، ًَق تب یک نیٕاٌ زجٕثبت پطتّ، ظٔ تب قّ  051تٕيیّ يتط ًًّبٌ تـػیّ ثؽای َٕخٕاَبٌ يًؽف ؼٔؾاَّ 
َٕخٕاَبَی کّ ظؼ قُیٍ ؼنع يی ثبنُع ٔ اكؿایم هّع ضٕثی . نجُّیبت ظیگؽ ثّ ًْؽاِ قجؿیدبت كؽأاٌ يی ثبنعنیٕاٌ نیؽ ٔ 
َعاؼَع، يی تٕاَُع ثب يًؽف يک ًّم ٔیتبيیٍ ْب ٔ ايلاذ ْجن َظؽ پؿنک ٔ ظقتٕؼ يًؽف ْلتگی، ؼنع هّع ضٕظ ؼا ثٓجٕظ 
 .ثجطهُع
 
ْبی ؼٔؿُی ًْگی زبٔی ايلاذ ثكیبؼ ؾیبظی يی ثبنُع کّ ثؽای ؿػاْبی ظؼیبیی يبَُع يبْی ٔ يیگٕ، خگؽ ٔ ظاَّ 
ثّ ْٕؼ کّهی ثّ کكبَی کّ يی ضٕاُْع هّع ثهُعتؽی ظانتّ ثبنُع، تٕيیّ يی نٕظ ْلتّ . َٕخٕاَبٌ كٕایع ثكیبؼی ظؼ ثؽ ظاؼظ
ظٔ َیؿ ثّ ْٕؼ ؼٔؾاَّ، ثؼلأِ ضٕؼظٌ چُع ػعظ ثبظاو، ثبظاو ؾيیُی ٔ گؽ. ای یکجبؼ خگؽ ٔ ظٔ ثبؼ ؿػاْبی ظؼیبیی يیم کُُع
 .تٕيیّ يی نٕظ
 
 ٔظیلّ ی ْٕؼيٌٕ ؼنع ظؼ ثعٌ چیكت؟ )1
  اقتطٕاٌ قبؾی) ة     ؼنع هّع) انق
 تأيیٍ ٔیتبيیٍ ْبی َؽٔؼی) ت    تأيیٍ ايلاذ ) پ
 
 کعاو یک اؾ خًلات ؾیؽ يسیر اقت؟ )2
 .ْٕؼيٌٕ ؼنع ظؼ ًّْ ی قُیٍ ظؼ ثعٌ اَكبٌ كؼبل اقت) انق
 .ؼنع هّع نبٌ ثبیع ثّ پؿنک يؽاخؼّ کُُع َٕخٕاَبٌ ثؽای ثٓجٕظ) ة
 .يًؽف ؿػاْبی ظؼیبیی قجت خهٕگیؽی اؾ ؼنع هّع ظؼ اَكبٌ يی نٕظ) ج
 .اقتطٕاٌ قبؾی ظؼ ثعٌ اَكبٌ تب ظٔؼِ ی يیبٌ قبنگی ثّ ْٕل يی اَدبيع) ظ
 
 تٕيیّ يتط ًًّبٌ تـػیّ ثّ َٕخٕاَبٌ چیكت؟ )3
 ظّهت ظؼ تـػیّ ضٕظ) انق
 ک ثبؼ خگؽ يًؽف زّعاهم ْلتّ ای ی) ة
 كؽاْى آٔؼظٌ ايلاذ ٔ ٔیتبيیٍ ْبی لاؾو ثؽای ْٕؼيٌٕ ؼنع ) ج
 يًؽف کبكی گٕنت، زجٕثبت، قجؿیدبت ٔ نجُّیبت ثّ ْٕؼ ؼٔؾاَّ) ظ
 
 .ثٓتؽیٍ ػُٕاٌ ؼا ثؽای ایٍ يتٍ اَتطبة کُیع )4
 تـػیّ ی يُبقت) انق
 ْٕؼيٌٕ ْب) ة
 ثهُع هبيت) ج
 تٕيیّ ی پؿنکی) ظ
 132
 




یَ داطتاى تزاتْى هی خًْن ّ ػوا تایذ تِغ خْب گْع کٌیي، تعذ استْى در هْرد داطتاى طْال هی 
جعثَ طفیذ ّ جْاب " آرٍ"یادتْى تاػَ جْاب . کٌن کَ تایذ جْاتاتًْْ در پاطخٌاهتْى علاهت تشًیي
 .جعثَ خاکظتزی کَ تایذ علاهت سدٍ ػَ" ًَ"
 .حالا اگَ آهادٍ ُظتیي ػزّع هی کٌین
 
 :هتي ا ّل
 
أَب تًًیى گؽكتُع ايؽٔؾ . آغؼ ٔ اثٕغؼ ثب ضَٕٕاظنٌٕ تٕ یکی اؾ ؼٔقتبْبی يبؾَعؼاٌ ؾَعگی يی کٍُ
أَب تٕ ؼاِ اؾ ظیعٌ ظنت ْبی قؽ . يبظؼ ضٕؼاک نػیػی ثؽانٌٕ آيبظِ کؽظ. ثؽای گؽظل ثؽٌ کُبؼ ظؼیب
. ثبؾی کؽظٌ ٔ ثكیبؼ نّػت ثؽظٌثّچّ ْب ظؼ کُبؼ ظؼیب ثب يعف ْب . قجؿ ٔ پؽ ْؽأت ضیهی نّػت ثؽظٌ
 .ايؽٔؾ ثّ آغؼ ٔ اثٕغؼ ضیهی ضٕل گػنت
 
 آیب آغؼ ٔ اثٕغؼ تٕی ؼٔقتب ؾَعگی يی کٍُ؟: 1قٕال 
 آیب آغؼ ٔ اثٕغؼ ثؽای تلؽیر ثّ ظؼیب ؼكتٍ؟:  2 قٕال
 آیب آغؼ ٔ اثٕغؼ ظٔقتبنَٕٕ ْى ثب ضٕظنٌٕ ثؽظٌ؟: 3قٕال 
 قتٕؼاٌ ؼكتٍ؟آیب آغؼ ٔ اثٕغؼ ثؽای َٓبؼ ثّ ؼ:  4 قٕال
 آیب آغؼ ٔ اثٕغؼ تٕی ظؼیب نُب کؽظٌ؟: 5قٕال 
 آیب ثٓهٌٕ ضٕل گػنت؟: 6قٕال 





 :هتي د ّم
 طال ًْ
  
ايیٍ ثّ ًْؽاِ ضبَٕاظل ظٔؼ قلؽِ ی ْلت قیٍ َهكتّ ثٕظٌ ٔ يهتبهبَّ يُتظؽ نسظّ ی تسٕیم قبل 
اثتعا پعؼ هؽآٌ ؼا . ظّ ی تسٕیم قبل ؼا ثب نُیعٌ يعای نیپٕؼ ٔ ْجم اؾ تهٕیؿیٌٕ خهٍ گؽكتٍنس. ثٕظٌ
قپف أَب ؼٔی ْى ظیگؽ ؼٔ ثٕقیعٌ ٔ ثب ضٕؼظٌ . اؾ ظاضم قلؽِ ثؽظانت ٔ چُع آیّ اؾ إَٔ تلأت کؽظ
ٕاٌ ػیعی ثّ پعؼ چُع اقکُبـ َٕ اؾ لاثلای هؽآٌ ثؽظانت ٔ ثّ ػُ. نیؽیُی، ػیع ؼٔ ثّ ْى تجؽیک گلتٍ
ثؼع ًْگی ضٕنسبل ٔ ضُعٌٔ، کًی آخیم ٔ نیؽیُی ضٕؼظٌ ٔ ثؽای یکعیگؽ ظؼ . ايیٍ ٔ ضٕاْؽل ظاظ
ثؼع ْى، ًّْ ظقتّ خًؼی ثؽای تجؽیک قبل َٕ، آيبظِ ؼكتٍ ثّ ضَّٕ . قبل خعیع آؼؾٔی يٕكوّیت کؽظَع






 .ضٕة زبلا ثب ظهت ثّ قٕانٓب گٕل ثعثٍ
 آیب ضبَٕاظِ ی ايیٍ ظؼ ضَّٕ ی پعؼ ثؿؼگ ايیٍ يُتظؽ نسظّ ی تسٕیم قبل َٕ ثٕظَع؟: 1 قٕال
 آیب پعؼ ايیٍ پف اؾ تسٕیم قبل هؽآٌ ضَٕع؟:  2 قٕال
 آیب پعؼ ايیٍ ثؽای ػیعی ثّ أَب پٕل ظاظ؟ :3قٕال 
 آیب يبظؼ ْى ثّ أَب ػیعی ظاظ؟:  4 قٕال
 ّ ظایی ايیٍ ؼكتٍ؟آیب ثؼع اؾ تسٕیم قبل ًْگی ثّ ضَٕ: 5قٕال 
 آیب أَب ثؼع اؾ تسٕیم قبل ؿػا ضٕؼظٌ؟: 6قٕال 
 آیب ًْؿيبٌ ثب نسظّ ی تسٕیم قبل، يعای نیپٕؼ ٔ ْجم اؾ تهٕیؿیٌٕ پطم نع؟ : 7 قٕال
 
 
 :هتي ط ّْم
 خاطزٍ
آضّ تیى يٌٕ تٕی كیُبل يكبثوبت . ثّ ضَّٕ كّ ؼقیعو اؾ نّعت ػًجبَّیت ثّ اتبهى ؼكتى ٔ ظؼاؾ كهیعو
پكؽو ؿ ًّّ : ٔهتی يبظؼو يتّٕخّ ی َبؼازتی يٍ نع، ثؽاو یّ نؽثت ضُک آٔؼظ ٔ گلت. ل ثبضتّ ثٕظكٕتجب
 :ظَیب كّ ثّ آضؽ َؽقیعِ، يگّ ایٍ َؽة انًثم ؼٔ َهُیعی كّ يی گّ! َطٕؼ
 ظؼ َٕيیعی ثكی ايیع اقت                     پبیبٌ نت قیّ قپیع اقت
كوّ ثبیع ثب اؼاظِ ٔ پهتكبؼ تلال كُیٍ ٔ ْؽ ككی ٔظیلّ ی  يٍ يًٓئُّى نًبْب ثؼعًا يّٕكن يی نیٍ ،
ثؼع اؾ ظٓؽ أٌ ؼٔؾ ثّ ًْؽاِ پعؼ ٔ يبظؼ . ضٕظنٕ تٕ گؽِٔ ثّ ظؼقتی اَدبو ثعِ تب ثتَٕیٍ پیؽٔؾ ثهیٍ
ضَٕٕاظِ ی ػًٕ اؾ ظیعٌ يب ضیهی . قٕاؼ اتٕثٕـ نعیى ٔ ثّ ظیعٌ ػًٕ ػجعالله كّ يؽیٍ ثٕظ ؼكتیى
ازٕال پؽقی اؾ ػًٕ، ثؽای ؼػبیت زبنم ثعٌٔ قؽ ٔ يعا ثب ثّچّ ْب تٕی زیبِ  ثؼع اؾ. ضٕنسبل نعَع
يٕهغ ضعازبكظی ظٔ ضَٕٕاظِ هؽاؼ گػانتٍ كّ ثؼع اؾ ثٓجٕظی زبل ػًٕ، ثؽای . ضَّٕ يهـٕل ثبؾی نعیى
ثّ يهٓع ثؽٌ ٔ تٕی ؼاِ اؾ تًبنبی يُظؽِ ْب ٔ چهى اَعاؾْبی ْجیؼی ) ع(ؾیبؼت ثبؼگبِ ايبو ؼَب 
 !ْى كبنّ ٔ ْى تًبنب: ثّ هٕل يؼؽٔف. ت ثجؽَعایؽاٌ نّػ
نت ٔهتی ثّ ؼضتطٕاة ؼكتى، یّ ثبؼ ظیگّ زؽف ْبی يبظؼو ؼٔ پیم ضٕظو يؽٔؼ کؽظو ٔ تًًیى گؽكتى 
 .أٌ نت ثب ایٍ كّ ضیهی ضكتّ ثٕظو، اّيب ازكبـ ضٕثی ظانتى. ْیچ ٔهت َب ايیع َهى
 
 هّ ٔ ظٔثبؼِ تلال کُّ؟آیب يبظؼ ثّ پكؽل تٕيیّ کؽظ کّ َب ايیع َ: 1قٕال 
 آیب أَب ثؽای ظیعٌ ػًٕ ػجعانّهّ ثّ يهٓع ؼكتٍ؟:  2 قٕال
 آیب ظنیم َبؼازتی گٕیُعِ ی ایٍ ضبْؽِ ثیًبؼی ػًٕ ػجعانّهّ ثٕظ:  3قٕال 
 آیب ثچّ ْب تٕی اتبم ثبؾی کؽظٌ؟:  4 قٕال
   ایُّ کّ "    یّ قپیع اقتظؼ َٕيیعی ثكی ايیع اقت         پبیبٌ نت ق"آیب يؼُبی َؽة انًثم : 5قٕال 
 تٕی نت آظو َب ايیع يی نّ؟
 آیب أَب ثؽای ظیعٌ ػًٕ ػجعالله ثّ ثیًبؼقتبٌ ؼكتٍ؟: 6قٕال 












ی ػبنى ثٕظ ٔ ثب ظاَهًُعاٌ ؾیبظی َهكت ٔ نوًبٌ يؽظ. نبیع نًب ْى َبو نوًبٌ زکیى ؼٔ نُیعِ ثبنیٍ
کًتؽ زؽف . ًَبؾل ؼٔ قؽ ٔهت يی ضَٕع، پؽْیؿکبؼ ثٕظ ٔ ثّ ػعانت ؼكتبؼ يی کؽظ. ثؽضبقت يی کؽظ
ايبَت ظاؼ ٔ ؼاقتگٕ ثٕظ ٔ ثؽای . يی ؾظ ٔ ؾيبَی کّ زؽف يی ؾظ، قطُبَی زکیًبَّ اؾل نُیعِ يی نع
نوًبٌ اؾ . ا يی کؽظٌ، يیَٕهٌٕ آنتی ثؽهؽاؼ يی کؽظاگؽ ظٔ َلؽ ثب ْى ظػٕ. يؽظو ظنكٕؾی يی کؽظ
. أ ػًؽی ْٕلاَی ظانت. ؾَعگی يی کؽظ) ع(ثٕظ ٔ ظؼ ؾيبٌ زُؽت ظأظ ) ع(ضٕیهبٌ زُؽت اّیٕة 
 . پُعْبی نوًبٌ ثكیبؼ يؼؽٔف اقت
ؼ ظ) و(پیبيجؽ اکؽو . يوبو نوًبٌ ثّ هعؼی ثبلا اقت کّ ظؼ هؽآٌ کؽیى قٕؼِ ای ثّ َبو نوًبٌ َبؾل نعِ
نوًبٌ پیبيجؽ َجٕظ ٔنی ثُعِ ای ثٕظ کّ ثكیبؼ كکؽ يی کؽظ ٔ ثّ ضعأَع ایًبٌ : " يٕؼظ نوًبٌ كؽيٕظَع
 ."ضعا ؼا ظٔقت يی ظانت ٔ ضعا ْى أ ؼٔ ظٔقت يی ظانت. ٔاهؼی ظانت
ثّ ضبْؽ ايبَت ظاؼی، يعاهت ٔ قکٕت : چٕٓؼی ثّ ایٍ يوبو ثبلا ؼقیعی؟ گلت: اؾ نوًبٌ پؽقیعَع
 .ی کّ ثّ يٍ يؽثِٕ َجٕظظؼثبؼِ ی چیؿ
 آیب نوًبٌ يؽظیّ کّ ًّْ ی ػبنى إَٔ يی نُبقٍ؟: 1قٕال 
ؾَعگی يی کؽظِ ٔ اؾ ) ع(آیب ظنیم يهٕٓؼثٕظٌ نوًبٌ زکیى ایُّ کّ ظؼ ؾيبٌ زُؽت ظأظ : 2قٕال 
 ثٕظِ؟) ع(ضٕیهبَٔعاٌ زُؽت اّیٕة 
 ؼقیع؟آیب نوًبٌ زکیى ثب ايبَت ظاؼی ٔ يعاهتم ثّ يوبو ثبلایم : 3قٕال 
 آیب ظؼ هؽآٌ کؽیى قٕؼِ ای ثّ َبو نوًبٌ ٔخٕظ ظاؼظ؟: 4قٕال 




 طٌجیذٍ طخي گفتي
 
ؼٔؾی ایٍ ٔؾیؽ ظؼ يیبٌ يسجت ْبل . یکی اؾ پبظنبْبٌ ُْعی، ٔؾیؽی ثكیبؼ ظٔقت ظانتُی ظانت
أَبیی کّ ایٍ زؽف ؼٔ نُیعٌ ًَی . اضتّ قتيؽؿی ٔخٕظ ظاؼِ کّ ضٕؼاکم قُگ ظاؽ ٔ آٍْ گع: گلت
چؽا چیؿی ؼا کّ ػوم ًَی پػیؽظ، اّظػب يی کُی، ٔؾیؽ؟ ٔ : پبظنبِ ثب ضهى گلت. تَٕكتٍ إَٔ ثبٔؼ کُُع
ٔؾیؽ کّ ظیع ْیچ ثٓبَّ ای كبیعِ َعاؼِ ٔ پبكهبؼی ؼٔی زؽكم كوّ ضهى نبِ ؼٔ ؾیبظ تؽ يی کُّ پف اؾ 
ای اثجبت قطُى، چُع يبِ ثّ يٍ كؽيت ظْیع تب ثّ ثـعاظ قلؽ کُى ٔ ًََّٕ ثؽ! پبظنبْب: نسظّ ای تأّيم گلت
 . ای اؾ ایٍ يؽؽ ؼا ثؽایتبٌ ثیبٔؼو
ٔؾیؽ آيبظِ قلؽ نع ٔ پف اؾ چُعیٍ يبِ يكبكؽت ضٕظل ؼٔ ثّ ثـعاظ ؼقبَع ٔ ثؼع اؾ خكتدٕ كًٓیع کّ 
ثبلاضؽِ تَٕكت یّ نتؽ يؽؽ أ ثّ ثیبثبٌ ؼكت ٔ ثب ؾزًت كؽأاٌ . يؽؽ آتم ضٕاؼ، ًْبٌ نتؽيؽؽ اقت
 .ؼا ثّ ظاو ثُعاؾِ ٔ ثب ضٕظل ثیبؼِ
. ٔهتی ٔؾیؽ ثیچبؼِ پف اؾ یک قبل ثبلاضؽِ ثّ َؿظ نبِ ثؽگهت، ًّْ اؾ ظیعٌ چُیٍ يؽؿی تؼّدت کؽظَع
ثّ ظقتٕؼ . پبظنبِ ثعاَع کّ يهّوت ثكیبؼی تس ًّم کؽظو تب ثّ ایٍ يؽؽ ظقت یبكتى: ٔؾیؽ ثب ضٕنسبنی گلت
ٔؾیؽ . آتم ؼا خهٕی نتؽيؽؽ گػانتٍ ٔ أ أَب ؼٔ ثّ ؼازتی ثهؼیع ِ ْبی ضؽظ ٔ ؼیؿی اؾپبنبِ، پبؼ
 .ضٕنسبل ثٕظ ٔ يُتظؽ ظؼیبكت پبظانی يُبقت اؾ ْؽف پبظنبِ ثٕظ
ای ٔؾیؽ، ْؽ چُع : ظقتم ؼٔ ؼٔی نَّٕ ٔؾیؽگػانت ٔ گلت. پبظنبِ اؾ خبل ثهُع نع ٔ کُبؼ ٔؾیؽ أيع
 .يب ؼا ظؼ يٕؼظ ػوم ضٕظ ثّ نّک اَعاضتی زؽف ضٕظت ؼا ثّ ثبثت کؽظی ٔنی
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خكبؼت َیكت اگؽ یپؽقى کّ چؽا پبظنبِ چُیٍ : ٔؾیؽ کّ اؾ تؼّدت ضهکم ؾظِ ثٕظ، ثب نؽيُعگی پؽقیع
ای ٔؾیؽ، قطُی ؼا کّ ثؽای اثجبت آٌ یک قبل اؾ ػًؽت ؼا ثبیع يؽف : اَعیهّ ای ظاؼظ؟ پبظنبِ گلت
 .کُی، ثٓتؽ اقت ايًلا َگٕیی
ْؽ چُع کّ أٌ تَٕكتّ ثٕظ زؽكم ؼٔ اثجبت کُّ اّيب تهق . ٔؾیؽ ظؼیبكت کّ قطٍ پبظنبِ ظؼقت اقت
 .نعٌ ػًؽ یک قبنّ ال ًَی تٕاَكت تٕخیّ ضٕثی ظانتّ ثبنّ
 آیب ٔؾیؽ پف اؾ ضهى پبنبِ ظؼ يٕؼظ قطُم اؾ پبظنبِ ضٕاقت تب أ ؼا ثجطهع؟: 1قٕال 
 يؽف کؽظِ ثٕظ، اؼؾنًُع ثٕظ؟ آیب کبؼ ٔؾیؽ ظؼ يوبثم ٔهتی کّ: 2قٕال 
 آیب يؽؿی کّ ٔؾیؽ آٔؼظِ ثٕظ، تٕاَكت پبؼِ ْبی آتم ؼا ثجهؼع؟: 3قٕال 
 آیب ٔؾیؽ اؾ ثـعاظ ثب ضٕظل یّ ػوبة آٔؼظ؟ : 4قٕال 
 آیب ٔؾیؽ تٕاَكت زؽكم ؼا ثّ اثجبت ثؽقبَع؟: 5قٕال 
 ْبیًبٌ ؼا ثّ اثجبت ثؽقبَیى؟ آیب َتیدّ اضلاهی ایٍ ظاقتبٌ ایٍ اقت کّ يب ثبیع ًّْ ی زؽف: 6قٕال 
 آیب يؽؽ آتم ضٕاؼ ٔاهؼًب ٔخٕظ ظانت؟: 7قٕال 





 اس ُز دطت تذی، اس ُوْى دطت هی گیزی
 
ؼؾم ٔ ؼٔؾی کهبٔؼؾ كویؽی ظؼ اقکبتهُع ثّ َبو كهًیُگ ظؼ زبنی کّ قطت يهـٕل کبؼ ٔ تّٓیّ ی 
. ؼٔؾی ثؽای ضٕظل ٔ ضَٕٕاظل ثٕظ، يعای َبنّ ی کٕظکی ؼٔ اؾ ثبتلاهی کّ تٕ أٌ َؿظیکی ثٕظ، نُیع
 . ثلاكبيهّ، ٔقبیهم ؼٔ ثّ ؾيیٍ اَعاضت ٔ ثؽای کًک ثّ کٕظک ظٔیع
کٕظک کّ زكبثی تؽقیعِ ثٕظ، ظؼ زبنی کّ خیؾ . کٕظک ثیچبؼِ تب کًؽ تٕ گم ْبی ثبتلام كؽٔ ؼكتّ ثٕظ
كهًیُگ، ظقتم ؼٔ ثّ قًت کٕظک ظؼاؾ کؽظ ٔ إَٔ اؾ . تلال يی کؽظ تب ضٕظل ؼٔ َدبت ثعِيی کهیع 
 . يؽگ زتًی َدبت ظاظ
ؼٔؾ ثؼع، ظؼنکّ ای يدّهم ظؼ خهٕی ضَّٕ كهًیُگ کهبٔؼؾ ایكتبظ ٔ يؽظی کّ نجبـ كبضؽی ثّ تٍ ظانت 
 . ظاظِ ثٕظأٌ يؽظ کكی َجٕظ ثّ خؿ پعؼ کٕظکی کّ کهبٔؼؾ َدبتم . اؾ أٌ پیبظِ نع
 .يی ضٕاو ثؽای َدبت پكؽو ثّ نًب پبظال ضٕثی ثعو: يؽظ ثّ کهبٔؼؾ گلت
ظؼ ًْیٍ زبل، پكؽ . يٍ ثؽای کبؼی کّ کؽظو اؾ نًب پبظال هجٕل ًَی کُى: کهبٔؼؾ اقکبتهُعی پبقص ظاظ
 .کهبٔؼؾ خهٕی ظؼ ضَّٕ ظبْؽ نع
 ایٍ کٕظک ، پكؽ نًب اقت؟: يؽظ ثؽٔتًُع پؽقیع
 .آؼِ: بؼ گلت ٔ کهبٔؼؾ ثب اكتط
ثػاؼیع آيٕؾنی ؼٔ کّ ثؽای كؽؾَع ضٕظو كؽاْى آٔؼظو ؼٔ . ثیبییع ثب ْى یّ يؼبيهّ کُیى: يؽظ ثؽٔتًُع گلت
يٍ یویٍ ظاؼو کّ اگّ ایٍ پكؽ يثم پعؼل ثبنّ، یّ ؼٔؾ ثبػث يی نّ کّ يب . ثؽای پكؽ نًب ْى كؽاْى کُى
 .ْؽ ظٔ يٌٕ ثّ ٔخٕظل اكتطبؼ کُیى
ؾ ثّ ثٓتؽیٍ يعؼقّ ْبی أٌ ؾيبٌ ؼكت ٔ ظؼ َٓبیت اؾ ثٓتؽیٍ ظاَهگبِ پؿنکی ثُبثؽایٍ، پكؽ کهبٔؼ
. ایٍ پكؽ تَٕكت َبو ضٕظنٕ ثّ ػُٕاٌ کبنق پُی قیهیٍ ظؼ ظَیب ثّ ثجت ثؽقَّٕ. نُعٌ كبؼؽ انتسًیم نع
 .أٌ پكؽ کكی َجٕظ ثّ خؿ انکكبَعؼ كهًیُگ، کبنق پُی قیهیٍ
ّ اؾ ثبتلام تٕقّ کهبٔؼؾ َدبت ظاظِ نعِ ثٕظ، ظچبؼ ثیًبؼی قبنٓب ثؼع پكؽ ًٌْٕ يؽظ َدیت ؾاظِ ای ک
 .كکؽ يی کُیع چّ چیؿی إَٔ َدبت ظاظ؟ ایٍ ثبؼ پُی قیهیٍ إَٔ اؾ يؽگ زتًی َدبت ظاظ. غات انؽّیّ نع
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َبو ایٍ يؽظ َدیت ؾاظِ آهبی ؼاَعٔنق چؽچیم ٔ َبو پكؽل ٔیُكتٌٕ چؽچیم، قیبقتًعاؼ يؼؽٔف اَگهیكی 
 .ثٕظ
گی چیؿی ثّ خؿ ایٍ َیكت کّ ْؽ کبؼی اثؽی يهبثّ ضٕظل ؼٔ ظاؼِ ٔ ایٍ َؽة انًثم ظؼ ایٍ ٔاهؼًب ؾَع
 : ؾيیُّ ظؼقتّ کّ يیگّ




آیب کهبٔؼؾ اقکبتهُعی ثب نُیعٌ يعای َبنّ ی کٕظک اؾ ثبتلام، کبؼل ؼٔ ؼْب کؽظ  ًٔ ثّ کًک : 1قٕال 
 کٕظک نتبكت؟
آیب پعؼ کٕظک پف اؾ َدبت پكؽل اؾ يؽگ زتًی ظؼ ثبتلام، ثّ کهبٔؼؾ كویؽ اقکبتهُعی پٕل : 2قٕال 
 ضٕثی ظاظ؟
 آیب پكؽ کهبٔؼؾ كویؽ ظؼ ثٓتؽیٍ ظاَهگبِ پؿنکی نُعٌ ظؼـ ضٕاَع؟: 3قٕال 
 آیب ٔیُكتٌٕ چؽچیم کبنق پُی قیهیٍ اقت؟: 4قٕال 
 آیب پُی قیهیٍ ظاؼٔی ثیًبؼی غات انؽّیّ اقت؟:5قٕال 



































 ّاژگاى آسهْى پاطخٌاهَ
 
 :......................... کلاـ   .......:........................................کع ؼْگیؽی
 يبِ....... قبل ٔ : .......ق ٍّ
 
                  
 :توزیي
 :طزی ا ّل





 1 نبَّ انق ة ج ظ
 2 ظَعاٌ انق ة ج د 21 َبَٕایی انق ب ج ظ
 3 يكدع الف ة ج ظ 31 نبنیؿاؼ انق ة ج د
 4 ظؼیب انق ة ج د 41 پبکیؿِ انق ب ج ظ
 5 يهص انق ة ج ظ 51 تیؾ الف ة ج ظ
 6 هبین انق ب ج ظ  61 ْعیّ انق ب ج ظ
 7 اؼظک انق ة ج ظ 71 ؾیبؼت الف ة ج ظ
 8 اَبؼ انق ة ج ظ 81 يٓتبثی انق ة ج ظ
 9 کُعٔ انق ة ج د 91 چٕپبٌ انق ة ج ظ




 :طزی ط ّْم       :طزی د ّم



















 1 ضُعاٌ الف ة ج ظ
 2 ؼٔؾَبيّ انق ة ج د 2 ؾّؼیٍ الف ة ج ظ
 3 يُّظى انق ة ج ظ 3 چکیعٌ انق ة ج ظ
 4 ػدهّ انق ة ج ظ 4 ؼیكًبٌ انق ة ج ظ
 5 َٕیكُعِ انق ة ج د 5 کًیٍ کؽظٌ انق ب ج ظ
 6 َبَٕا انق ب ج ظ 6 نهٕؽ انق ة ج د
 7 ػّکبـ  فال ة ج ظ 7 ثؽضبقتٍ انق ة ج ظ
 8 ظو انق ة ج ظ 8 یبظظانت کؽظٌ انق ة ج ظ
 9 يٕج انق ة ج د 9 ثؽُّْ انق ب ج ظ
 01 ػهق ضٕاؼ انق ة ج د 01 اَعیهیعٌ الف ة ج ظ
 11 َگؽاٌ ثٕظٌ الف ة ج ظ 11 ؼَگبؼَگ الف ة ج ظ
 21 کبؼضبَّ الف ة ج ظ 21 زؽو انق ة ج ظ
 31  َّگٕ انق ب ج ظ 31 كُبَٕؼظ انق ة ج د
 41 ثهُع الف ة ج ظ 41 يٕؼ انق ب ج ظ
 51 پچ پچ کؽظٌ الف ة ج ظ 51 تًجؽ انق ة ج د
 61 زهؽِ انق ة ج ظ 61 اّؼِ انق ب ج ظ
 71 يؼبیُّ کؽظٌ انق ب ج ظ 71 ؼْگػؼ انق ة ج ظ
 81 کهبٌ کهبٌ انق ة ج د 81 نؽيُعِ انق ب ج ظ
 91 ضیف الف ة ج ظ 91 گؽیكتٍ الف ة ج ظ
 02 يُعٔم انق ب ج ظ 02 يهؼم انق ب ج ظ
 
  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
 ظ ج ب انق آثی )1
 ظ ج ة انق ؼاةخٕ )2
  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
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 :طزی پٌجن       :طزی چِارم



















 1 قیؽک انق ب ج ظ
 2 يطتؽع انق ب ج ظ 2 ْهٕع انق ب ج ظ
 3 اؼظزبو انق ة ج ظ 3 يعظ کؽظٌ الف ة ج ظ
 4 چٓؽِ انق ب ج ظ 4 َگؽیكتٍ انق ة ج ظ
 5 ايبثت کؽظٌ انق ة ج ظ 5 توبْغ الف ة ج ظ
 6 ثؽکّ انق ب ج ظ 6 زؽین انق ب ج ظ
 7 آقبئیعٌ الف ة ج ظ 7 ظؼآيیطتٍ انق ة ج د
 8 پبٔؼچیٍ پبٔؼچیٍ الف ة ج ظ 8 ؼيع ضبَّ انق ة ج ظ
 9 ؼژِ انق ب ج ظ 9 كؽقٕظِ انق ب ج ظ
 01 زیؽت کؽظٌ انق ة ج ظ 01 هٕٓؼ انق ب ج ظ
 11 تٓی ظقت الف ة ج ظ 11 گههٍ الف ة ج ظ
 21 ْجیت انق ة ج د 21 يّهبذ انق ة ج ظ
 31 ػیبظت کؽظٌ انق ة ج د 31 پؽاکُعٌ انق ة ج ظ
 41 كؽتٕت انق ة ج د 41 َبنیعٌ انق ة ج ظ
 51 کبٔنگؽ انق ة ج ظ 51 َسیق الف ة ج ظ
 61  بتى ؾظِي الف ة ج ظ 61 یبل انق ة ج د
 71 يهٕؼت کؽظٌ انق ة ج ظ 71 ْبيٌٕ انق ة ج د
 81 يؼعَچی الف ة ج ظ 81 نُگؽ انق ب ج ظ
 91 ٔظاع کؽظٌ انق ب ج ظ 91 تؼًیؽ کؽظٌ انق ة ج ظ
 02 آثگیُّ انق ب ج ظ 02 يدّكًّ قبؾ انق ة ج د
 
     
 
 
 :تخغ هِارت ُای آّایی
 :تؼعاظ يسیر تهطیى يعاْب
 :تؼعاظ يسیر زػف يعاْب
 :ؾيبٌ  :تؼعاظ يسیر ضٕاَعٌ َبکهًبت
 
 :تخغ ًاهیذى تصاّیز
 :تؼعاظ ؿهّ :ؾيبٌ َبيیعٌ زؽٔف
 :تؼعاظ ؿهّ :ؾيبٌ َبيیعٌ کهًبت
 :تؼعاظ ؿهّ :ؾيبٌ َبيیعٌ انیبء 







  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
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 آسهْى تؼخیص صذاُا
 
 . ثب ظهت گٕل کٍ ٔ يعاْبی آٌ ْب ؼا ثگٕ. ایٍ هكًت چُع کهًّ ضٕاْی نُیع ظؼ




تؼعاظ   يعاْب کهًّ 
 يعاْب
 6 ظ ، ـَــ ، ف ، ت ، ـَــ ، ؼ ظكتؽ 1
 5 ک ، ـِــ ، ت ، ا ، ة کتبة 2
 
 
 .ضٕة، اگؽ زبَؽی، نؽٔع يی کُیى
 
تؼعاظ   يعاْب کهًّ 
 يعاْب
 3 و ، ی ، ؾ  يیؿ 1
 4 ِ ،ـَــ ، ٔ ، ا ْٕا 2
 6 ظ ، ـُــ ، ک ، ت ، ـُــ ، ؼ ظکتؽ 3
 3 ت ، ا ، ة تبة 4
 4 ِ ، ـَــ ، ل ، ا ْلا 5
 5 ل ، ا ، ِ ، ی ، ٌ نبْیٍ 6
 6 ل ، ـَــ ، و ، ل ، ی ، ؼ نًهیؽ 7
 6 ؾ ،ـَــ ، ٌ ، ة ، ٔ ، ؼ ؾَجٕؼ 8
 6 ا ، ل  ی ، ـَــ ، ش ، چ ، یطچبل 9
 4 ؾ ، ـَــ ، ٌ ، گ ؾَگ 01
 7 ک ، ٔ ، ف ، ت ، ـِــ ، گ ،ی کٕكتگی 11
 7 ل ، ـَــ ، ِ ، ؼ ، ـَــ ، ٌ ، ج نٓؽَح 21
 6 ـَــ ، ؼ ، ٔ ، ـ ، ـَــ ، ک ػؽٔقک 31
 7 و ، ـِــ ، ک ، ا ، ٌ ، ی ، ک يکبَیک 41















يعای زػف  کهًّ 
 نعِ
 کهًّ ی خعیع
 ایؽ ؾ ؾیؽ 1
 ظْوب ٌ ظْوبٌ 2
 ٔؼِال ؾ ٔؼؾل 3
 ُک َاک و کًک  4
 ؾاؼ آ آؾاؼ 5
 هبُام ل هبنن 6
 
 

















يعای زػف  کهًّ 
 نعِ
 کهًّ ی خعیع
 قَٕؾ ٌ قٕؾٌ 1
 آثهًّ م هبثهًّ 2
 يُِٓع ـ يُٓعـ 3
 چؽا ؽ چؽاؽ 4
 پؽتوب ل پؽتوبل 5
 ِپ َاؼ ظ پعؼ 6
 يب َاؼ ظ يبظؼ 7
 پَهگ ٌ پهُگ 8
 هبیجبف ل هبنیجبف 9
 يع ِاقّ ؼ يعؼقّ 01
 َاْبٌ ظ ظْبٌ 11
 ِاظاظ و يعاظ 21
 ؼاٍَ ِاگی ظ ؼاَُعگی 31
 َاثبة ک کجبة 41






















 َکیلا 4 كبة 3 کٕژاٌ 2 پبل 1














 كبؼ 5 ْیف 4 َبل 3 يٕک 2 ٔیؽ 1
 پٕو 01 يبپ 9 پٕم 8 ظیؾ 7 يبٌ 6
 
 پٕقکی 51 پٕنیؽ 41 يبژٔک 31 يبقیپ 21 ثبؼات 11
 يیوبؼپ 02 کٕؼتیٍ 91 يیعام 81 يٕؼقیق 71 َبنیک 61
 
 ؼیٕاؼظی 52 يًَٕبؼی 42 قیوبنپب 32 يبنبنی 22 قٕؼیعاٌ 12




 یکظاى) هعٌادار(تؼخیص جفت کلوات 
 ظهیوّ1 : يّعت آؾيٌٕ
 :..............کلاـ   :......................کع ؼْگیؽی
 
        
اگؽ ظٔ کهًّ . کّ آیب ایٍ ظٔ کهًّ یکكبٌ ْكتُع یب َّکهًبت ؾیؽ ؼا ثطٕاٌ ٔ تهطیى ثعِ 
 .یکكبٌ ْكتُع، ؾیؽ آَٓب ؼا ضّ ثکم
 
 اقُبظ، اقتبظ) 1  :يثبل
  قُگؽ، قُگؽ )2                   
 ؼٔؾ، ؾٔؼ) 62       يیؿ، يیؿ) 1
 کهق، کهق) 72       َٕؼ، ثٕؼ) 2
 ؼزًت، ؼزًت) 82      ضٕنّ، ضٕنّ) 3
 ضٕل، خٕل) 92       ؼزى، ؾضى) 4
 ؾیبؼت، ؾیبؼت) 03       تّٕنع، تّٕنع) 5
 ؿ ًّّ، ه ًّّ)13      يٕقی، يٕقی) 6
 يسّجت، يسّجت) 23      نبػؽ، قبزؽ) 7
 آؿبؾ، آٔاؾ) 33      يسیر، يسیر) 8
 ؼاَی، ؼاَی) 43      ظنپػیؽ، ظنپػیؽ) 9
 زیق، کیق) 53     يؼػؼت، يـلؽت) 01
 ٌ، الاٌالا) 63      اكتطبؼ، اكتطبؼ) 11
 کبؼظ، کبؼت) 73      ندبع، ندبع) 21
 نیؽیُی، نیؽیُی) 83     يكؽٔؼ، يـؽٔؼ) 31
  يعِ ،ظّْ) 93      تؼظیى، ػظیى) 41
 ؾاؼی ،ؼأی) 04      َبيٍ ،َبيٍ) 51
 اهتجبـ ،اهتجبـ) 14      اؼظکبٌ ،اؼيـبٌ) 61
 تلؽین ،تلؽین) 24     پبلایهگبِ ،پبلایهگبِ) 71
 نًیعٌ ،نؽؾیعٌ) 34      ؼهجٕ ،يجٕؼ) 81
 کهک ،کهک) 44     اًَؽاف ،يًُؽف) 91
 تٓؽاٌ ،ْٓؽاٌ) 54      زیبِ، زیبت) 02
 اؼٌ ،اؼؾ) 64      كؽِ ،كؽِ) 12
 ٔیژِ ،ٔیژِ) 74      هؽآٌ ،هؽآٌ) 22
 يجبؼک ،يجبؼک) 84      ازًع ،ازًؽ) 32
 َدٕو ،ْدٕو) 94      يعاظ ،ايعاظ) 42
 َٓی ،َلی) 05      قٕیف،قٕیف) 52
  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
 542
 
 یکظاى) تی هعٌی(تؼخیص جفت کلوات 
 ظهیوّ 1: يّعت آؾيٌٕ
 :..............کلاـ   :......................کع ؼْگیؽی
 
 
اگؽ ظٔ کهًّ . کهًبت ؾیؽ ؼا ثطٕاٌ ٔ تهطیى ثعِ کّ آیب ایٍ ظٔ کهًّ یکكبٌ ْكتُع یب َّ
   .ّ ظانتّ ثبل کّ ایٍ کهًبت ثی يؼُی ْكتُعتٕخ. یکكبٌ ْكتُع، ؾیؽ آَٓب ؼا ضّ ثکم
 
 يهعام، يهعاٌ) 1: يثبل
  قُدؽ، قُدؽ )2                   
 قیچؽ، قیچؽ) 62       يیدب، يیسب) 1
 ظتیم، ؾتیم) 72      کبظٔش، کبظٔش) 2
 پؽگیم، هؽَیم) 82      كبؼپی، كبؼثی) 3
 َكتیهب، پكُیهب) 92      پبيتٕ، پبيتٕ) 4
 ًَکٕ، ًَکٕ) 03      ، تلؽیثتلؽیث) 5
 يسًلاتی، يسًلاثی) 13      قیعانّ، نیعاقّ) 6
 نًجّ، نًجّ) 23     يوعٔنیت، يوعٔقیت) 7
 هؽظانّ، هؽظانّ) 33     يُٕؾات، يًٕهبت) 8
 هیسبثی، هیسبَی) 43      ًٕلٓيًٕٓل، ي) 9
 َكتبنیم، َكتبنیم) 53     ٔؼٔنک، ٔؼٔنک) 01
 اقتبلاَی، اكتبلاثی) 63     هؽیهکبت، يؽیهکبت) 11
 نًهیٍ، نًهیٍ) 73      يهپهیٍ، يكپهیٍ) 21
 ٔیپیُگ، ٔیپیُگ) 83      يلاَی، يلاَی) 31
 َٕقکی، یٕقکی) 93      ککبَی، گکبَی) 41
 يیًٕؼی، يكًٕؼی) 04      ؿکبنی، ؿکبنی)51
 يلإٌَ، يلإٌَ) 14      ْیتؽاٌ، کیتؽاٌ) 61
 گیدبؼی، کیدبؼی) 24     ؾؼظاثیم، ؾظؼاثیم) 71
 يژيؽاٌ، يژيؽاٌ) 34     َیكبنپٕل، َیكبنپٕل) 81
 يًُبؼاٌ، يًُبؼاٌ)44     یهعاَهبؼ، یهعاَكبؼ) 91
 ضلاؾِ، يلاؾِ) 54      خیهیپُٕ، خیهیپُٕ) 02
 ظٔؼيبو، ظٔؼيبو) 64     ًْٓؿاَب، ًْٓؿاَب) 12
 هؽغاثی، هؽظاَی) 74      ؼانػ، ؼانؿ) 22
 ايهک، ايهگ) 84      قیؿاٌ، هیؿاٌ) 32
  اؼژِ، اؼژِ) 94     ثٕکیبَٕـ، ثٕکیبَٕـ) 42
 تؽظانی، تؽظانی) 05      ثٕتبل، ثٕتبل) 52
  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
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 یکظاى) تی هعٌی(تؼخیص جفت کلوات 
 ظهیوّ 1: يّعت آؾيٌٕ
 :..............کلاـ   :......................کع ؼْگیؽی
 
 
اگؽ ظٔ کهًّ . ثعِ کّ آیب ایٍ ظٔ کهًّ یکكبٌ ْكتُع یب َّکهًبت ؾیؽ ؼا ثطٕاٌ ٔ تهطیى 
  .تٕخّ ظانتّ ثبل کّ ایٍ کهًبت ثی يؼُی ْكتُع. یکكبٌ ْكتُع، ؾیؽ آَٓب ؼا ضّ ثکم
   
 ؾيیعاٌ ، ًَیعٌ) 1: يثبل
  قُدؽ، قُدؽ )2                   
 قیچؽ، قیچؽ) 62      لاقؽ ، لايؽ) 1
 یق ، هؽایقؿؽا) 72      کبظٔش ، کبظٔش) 2
 قُیجبت ، يُیجبت) 82      ْٕلاؼ ، تٕلاؼ) 3
 تهٕؼ ، ْهٕؼ) 92      پبيتٕ، پبيتٕ) 4
 ًَکٕ، ًَکٕ) 03      تلؽیث ، تلؽیث) 5
 يؽاهف ، يؽاهى) 13     نکٕتبٌ ، نکْٕبٌ) 6
 نًجّ ، نًجّ) 23      تؽاقن ، تؽاين) 7
 هؽظانّ ، هؽظانّ) 33      نیبَعاؾ ، نیبَعاغ) 8
 يدبزم ، يدبْم) 43     ًٕلًٕٓٓل ، يي) 9
 َكتبنیم ، َكتبنیم) 53     ٔؼٔنک ، ٔؼٔنک) 01
 پؽاقیپ ، پؽاثیپ) 63    يؽخٕؾل ، يؽخَٕم) 11
 نًهیٍ ، نًهیٍ) 73      ظٔؿبؾ ، ظٔهبؾ) 21
 ٔیپیُگ ، ٔیپیُگ) 83      يلاَی، يلاَی) 31
 يسبٔی ، يٓبٔی) 93     يعاؼؾ ، يعاؼٌ) 41
 نٓؽام ، نٓؽاؽ) 04     ؿکبنیؿکبنی، ) 51
 يلإٌَ، يلإٌَ) 14     ظٔیلاِ ، ظٔیلات) 61
 قیوبنپب ، قیـبنپب) 24      غانُع ، ؾانُع) 71
 يژيؽاٌ ، يژيؽاٌ) 34     َیكبنپٕل، َیكبنپٕل) 81
 يًُبؼاٌ، يًُبؼاٌ)44      ثهیدبم ، ثهیدبؽ) 91
 نٕقیب ، نٕيیب) 54      خیهیُٕ، خیهیُٕ) 02
 ظٔؼيبو ، ظٔؼيبو) 64     ٓؿاَب ، ًْٓؿاَبًْ) 12
 تلٕؼات ، تلٕؼاِ) 74     اقبؼیص ، ايبؼیص) 22
 پیؽاَكؽ ، پیؽاَثؽ) 84     ظیكکبٌ ، ظیًکبٌ) 32
  اؼژِ ، اؼژِ) 94     ثٕکیبَٕـ، ثٕکیبَٕـ) 42
 تؽظانی ، تؽظانی) 05      ثٕتبل، ثٕتبل) 52
  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
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 تَ ُن چظثیذٍ کلواتسًجیزٍ ی 
 1ػوارٍ  آسهْى





تٕ ثبیع ایٍ کهًّ ْب ؼا ثؽای ضٕظت . ظؼ ایٍ هكًت کهًّ ْبیی ثّ ْى چكجیعِ ؼا يی ثیُی
 .ٔ ظؼقت خعا کُی تٕخّ ظانتّ ثبل کّ کهًّ ْب ؼا قؽیغ. ثطٕاَی ٔ آَٓب ؼا اؾ ْى خعا کُی
 
 يبؼظیٕاؼثبؼاٌ: يثبل  
 ثبؼاٌ/ظیٕاؼ/يبؼ: پبقص  
 










  يسیر پبقصتؼعاظ 
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 تَ ُن چظثیذٍ کلواتسًجیزٍ ی 
 2ػوارٍ  آسهْى





ؼا ثؽای تٕ ثبیع ایٍ خًهّ ْب . ظؼ ایٍ هكًت خًلاتی ثب کهًّ ْبیی ثّ ْى چكجیعِ يی ثیُی
تٕخّ ظانتّ ثبل کّ کهًّ ْب ؼا قؽیغ ٔ . ضٕظت ثطٕاَی ٔکهًبت آَٓب ؼا اؾ ْى خعا کُی




  يسیر پبقصتؼعاظ 
 942
 
 تَ ُن چظثیذٍ  کلواتسًجیزٍ ی 
 )تا تغییز ػکل(
 3ػوارٍ  آسهْى
 ظهیوّ 1: يّعت آؾيٌٕ
 
    :......................کع ؼْگیؽی
 ...............:..............کلاـ
 
  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
        
تٕ ثبیع ایٍ . ظؼ ایٍ هكًت کهًّ ْبیی ثّ ْى چكجیعِ ؼا يی ثیُی کّ کبيًلا ثّ ْى چكجیعِ اَع
تٕخّ ظانتّ ثبل کّ کهًّ ْب ؼا . کهًّ ْب ؼا ثؽای ضٕظت ثطٕاَی ٔ آَٓب ؼا اؾ ْى خعا کُی
 .قؽیغ ٔ ظؼقت خعا کُی
 
 زكُعیؽٔؾتٕپ: يثبل  



















 تَ ُن چظثیذٍ  کلواتجولات تا سًجیزٍ ی 
 )تا تغییز ػکل(
 4ػوارٍ  آسهْى
 ظهیوّ 1: يّعت آؾيٌٕ
 
    :......................کع ؼْگیؽی
 ...............:..............کلاـ
 
  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
 
تٕ ثبیع . ى چكجیعِ يی ثیُیظؼ ایٍ هكًت، يثم هكًت هجم خًهّ ْبیی ؼا ثب کهًبت کبيًلا ثّ ْ
تٕخّ ظانتّ ثبل . ایٍ خًلات ؼا ؼا ثؽای ضٕظت ثطٕاَی ٔ کهًّ ْبی آَٓب ؼا اؾ ْى خعا کُی
 .کّ کهًّ ْب ؼا قؽیغ ٔ ظؼقت خعا کُی
 
 . بقتـبَدیهـًكیسیبَـقًبَیکتبثـب: يثبل



















 تؼخیص صحیح کلواتآسهْى  
 ظهیوّ 1: ٌيّعت آؾيٕ
 
 
 :..............کلاـ   :......................کع ؼْگیؽی
 
  تؼعاظ پبقص يسیر
       
 .کهًبت ؾیؽ ؼا ثطٕاٌ ٔ ؾیؽ کهًّ ی يسیر ؼا ضّ ثکم
   
 ؿُب       ؿػا: يثبل
 
 ضبتؽِ  ضبْؽِ) 61    اْتؽاو  ازتؽاو) 1
 كسؽيت  كٓؽقت) 71   يُعٔم  قُعٔم) 2
 ػطى  اضى) 81    آثبیم  آقبیم) 3
 اككبَّ  اكًبَّ) 91    غزًت  ؾزًت) 4
 آظل  ػبظل) 02    تیؾ   تین) 5
 َؽٔؼی  ؾؼٔؼی) 12    َثیى  َكیى) 6
 كػا  كُب) 22    ػبهجت  آهجت) 7
 ايٓولال  اقتولال) 32    يٓیر  يسیر) 8
 ْهگؽاف  تهگؽاف) 42   ػؿظٔاج  اؾظٔاج) 9
 ؾايٍ  ٍَبي) 52   قپبـ گػاؼ قپبـ گؿاؼ) 01
 ثلیع  قلیع) 62    آؿبؾ  آهبؾ )11
 يسؽا  قٓؽا )72    كبيهّ  كبقهّ )21
 ايتطؽاج  اقتطؽاج )82   ايٓؼعاظ  اقتؼعاظ )31
 تسوین  تٓوین) 92    يلبت  ثلبت) 41
يٓتبج  يستبج )03    نػیػ  نؿیؿ) 51
 252
 






 .تْ تایذ آًِا را ًام تثزی. هی دُن کَ در آى حزّف الفثا ّجْد دارددر ایي قظوت کارتی را تَ تْ ًؼاى 
 .تْجَ داػتَ تاع کَ ایي کار را دقیق ّ طزیع تایذ اًجام تذی
 
 ى         ل        ی        م        س     ک
 







    
 ص ّ ب ک س م ی ل
 ط
 
 ى ی م ل س ک پ ع
 ب
 
 ی ک ل ع پ ّ ص ط







 خْاًذى کلوات آػٌاآسهْى 
 
 
تْ تایذ آًِا را درطت ّ . در ایي قظوت کارتی را تَ تْ ًؼاى هی دُن کَ در آى تعذادی کلوَ ًْػتَ ػذٍ اطت
 .تٌذ تخْاًی
 





 هذرطَ          اتْتْص   لثاص   ًاى
 
 خْدًْیض   تعطیلات  هٌِذص    تاسی





 تؼٓیلات ثبؾی اتٕثٕـ َبٌ
 يُٓعـ يعؼقّ تؼٓیلات ثبؾی
 يعؼقّ نجبـ يُٓعـ يُٓعـ
 ثبؾی يُٓعـ يعؼقّ تؼٓیلات
 ضٕظَٕیف يُٓعـ يعؼقّ نجبـ
 اتٕثٕـ ثبؾی ضٕظَٕیف يُٓعـ
 َبٌ اتٕثٕـ تؼٓیلات ثبؾی





 آسهْى ًاهیذى تصاّیز
 
 .ظؼ ایٍ هكًت کبؼتی ؼا ثّ تٕ َهبٌ يی ظْى کّ ظؼ آٌ چُع تًٕیؽ ٔخٕظ ظاؼظ :توزیي
    تٕخّ ظانتّ ثبل کّ ایٍ کبؼ ؼا ظهین ٔ قؽیغ ثبیع اَدبو ظْی    .  تٕ ثبیع َبو ایٍ تًٕیؽ ْب ؼا ثگٕیی
     









































                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 



























































































 رًگ ُاآسهْى ًاهیذى 
 
 
  . ظؼ ایٍ هكًت کبؼتی ؼا ثّ تٕ َهبٌ يی ظْى کّ ظؼ آٌ تًٕیؽ چُع ؼَگ ٔخٕظ ظاؼظ :توزیي
 
  . تٕ ثبیع َبو ایٍ ؼَگ ْب ؼا ثگٕیی


















Appendix D: Analyses of intra-language influences 














1 Sex, Grade and Age .516 .516 F=17.87  
p<.001 


















































Persian Grade .510 
     English Grade .099 








Listening comp. .316 
Vocabulary .203 


























1 Sex, Grade and Age .424 .424 F=13.42  
p<.001 
































1 Sex, Grade and Age .458 .458 F=14.59  
p<.001 




































1 Sex, Grade and Age .346 .346 F=8.33  
p<.001 




























1 Sex, Grade and Age .368 .368 F=9.15  
p<.001 






























1 Sex, Grade and Age .404 .404 F=13.22  
p<.001 


























1 Sex, Grade and Age .476 .476 F=16.27  
p<.001 








F=.1.53           
P=.223 
 
 
